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Key data
2006 – 2007

3 million 2007 2006 change

revenue 95.8 92.9 3%
ebit 77.2 86.3 -11%
Net finance costs -50.1 -41.0 -22%
ebt 77.8 117.7 -34%
consolidated profit 94.2 100.3 -6%
earnings per share (3) 2.74 2.92 -6%
equity* 974.0 796.3 8%
Liabilities 1,002.3 898.3 12%
total assets 1,976.3 1,796.2 10%
equity ratio (%)* 49.3 50.0
Gearing in %* 103 100
cash and cash equivalents 109.0 94.2 16%
Net asset aalue 925.1 877.4 5%
Net asset value per share (3) 26.91 25.53 5%
Dividend per share 3 1.05** 1.05 0%
* incl. minority interest
** proposal

Overview
Deutsche EuroShop 

highlights 2007
January
Deutsche euroshop ranks first in the survey  
„birD 2006“ (beste investor relations Deutsch-
lands) by the investor magazine börse-Online

April 
Laying of the foundation stone for the stadt-
Galerie Passau

May
topping-out of Galeria baltycka, Gdansk

June
Annual General Meeting on 21 June 2007 and 
distribution of a dividend of 31.05 per share. 
Deutsche euroshop wins the capital investor 
relations Prize 2007 in the MDAX category

July
topping-out of stadt-Galerie hameln

August
share split 1:2, the number of shares  
increases from 17,187,499 to 34,374,998

October
Grand opening of Galeria baltycka, Gdansk. 
topping-out of stadt-Galerie Passau

2.74
earnings per share
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centers in europe 
As of 2007

revenue ebit ebt*

target-performance comparison
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Umsatz EBIT EBT

target
110–113

target
119–121

result
95.8

2008 20092007 2008 20092007

result
77.2

target
92–94

target
90–92

target
100–102

target
71–73

target
43–45

target
49–51

target
30–32

result
37.7
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82.000       the front page shows the city Point in Kassel, city of the documenta exhibition. 
this building with its modern architecture is a special highlight at the Königsplatz. 
      A façade of an organically curved glass membrane, printed with thousands of city motifs, 
stretches nearly gapless around the building. At night, more than 82,000 light-emitting-diods 
             illuminate the façade indirectly and create a very special atmosphere.



Our values,
our goals

Values
we are the only public company in germany that invests solely in shopping centers in prime locations. we invest only in carefully 
chosen properties. high quality standards and a high degree of flexibility are just as important to us as sustained earnings growth 

from index- and turnover-linked rental contracts. In addition, we boast a higher than average occupancy rate of around 99%  
and professional center management – these are the pillars of our success.

goals
Deutsche euroShop does not seek short-term success, but rather long-term growth and the resulting stable increase in the value  

of our portfolio. our objective is to distribute an attractive dividend to our shareholders every year from secure long-term income. 
In order to achieve this, we shall acquire further prime properties and hence establish ourselves as one of the largest companies 

in europe focusing on retail properties.

3

Deutsche EuroShop 
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 “A company that grows 
 must change.”

Interview with the executive Board

photographs: thomas lorenz

InterVIew wIth the eXeCutIVe BoArD
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 “A company that grows 
 must change.”

the past financial year was better than expected for Deutsche euroShop. 
Although the property crisis continues to claim victims, the Company has a positive 
future. Ceo Claus-Matthias Böge and CFo olaf g. Borkers talk to Dr. ruth Vierbuchen, 
editor-in-chief of handelsimmobilien-report
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Dr. ruth Vierbuchen: why does DeS 
invest exclusively in shopping centers 
and not in specialty stores or discount-
ers, which also benefit from the difficult 
economics phases?

Claus-Matthias Böge: we have dis-
cussed the subject over the previous 
year and realised that it is not suitable for 
us because a) the risk-yield profile is not 
attractive and b) the rental agreements 
are a long way from the quality to which 
we are accustomed. For our shopping 
centers, we look for prime locations, 
properties with a wide industry mix and 
a wide risk diversification. we set store 
in long-term rental agreements and 
fully indexed rental agreements. our  
business is robust and planable.

Dr. ruth Vierbuchen: Keyword shop-
ping center: the large centers are not 
infrequently regarded critically in con-
nection with the subject of city devel-
opment and its effects in urban retail. 
As an investor, what is your take on the 
subject?

Claus-Matthias Böge: looking at the 
development in many cities the phe-
nomena is apparent that the actual 
anchor, which has ensured that peo-
ple come to the city for decades – the 
 traditional department store – no longer 
works. And on the other hand, there 
are many successful retail concepts that 
move in the medium sized area. retail-
ers who require 1,000 or 1,500 m2 floor 
space cannot find retail space of a suit-
able size in small adjacent buildings 
in city centres. the result is that attrac-
tive retail offers do not make it into the 
city. And with them potential custom-
ers stay away from the city centres.  
It makes sense therefore to consider 
revitalisation of city centres with shop-
ping centers. they offer new, flexible 
floor space in prime locations which can 
be adapted to the changing require-
ments of the retailers. I am thinking 
particularly of the many medium-sized 
cities in germany.

Dr. ruth Vierbuchen: Is the credit crisis 
having an effect on DeS? If yes, in what 
way?

olaf g. Borkers: we have a conserva-
tive financing structure. this protects us 
against credit risks because it makes us 
more independent of banks and inter-
est changes. For many, this used to be 
rather an obstacle to investing in Deut-
sche euroShop, but since the summer of 
2007 at the latest it has proved itself as 
obviously advantageous for us. we can 
therefore say that the credit crisis has not 
affected us. however, we are expecting 
that the banks will demand increasing 
margins – even for a low-risk business 
such as Deutsche euroShop. 

In the first half of 2007, we renegotiated 
loans with a volume of around 3160 mil-
lion, partly as extensions and partly as 
refinancing with very long terms at favour-
able conditions. Credit will become a 
talking point for us in 2009 at the earliest 
– to a relatively small extent. 

“we have a conservative financing structure. 
this protects us against credit risks because it makes us 
more independent of banks and interest changes.”

InterVIew wIth the eXeCutIVe BoArD
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Dr. ruth Vierbuchen: Did the credit crisis 
have an effect on the valuation of the 
portfolio?   

Claus-Matthias Böge: Valuation is  
certainly an issue. however, we do not 
believe we are currently exposed to 
too much risk since the valuation of our 
portfolios is tangibly below the current, 
in our view overheated, market level.  
I can foresee a yield increase of perhaps 
15 to 20 basis points.
 
Dr. ruth Vierbuchen: Following the 
market  changes in the wake of the credit  
crisis, since the summer of 2007, you 
have initially been reserved where  
further transactions are concerned.  
how in your view did the climate  
change towards the end of 2007?

olaf g. Borkers: we made our last 
investment in December 2006, i.e. for us 
the prices for shopping centers were too 
high and the yields too low at the begin-
ning of 2007. In our high-priced segment, 
there are relatively few transactions 
and these are in turn never transparent 
and involve incomprehensible prices.  

overall, we can see that the competi-
tion has relaxed since the summer of 
2007. Investors who operate with a high 
degree of financial leverage are active 
only to a limited degree. this means 
that today we have other competi-
tors. these are equity strong investors,  
primarily the open-ended german 
property funds.

Dr.  ruth Vierbuchen: how did the finan-
cial year go for DeS? were the forecasts 
met?  

Claus-Matthias Böge: we actually 
exceeded them slightly. our forecast 
declined slightly in 2007 because we 
sold two shopping centers in 2006 and 
only in october did we acquire a new 
one. however, we finally generated a 
pleasing 3% increase in revenue, which 
was also the result of the indexing and 
turnover rent. For eBIt, i.e. the earnings 
before interest and tax, we had recently 
forecast between 372 million and 374 
million and achieved 377.2 million. this 
was essentially connected to the fact 
the investment costs to be treated as 
expenses – a dimension difficult to 
comprehend – did not occur in the full 
amount. the normal operating costs are 
relatively stable. of the rent, approxi-
mately 12% to 13% include the oper ating 
companies’ costs. 

these measurement gains are included 
in profit after tax i.e. consolidated profit. 
this was pleasing at 350.8 million. All 
centers have been upgraded in value 
on average by 3.1%. the corporation tax 
reform helped us, since we were able to 
release 330 million in tax provisions. this 
helped in one instance. overall, at 394.2 
million we are below the 3100.3 million 
profit we had in the record year of 2006. 
we are better than we had forecast and 
therefore very satisfied.

Dr. ruth Vierbuchen: how did Deutsche 
euroShop fair in 2007?

olaf g. Borkers: Very well initially. we 
began at 328.08. we reached our all-
time high in March at 330.68. the divi-
dend in June was raised to 31.05. then 
the subprime crisis hit in the summer, 
which also affected our shares. It must 
be noted however, that Deutsche euro-
Shop shares fell much less than those 
of its competitors. It was essentially 
quite contagious, affecting all property 
stock corporations. we ended the year 
at 323.50. that was a performance of 
-13% against +23% on the previous year. 
looking at a five-year period, our share-
holders have doubled their stake. 

Dr. ruth Vierbuchen: Do you have 
new projects planned for 2008? Also 
abroad?

Claus-Matthias Böge: we have a lot 
planned. however, there is not price tag 
attached yet. we have been thinking 
about whether we should start on these 
projects much earlier than previously. 
previously we had only invested if there 
is planning permission and pre-letting 
of 40-50%. with a general contractor 
contract signed, the risks are relatively 
manageable. however, since the last 
time we acquired such a product was 
15 months ago, we are considering 
whether or not to enter into the actual 
property development risk, i.e. collabo-
ratively sponsor property development 
in a joint venture with eCe. the risk must 
not be allowed to overturn the Com-
pany or unsteady the ability to distrib-
ute dividends. however, it can certainly 
result in small losses in individual cases. 
Initially, we want to limit ourselves to 
one or two properties. the problem 
is simply starting this kind of business. 
the first properties have to work. If we 
hit the rocks in both cases, then we can 
really forget the idea. If both properties 
are successful, then we can talk about 
more. however, we still prefer the low-
risk properties. 
 

olaf g. Borkers: Awe are also prepared 
to accept firesales – forced sales by 
investors who leave the german mar-
ket disappointed or perhaps experi-
ence other problems. when they leave, 
we’re waiting. the question is: what 



do we really want? what can we do as 
small Deutsche euroShop against large 
competitors? one advantage is that we 
are in a position to make quick deci-
sions. And we have the cash necessary 
to make a rapid acquisition. 

Dr. ruth Vierbuchen: going back once 
more to this possible development. 
would that be in germany or abroad?

Claus-Matthias Böge: we are pursuing 
both avenues.

Dr. Vierbuchen: how will the market in 
eastern europe develop? how far will 
you go along with it? what must an 
investor especially take note of in these 
markets?

Claus-Matthias Böge: our current view 
is not to go further than previously, i.e. 
poland and hungary, as Central europe, 
are the eastern limits. we could include 
the Czech republic, however, that is a 
small market. poland is a larger market 
and we have a lot of interest in it. how-
ever, it is important that the best loca-
tions are acquired in a city, to reduce the 

pressure when competition increases. 
we have two properties in poland. the 
galeria Baltycka in gdańsk for example 
is not only a unique location, but also a 
unique offer. with a catchment area of 
1.1 million people, the property is to a 
large extent unrivalled when it comes 
to product range. even in hamburg or 
Düsseldorf this property would be a 
genuine highlight. It really has no com-
petition. that will not be the case for-
ever. that is where the location plays a 
role. And the location is good – as are 
all our locations.

Dr. ruth Vierbuchen: what value 
enhancement potential do you see in 
your current portfolio?

olaf g. Borkers: our shopping centers 
generate increasing rents by means of 
rental indexing. rising rents should lead 
to increased values. however, the valu-
ation is also dependent upon external 
factors over which we have no influ-
ence. we plan very much in the long 
term and our shopping center portfolio 
is still young, so we expect rental and 
value enhancement potential.

Dr. ruth Vierbuchen: In your view, what 
potential does the german market still 
have for retail property?

Claus-Matthias Böge: that question can-
not be answered generally. If we look 
at the area of shopping centers, we 
believe that this area has a clear future 
since there is a need for floor space 
in many cities. there is a great deal of 
the wrong kind of floor space, i.e. the 
divergence between good and bad is 
becoming wider and more empty build-
ings will be seen in the 1b locations.  
A prosperous future is only assured in 
the prime locations.  

Dr. ruth Vierbuchen: what role will for-
eign competitors play on the german 
market over the coming years?

Claus-Matthias Böge: the german mar-
ket is very international and will remain 
so. there will be investors who keep 
their commitments here long term,  
as is necessary from a diversification 
perspective for example. Many are  
currently moving towards Asia. In my 
view, these are particularly the rather 

“our property’s great advantage 
is that we can relatively easily 

adapt it to the changing require-
ments of the retail industry. “
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short-term orientated funds, financed to 
a high degree with outside capital.

Dr. ruth Vierbuchen: Do you have the 
impression that the german market for 
retail property, which was previously 
in the background, has changed much 
since 2005? If yes, in what way?

Claus-Matthias Böge: retail property is 
certainly not just something for special-
ists. however, many international inves-
tors focusing on retail property did  
not have germany on the radar until 
just a few years ago. they have now 
become more interested. Strate-
gic investors are currently not yet 
active. overall, it can be said that the  
german market has woken up after a 
long sleep. the most serious develop-
ment was the introduction of auctions 
in the professional property market. 
projects are no longer given a price 
tag which can be negotiated; each bid-
der writes his or her own price tag and 
hopes to have submitted the highest 
offer. the is not what a businessman 
wants, since he wants to do business 
not buy art.

Dr. ruth Vierbuchen: what is your view 
of the corporate tax reform? have you 
been negatively affected by the interest  
barrier?

olaf g. Borkers: of course we welcome 
tax reductions, even if they involve an 
extension of the basis for taxation. we 
have benefited, and will benefit, from 
the tax reductions. we have released 
deferred taxes amounting to around 
330 million – a one-off effect. our tax 
rate will be lower in future. the corpo-
rate tax rate was reduced from 25% to 
15%.

the interest limit is a significant and dif-
ficult issue for the property industry. 
According to intensive examination, we 
are currently not affected since we ben-
efit from the escape clause. however, 
this is an examination which we have to 
repeat every year for a group which is 
always changing. not all changes are 
manageable for us. I am thinking in par-
ticular of the market value of our shop-
ping centers. 
 
Dr. ruth Vierbuchen: why does this 
escape clause apply?

olaf g. Borkers: the escape clause 
states that the equity ratio of the sub-
sidiaries must at least approximate that 
of the group. Since we are a company 
that finances more or less everything 
with 50% equity and 50% outside capi-
tal, the equity ratios of our subsidiaries 
are approximately identical to that of 
our group. A 1% deviation in the equity 
ratio is permissible and in our view we 
move within this range.

Dr. ruth Vierbuchen: what are your fore-
casts for 2008 for revenue, eBIt and earn-
ings before tax (eBt)?

olaf g. Borkers: positive. revenue will 
increase to 3110 million to 3113 million, 
against 395.8 million in 2007. eBIt should 
rise from 377.2 million to 390 million to 
392 million, eBt from 337.7 million to 343 
million to 345 million. Since we are una-
ble to forecast the measured gains, they 
are not always included in these operat-
ing forecasts.

Dr. ruth Vierbuchen: Finally, your Annual 
report carries the motto the changing 
face of retail what kind of change can 
we expect from DeS?

Claus-Matthias Böge: As our retailers 
change, our shopping centers also 
change. our property’s great advan-
tage is that we can relatively easily 
adapt it to the changing requirements 
of the retail industry. 

we remain conservative, even if we are 
perhaps entering into somewhat more 
risky business with the project devel-
opment in peripheral areas. however, 
when a company grows it must also 
change. we are convinced that we will 
have one or two interesting ideas we 
can realise.

Dr. ruth Vierbuchen: Many thanks for 
the interview.
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Manfred Zaß, Chairman of the Supervisory Board
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Dear Shareholders,

During the 2007 financial year, the Super-
visory Board performed the duties 
incumbent on it according to the law and 
the Articles of Association and closely 
followed the performance of Deutsche  
euroShop Ag. It monitored and advised 
the executive Board in  its management 
of the business.the executive Board 
informed us regularly, promptly and in 
detail of business developments.

Focus of advisory activities

we examined our Company’s net assets, 
financial position and results of opera-
tions, as well as its risk management, 
regularly and in detail. In this context, 
we checked that the formal conditions 
for implementing an efficient system of 
monitoring our Company were met and 
that the means of supervision at our dis-
posal were effective. we ensured that 
all significant factors affecting the busi-
ness were reported to us. our discus-
sions focused on the development of the 
portfolio properties, their sales trends, 
outstanding accounts, occupancy rates, 
construction measures and liquidity as 
well as investment cost trends for our 
new development projects.

particularly intensive and repeated 
discussions with the executive Board 
focused on the Company’s strategy in 
light of increased prices for shopping 
centers.

In these discussions, the executive  
Board also presented various invest-
ment options and alternatives to the 
Super visory Board. In addition, based  
on drafts prepared by external consul t-
ants, the impact of the german business 
tax reform was also discussed.

Current topics were discussed by the 
Chairman of the Supervisory Board and 
the executive Committee of the Supervi-
sory Board together with the executive 
Board if required. transactions requiring 

the approval of the Supervisory Board 
were discussed and resolved in the rel-
evant meetings. All resolutions in the 
period under review were approved 
unanimously.

Meetings

During the 2007 financial year, four regu-
larly scheduled Supervisory Board meet-
ings took place. no Supervisory Board 
member participated in less than half of 
the Supervisory Board’s meetings.

In the first meeting on 19 April 2007, 
we completed the annual review 
of the efficiency of the Supervisory 
Board and approved the agenda for 
the Annual general Meeting. In this  
context, we selected the auditor who 
was proposed to the shareholders for 
election. As a result of the high meas-
urement gains on our real estate port-
folio in relation to operating profit at 
the end of 2006, we again set particular 
store by the explanations of the exe-
cutive Board provided in this respect. 
once again, we determined that meas-
urement gains and losses have a very 
significant influence on the income 
statement for our Company, as for all 
other real estate companies preparing 
their financial statements in accord-
ance with IFrSs. Moreover, these mea-
surement gains and losses are also 
determined by factors beyond the 
control of the executive Board. Another 
topic of discussion was the reIt  
legislation in germany and its subse-
quent advantages and disadvantages 
for our Company.

In addition to discussing business per-
formance in the meeting on 21 June 
2007, we discussed individual recom-
mendations of the german Corporate 
governance Code and their appli-
cation to our Company. In so doing,  
the decision was taken not to establish 
any age limitations for the corporate 
entities.  

In the third meeting, on 13 September 
2007, we focused more intensely on 
developments regarding construc-
tion progress on the galeria Baltycka  
in gdansk, poland; the Stadt-galerien 
in the german cities of hameln and 
passau, as well as expansion plans for 
the Main-taunus-Zentrum near Frank-
furt am Main. In addition, the peculiari-
ties of the market for specialist retailer 
properties were discussed in order to 
deduce potential effects on the strat-
egy of our Company.

the last meeting, on 23 november 2007, 
focused primarily on investment pos-
sibilities presented by the executive 
Board with regard to project develop-
ments in their early stages.

A brief discussion also focused on the 
impact of the subprime crisis on our 
Company’s situation. Fortunately, the 
executive Board was able to report that 
no negative impact is foreseeable. this 
was presented in a plausible manner 
based on loan agreements concluded 
at the start of the year as well as current 
negotiations.

Committees

the Supervisory Board has formed two 
separate committees, an executive Com-
mittee and an Audit Committee, each 
with three members. we consider this 
to be appropriate, given the size of the 
Company and the number of Supervi-
sory Board members. During the period 
under review, both committees met on 
29 March 2007, and the executive Com-
mittee met additionally on 13 September 
2007. the members of these entities also 
consulted with one another by telephone 
as well.

Corporate governance

In December 2007, together with the 
executive Board, we issued an updated 
declaration of conformity with the  

“particularly intensive and repeated discussions 
with the executive Board focused on the Company’s strategy 
in light of increased prices for shopping centers.”

report oF the SuperVISorY BoArD
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recommendations of the government 
commission pursuant to Article 161 of 
the Aktiengesetz (Aktg – german public 
Companies Act) and made this perma-
nently available on the Deutsche euro-
Shop website on 18 December 2007. A 
separate report on implementation of 
the german Corporate governance 
Code is included in this Annual report. 
At the end of 2007, the Supervisory 
Board members declared in writing that 
no conflicts of interest arose. the mem-
bers of the executive Board did the 
same at the start of 2008.

Financial statements of Deutsche 
euroShop Ag and the group for the  
period ended 31 December 2007  
At the Audit Committee meeting on  
9 April 2008 and the Supervisory Board 
meeting on 17 April 2008, the Audit 
Committee and the Supervisory Board 
examined in detail the annual financial 
statements of Deutsche euroShop Ag 
in accordance with german commer-
cial law, and the consolidated financial 
statements in accordance with Interna-
tional Financial reporting Standards 
(IFrSs), each as at 31 December 2007, 
as well as the management report and 
group management report for financial 
year 2007. 

the documents relating to the finan-
cial statements, the auditor’s reports 
and the executive Board’s proposal for 
the appropriation of the unappropri-
ated surplus were presented to us in 
good time. the auditor elected by the 
Annual general Meeting on 21 June 
2007 – hamburg-based BDo Deutsche 
warentreuhand Ag wirtschaftsprü-
fungsgesellschaft – had audited the 
previous sets of financial statements 
and issued an unqualified audit opinion 
in each case. the auditor also confirmed 
that the accounting policies, assessment 
and consolidation methods in the con-
solidated financial statements complied 
with relevant accounting provisions. 
In addition, the auditor determined  
in the course of his assessment of  
the risk management system that the  

executive Board has undertaken all 
required measures pursuant to Article 
91, (2) of the Aktg in order to identify 
risks promptly which could jeopard-
ise the continued existence of the  
Company.

the auditor’s representatives took part 
in the discussion on the annual financial 
statements and the consolidated finan-
cial statements on the occasions of the 
Audit Committee meeting on 9 April 
2008 and the Supervisory Board meet-
ing on 17 April 2008 and explained their 
main findings.

Following its own examination of the 
annual financial statements of Deutsche 
euroShop Ag, the consolidated financial 
statements and the management reports 
appertaining thereto, the Supervisory 
Board did not raise any objections, 
agreed with the findings of the auditor’s 
examination and approved the annual 
financial statements of Deutsche euro-
Shop Ag and the consolidated financial 
statements. the annual financial state-
ments have thus been adopted. the 
Supervisory Board endorses the execu-
tive Board’s proposal for the appropria-
tion of the unappropriated surplus.

the 2007 financial year was character-
ised by a considerable deterioration 
of overall conditions for the real estate 
sector. the Company’s conservative 
strategy has proven itself successful. 
the efforts of the executive Board and 
the staff also enabled our Company 
to enjoy a very positive performance. 
thus, the Supervisory Board thanks the 
executive Board and all employees for 
their successful accomplishments in the 
2007 financial year.

hamburg, 17 April 2008

Manfred Zaß, Chairman

“the Company’s conservative strategy has proven itself successful.” 

Dr. Bernd thiemann

Manfred Zaß 
(Chairman)

thomas Armbrust

Dr. Michael gellen 
(Deputy Chairman)

Alexander otto

Dr. Jörn Kreke
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Statistics
is the average visitor of a  
DeS shopping center?

In the second half of 2007, we con-
ducted a survey amongst visitors to our 
10 german locations and thus acquired 
a broad picture of the customers at  
our shopping centers.

Females: 59% 
Males:  41%

53% of visitors are classified as “young 
 generation” customers  
 (up to 39 years of age)

63% live in households consisting of at 
 least two persons
  
48%  of the households have a net income 

amounting to more than 12,600.0

55% visit “their” shopping center at least
 every two weeks.

82%  rate the shopping center as “good”  
or “very good” 

85% rate the tenant mix as “perfect”
 
73%  describe the shopping center as the 

“top source of fashion” in the region

92%  consider the shopping center to  
be an attractive addition to a stroll 
through the city centre

65%  describe a shopping-center visit  
as an “experience” 

16%60 years 
and older

14%50–59 years

12% up to 19 years      

who

17

19% 30–39 years

22% 20–29 years 

17% 40– 49 years
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Second place: 

Klaus Striebich, 

hamburg

(Shopping center voucher 

worth 175)

First place: Claudia halbegger,Spittal (A)
(Shopping center voucher worth 1100)

third place: 

Marcin Dudka,

paderborn

(Shopping center voucher 

worth 1 50)

In our last Annual report, we asked you 
to send in your most original shopping 
photos. we would like to thank you for 
the numerous entries and are pleased to 
be able to present the winning pictures 
that we have chosen here: 

“My nicest shopping photo”:
the winners

photo-competition

Congratulations!
the winners were informed by us in writing.

18 AnnuAl report Deutsche euroShop Ag 2007
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Top 
Five 
 2007

1st place
ZuSAMMen ISt MAn 
wenIger AlleIn
Anna  gavalda

2nd place
glennKIll
leonie Swann

3rd place
nAChtZug nACh lISSABon
pascal Mercier

4th place
heCtorS reISe
François lelord

5th place
DIe CheMIe DeS toDeS
Simon Beckett

1st place
ICh BIn DAnn MAl weg
hape Kerkeling

2nd place
goMorrhA
roberto Saviano

3rd place
Der gotteSwAhn
richard Dawkins

4th place
nIe wIeDer 80!
Dieter hildebrandt

5th place
horSt lIChter – unD 
plötZlICh guCKSt Du 
BIS ZuM lIeBen gott
Markus lanz

All that I know about my life, it seems, 
I have learned in books.

1st place
Armani Code, giorgio Armani

2nd place
the one, Dolce & gabbana

3rd place
pour elle, Annayake

4th place
light Blue, Dolce & gabbana

5th place
pour Femme, lacoste

1st place
le Male, Jean paul gaultier

2nd place
Armani Code homme. 
giorgio Armani

3rd place
rSVp, Kenneth Cole

4th place
go, Joop!

5th place
tomo, Annayake for Men

perfumes Christian Dior
A woman’s perfume tells more  
about her than her handwriting. 

top five 
perfumes 
ladies

top five 
perfumes 
gentlemen

Jean-paul Sartre

top five 
books
Fiction-books

top five 
books
non-fiction books

books

what women 
and men want

powered by

ShoppIng
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wine 
in historic 
vaulted 
caverns

the Altmarkt-galerie shopping center in 
Dresden offers its visitors a particularly 
special wine merchant in a historic cel-
lar.  Many refer to it as the “wine temple 
of Dresden”. “there’s nothing like it any-
where else in europe – neither in Berlin, 
nor in paris or london”, said proprietor 
roland hippler.

what is so special about this wine mer-
chant? Besides the excellently tended 
assortment, expert recommendations 
and large selection, the atmosphere is 
particularly appealing. 

“our clients tread a virtual archaeologi-
cal dig behind the entryway. partially 
encased in glass, the designer shelves 
reveal specially illuminated walls from 
the 14th century”, said location manager 
André Schildhauer with a certain amount 
of pride. According to comments by the 
state’s archaeological authorities: “It has 
to do with a very early dated and also 
surprisingly well preserved cellar of a 
tradesman’s or merchant’s premises. It 
is constructed in a typical style employ-
ing calciferous slate-like stone from the 
plauenscher grund river bed, which was 
used for building at this particular time”. 
the museum-like archaeological find-
ings in the former premises located at 
the Zahngasse 5 address are perfectly 
integrated into the wine store and shop-
ping center.

the wine merchant repeatedly appears 
as a tip in pertinent gourmet-recommen-
dation guides. thus, it has already been 
praised as one of the top three purvey-
ors of whiskies in germany. “naturally, 

Fine 

ShoppIng
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we also carry other spirits in addition 
to wines. here you can find roughly 400 
different types of whisky, and exotic or 
rare brands can be ordered and deliv-
ered to the store’s counter within three 
days”, Schildhauer explained. 

In the course of regularly scheduled 
tastings, curious participants join with 
knowledgeable connoisseurs on a gour-
met journey leading from Scotland to 
Ireland and the uSA as well as to Japan 
and Canada.  whether one decides to 
acquire a bottle of the peaty/smoky dis-
tillate for between 3 20 and up to 3 200 is 
all a matter of personal taste and one’s 
wallet. “there is a veritable boom in 
whisky”, Schildhauer reported. “Single 
malt continues to be the favourite”. As 
a rule, the genuine product which has 
been distilled more than once and aged 
in an oak cask is three to 12 years old, 
and some even reach up to 25 years. 

Friends of the “uisge-beatha”, as 
referred to the “water of life” by the 
Scottish, can depend on the wine mer-
chant’s competent experts.  André 
Schildhauer and his staff gladly invite 
customers to try a glass, explaining the 
intricacies of enjoyment and providing a 
tour of the fabulous wine cellar.

weine:  Chianti Classico Brolio 
   by Barone ricasoli. D,o,C,g, 2005 

the Chianti Classico Brolio is really exceptional. It combines  
the freshness of a young Chianti Classico with the full,  
complex structure of the Chianti region’s great wines.

wine tasting: 
Colour: gleaming ruby-red.
Scent: fresh, multifaceted aromas of ripe fruits.
Flavour: Full, with a solid structure, a favourable tartness  
and balanced tannins. long, pleasant departure.

production:
12 months in French oak casks and barriques.

Classification: 
red wine, dry
Quality: Chianti Classico D.o.C.g.
producer: Barone ricasoli – Castello Brolio, Brolio
Vintage: 2005
grape variety: 100% Sangiovese
Alcohol content: 13.5%

Consumption:
recommended shelf life: 2007-2013
peak: 2008-2011
recommended drinking temperature: 18°-20° C
Decanting: approximately ½-1 hour  
prior to consumption

price: approx. 3 17

whisky: the glenlivet nàdurra

nàdurra (gaelic word for “natural”) is distilled by means of the original process  
of whisky production. this single-mal whisky recieves its intense, fruity and  
delicate bouquet by means of abstaining from cold filtering. A true specialty.

naturally produced:
After at least 16 years of ageing in new first-fill American oak casks,  
nàdurra is bottled in its natural vat intensity (“cask strength”) of about  
59% for each batch. By abstaining from cold filtering, the full malt aroma  
and thus also the strong, round texture of the whisky is retained.

Colour: 
light gold; the addition of water creates a slight cloudiness.

Aroma: 
fresh, summery interplay of flowery, sweet-spicy aromas,  
accompanied by hints of roasted oak. Very fruity.

Flavour: 
Balanced, mild, with hints of sweet fruits. poached peaches  
in vanilla syrup. white chocolate. Anise, candied ginger.

Finish: 
long-lasting, dry; oak taste with notes of ginger  
and bitter oranges. refreshing.

price: approx. 3 75

Connoisseur tips from the weinkontor wine merchant in Dresden’s Altmarkt-galerie
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Deutsche euroShop Ag, 
quoting “langer Samstag“. 

oderfelder Str. 23, 
20149 hamburg or simply by  

e-mail ,with ‘langer Samstag’  
in the subject line to  

info@deutsche-euroshop.com 

the closing date is 31 July 2008. 
the judge’s decision is final.

Draw: 
!

we are holding a draw in 
which you can win a copy 

of uli Stein’s book  

“langer Samstag!“. 

to take part in the draw, 
please send us a postcard 
to the following address: 

Book
2008

uli Stein: 
langer Samstag!, 

lappan Verlag, 
48 pages, ISBn: 
978-3830361466. 

approx. 3 8

Charlotte williamson/Maggie Davis: 
101 things to Buy 

Before You Die,
new holland publishers,

160 pages, ISBn: 978-1845378851,
approx. 3 28

Charlotte williamson and Maggie Davis, 
lifestyle journalists and enthusiastic 
shoppers, bring their insider know-how 
to this indispensable guide to shop-
ping. Following on from the best-selling 
2007 edition, this new edition for 2008 
has been updated to include over 50 of 
the very latest covetable items.

Covering everything from cashmere 
to chandeliers, spices to scooters, tea-
pots to tiles, and with a distinctly global 
and fairtrade flavour, this book is a col-
lection of the ultimate in food, clothes,  
furniture and fun, and is packed with  
tips from specialist buyers and those  
in-the-know. 

with side panels discussing topics as 
diverse as the items every gentleman 
should have in his bathroom closet, 
how to haggle at a Moroccan souk and 
globetrotting gem shopping, this book 
is a must for discerning shoppers of all 
tastes and budgets.

For around ten years now, uli Stein has 
been one of the most successful cartoon-
ists internationally. his large-nosed char-
acters with their fried-egg shaped eyes 
and his mischievous cats, dogs and mice 
entertain millions of magazine readers 
week after week.

his book ‘langer Samstag’, all about 
shopping, was launched recently.  

Forget penny-pinching - going out and 
spending a day shopping properly is 
great.

It’s just that shopping with their own hus-
band doesn’t make for the most fun for 
lots of women. this dawned on uli Stein 
during his research. he provides all 
those ‘affected’ with an ideal solution: 
Simply hand your other half this book, 
drop him off in a café and then come 
back to collect him after you’re done 
shopping.

Langer 
Samstag!

101 Things to 
Buy Before You Die

uli Stein Charlotte williamson, Maggie Davis

tips
ShoppIng
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Shoppen, Bummeln, 
GenieSSen 
in über 80 Fachgeschäften mitten in 
Wuppertal-Elberfeld. Wir freuen uns auf Sie.

www.city-arkaden-wuppertal.de
Öffnungszeiten: Mo.-Sa. 9.30-20.00 Uhr
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olaf g. Borkers, Member of the  
executive Board, Deutsche euroShop
“I bought myself a 6-metre aluminium gar-
den ladder. I wanted use it to trim the trees 
in our garden. unfortunately, I miscalcu-
lated the task. the ladder was too short, 
and even the trim work at an accessible 
height was a wobbly matter. ultimately, a 
professional gardener took over the work 
in the more breezy heights.”

patrick Kiss, head of Investor & public 
relations, Deutsche euroShop
“not everything that gleams is gold, 
but the American eagle and Canadian 
Maple leaf coins that I bought my kids, 
leo and Maja, are. however, the bank’s 
vault was even more exciting for the 
children than the coins themselves.“

Klaus Striebich, Member of the execu-
tive Board, eCe projektmanagement
“I bought myself an Apple MacBook. Its 
engineering, design and many options 
make it a ‘must have’ for any technical 
enthusiast. And that is despite Microsoft’s 
market-dominant position, the hefty price 
and the necessity of learning a new oper-
ating system. I simply feel comfortable 
with it.”

Claus-Matthias Böge, Ceo, 
Deutsche euroShop
“we remodelled our home in 2007. we 
had to buy lots of things, which we didn’t 
think was anything special – until the 
topic of money came up. For that rea-
son, the rest turned out somewhat more 
modest.”

Bodo hoffmann, Chief executive,  
It Future
“2007 was the nintendo wii, which I con-
sider to be the most exciting purchase. 
the evolution from the Atari game sys-
tem to the wii is absolutely fascinating, 
and it’s the first games console that 
made my friends and me sweat and 
gave us muscle aches too – not only 
from laughing.“

nicolette Maurer, 
Freelance Journalist
“last year, I bought myself a handbag 
in a Bree shop: dark-brown, classic, ele-
gant. And since it’s so practical, there 
was another one in a clearance sale in 
black...”

nicolas lissner, Manager Investor & 
public relations, Deutsche euroShop
“A new quilted jacket from the former 
purveyor to the royal court, eduard 
Meier of Munich. It’s a perfect fit for 
wherever and whenever and provides 
maximum insulation despite its light 
weight, whether out in the countryside 
or in the urban jungle.”

olaf petersen, Member of the Manage-
ment Board, gfK geoMarketing
“For my wife and my daughter each for 
their respective birthdays a pandora 
charm bracelet (starter version). It’s a neat 
jewellery concept for any budget, and the 
countless variations and add-on options 
are a source of joy for both the gift giver 
and the recipient for a long time on.”

Kirsten Kaiser, head of Accounting, 
Deutsche euroShop
“My purchase of the year was a com-
plete array of tennis equipment, since 
this sport caught my enthusiasm in 2007. I 
immediately joined a tennis club as well 
and look forward to the summertime, 
when I’ll be spending every weekend 
on the court.”

Birgit Schäfer, executive Secretary, 
Deutsche euroShop
“A short excursion with two girlfriends 
to a day spa. It was simply magnificent 
– even though my son subsequently 
thought the whole thing hadn’t ‘helped’ 
at all.”

Dr. ruth Vierbuchen, Chief editor,  
Der handelsimmobilien report
“My greatest acquisition in 2007 was 
a pC which I literally had to buy at the 
drop of a hat when my laptop broke 
down. ‘probably a virus,’ was the long-
distance diagnosis of the midsize-
business pC support which was not in a 
position to repair my computer on short 
notice. I had no other choice than to buy 
a backup – meaning the pC in question – 
from the competition at Saturn. that was 
quicker.”

Cora gutiérrez, 
nebenwerte-Journal
“I bought myself an ipod nano: Cross-
trainer workouts in the gym without my 
own self-compiled electro-music have 
become unimaginable. As a technol-
ogy buff, I’m happy that new tracks are 
accessible more quickly via download 
than with CDs.”
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not everything was better in the good old 
days. take shopping as an example – do 

you remember the corner-shops where they 
only had one sort of milk, three dry heads of 

lettuce and ravioli in a can on offer? Shops that 
were closed for lunchtime and rolled down their 

shutters on the dot of six o’clock? weekend shop-
ping trips that meant dragging shopping bags for 

miles because there were no parking spaces? And a 
time where you had to make a trip to the next city if you 

wanted to buy a new coat or wine-red coloured thread?

By nicolette Maurer, freelance journalist
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problems that we can scarcely imagine 
nowadays. Many cities and towns have a 
shopping center with all the popular fashion 
chains, electronics shops, pharmacies and 
supermarkets along with a selection of well 
arranged specialist shops. places where you 
can buy all you need or simply just to go 
wandering and have fun. 

however, the idea of offering all necessary 
products for daily life from one central loca-
tion has been around for thousands of years. 
In the ancient world, the “agora” served as 
the market place, the centre of public life. 
In the middle ages there were the yearly 
long-distance trade fairs in monasteries and 
churches where people of different cultures 
would meet to swap stories about new 
experiences and technical know-how, all 
leading to the progress of civilisation. the 
constant upturn in the demand for goods led 
to the later creation of markets on farms and 
in forts, which in turn became bases for spir-
itual and scientific development, forming the 
nucleus of new settlements and towns.

the simple procurement of goods essential 
for living developed into more of an enjoy-
ment and social experience at the beginning 
of the 19th century. glass roofed shopping 
arcades emerged in large cities such as paris, 
london or Berlin where an abundant selec-
tion of goods were made visible to every-
one. Dirt and undesirable smells were left 
outside as well as the rain which all too often 
swamped the product range on the open 
markets. Arcades and galleries attracted 
people to view and compare, to stroll and 
linger, to see and be seen. this was the birth 
of the original modern shopping experience, 
regardless of the weather outside. 

thus began the “Sillems Bazar” in 1843, on 
the Jungfernstieg street in hamburg, an 
enormous iron-glass octagon with space 
for 30 exclusive shops under its dome. the 
prototype of glamorous shopping arcades 
was the “galleria Vittorio emanuele” in the 
heart of Milan, between the Cathedral and 
la Scala. the building, opened in 1867, con-
sists of two crossed-arms, which appear held 
together by a barrel-shaped glass roof. In its 
centre there is an octagonal square with a 47 
metre high glass dome. the opulent arcade, 
decorated with fresco and stucco images and 
marble, still houses elegant shops, renowned 
national restaurants and a 7 star hotel. 

ShoppIng
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the industrial revolution in the second half of 
the 19th century brought about growth at an 
explosive rate in towns and cities and with 
these the need for consumer goods. the first 
department stores, with their overwhelming 
range of affordable mass market products, 
were established, that appealed to the mid-
dle class as well as the lower middle class. 

In the first half of the 20th century, uS cities 
expanded into the hinterland at a rapid rate, 
however, without providing sufficient shop-
ping possibilities for the population which 
was growing at an equally rapid pace. Dan-
gerous and run down city centres, blocked 
by traffic and without parking facilities or local 
public transport turned daily shopping into 
tiresome, time-consuming work.  remedial 
help in the 1930s generated the first smaller 
shopping centres and in 1947 the architect 
Victor gruen built the first department store 
with parking facilities on the roof. 

however, the Jewish architect and town-
planner, having escaped the nazis, had 
larger plans in mind. his dream was to intro-
duce a little of the Viennese intimacy from 
his home city to the faceless American sub-
urbs. In a country where, apart from a few 
exceptions, there were no old cities that had 
grown through history, he wanted to estab-
lish pedestrian-friendly, urban space where 
other social and cultural needs could be met 
alongside shopping. his goal was a safer 
and cleaner microcosm for bored suburban 
housewives, lonely pensioners and roaming 
teenagers. 

In 1954, he realised his vision of a “shopping 
center of the future” in the north of Detroit. 
Alongside numerous shops, an enormous 
parking facility and a private access road, 
the northland Center contained two public 
auditoriums, club rooms, a post office, eight 
restaurants, a hairdressers, dentist, optician, 
tailor, advice for mothers, a nursery and even 
a zoo.

two years later gruen even built an entire 
town in the Southdale Center near Minne-
apolis consisting of housing estates, private 
housing, a park, a school, a skating-rink, a 
medical centre, a lake and a road system. 
the “Mall”, the heart of the complex with two 
department stores and 72 shops was the first 
shopping center in history to be integrated 
into a building and to have artificial climate 
control. 

It was a hit with customers, the business 
boomed and thousands more centers were 
hastily constructed in the suburbs of Amer-
ica. however, due to the economic success, 
the precise socio-cultural facilities that gave 
gruen’s concept that neighbourhood feeling 
gradually had to give way to the new retail 
potential. More and more, the malls became 
pure consumer and amusement temples.    

even in post-war germany the economic 
boom made its mark with new shopping 
possibilities such as self-service shops, dis-
count stores and shopping centers. 
In 1964, the Main-taunus-Zentrum opened its 
doors as the first shopping center in west 
germany based on the American model. 
the shopping center followed the “anchor 
store principle” meaning that a large food 
or department store is positioned at each 
side-entrance, the so-called “anchor store”, 
to attract customers and therefore lead them 
to the smaller, more local or regional retail-
ers inside. 

Dozens of further shopping centers were 
built in the countryside, however, after the 
initial euphoria, these “shopping bunkers” 
came in for criticism. Because of widespread 
desolation in the inner cities, more and more 
shopping centers are being built more cen-
trally since the 1980s. these shopping cent-
ers are aimed at convincing locals to buy 
locally and at maintaining each city or town’s 
individual charm. After the collapse of the 
borders between east and west germany, 
the enormous pent-up need for consumer 
goods in the old east was sated at first with 
shopping centers hastily built on the edge of 
towns and cities. however, by the turn of the 
millennium it also became clear here that, in 
the long run, it is always the shopping cent-
ers in the city or town centre that are the most 
successful.

whilst retailers and department stores in 
germany have been complaining about 
losses and slumps for years, shopping cent-
ers have been reporting an outright boom. 
their advantage is a long-term and goal-
orientated management that is based on 
detailed analysis of the spending power and 
social structure of potential customers and is 
closely linked with the local government’s 
town-planning department. today, everyone 
is aspiring towards the “living market-places” 
concept i.e. attractive shopping centers with 
lavish architecture and the right mix of shops 
that act as the driving force for inner cities 
and towns. the question is whether this trend 
will be as successful in the future. 
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If we look further than the domestic situation, 
we can see that in the booming industrial 
nations, particularly America and Asia, larger 
and ever-more exclusive shopping centers 
are being built as we speak. In Dubai, two 
mega-malls are to be opened this year, each 
with over one million square metres of sell-
ing space. german shopping centers, with 
their average 23,000 square metres of selling 
space, tend to take a bonsai form when com-
pared to this. But can the global craziness be 
carried over to germany? 

trend researchers believe that our world 
of shopping is currently in a trend reversal. 
these days, eighty percent of purchasing has 
very little to with procuring the basic staples.

Consumers’ expectations are changing, the 
specific markets are being targeted. price 
and quality are no longer the customer’s 
deciding factor for the decision to purchase, 
more so the environment and theme. 

the Matthias horx Zukunftsinstitut in Vienna 
estimates that in future, customers will be 
longing for “authenticity” and an “urban 
attitude to life” and will go to those loca-
tions where they are guaranteed a sense of 
well-being and empathy. Marketing expert 
Michael timpe (geschaeftsidee.de) also 
believes that the retail outlet of the future will 
have to be a type of “living room substitute” 
where the range of products and the service 
are all provided in a more homely fashion. 

It would appear then that the mega malls 
such as those in Dubai cannot be carried over 
to germany. Instead of the mega mall, each 
shopping center should be unique to each 
city, town or region and should also generate 
a sense of identity – offering a special spatial 
experience and inviting elements of design 
such as wooden floors or leather armchairs 
for example. the objective is to make the 
residents of the region feel at home in the 
shopping center and to allow them to find 
offers that match their own individual expec-
tations. there are still many customers that 
are looking for a broad selection with clev-
erly presented goods as well as spectacular 
services that seduce the customer and sati-
ate the desire for the “reenchantment” and 
“eroticisation of consumption” (according to 
horx). At the same time, there are still more 
and more customers that are overwhelmed 
by the allure and are simply looking for eas-
ily understandable offerings, help with their 
initial product search and products that are 
easy to use. 

Convenience – ease will also be an important 
factor in the shopping centers of the future. 
even now, longer opening hours, hindrance-
free shopping for pushchairs and wheelchairs 
with play areas for the children and VIp clubs 
for adults are attracting shoppers. Massage 
chairs for poor backs, tense from carrying 
shopping bags, are very popular today, a 
“pack and bring service” where shopping is 
well packed and transported directly to the 
car could be a service in the future. Shop-
ping center credit cards, shopping vouchers 
and parking cards are all parts of shopping 
center managers’ customer-growth concept 
and are all becoming more popular every 
day. Fashion shows and make-up experts 
are already attracting the fashion conscious 
female-shoppers. In future, shopping center 
stylists à la Bruce Darnell could accompany 
women when they go shopping while the 
men hand in their shopping lists at the serv-
ice counter, sending the shopping specialists 
off to gather the shopping leaving them time 
to treat themselves to a well-earned beer. 

Virtual shopping-assistance is also a pos-
sibility – computers, distributed around the 
shopping center, that know within seconds 
in which shop you can find the new Mar-
lene jeans, which shoe shop has size 28 pink 
boots or where the bio peppers are cheap-
est today. these services could equally be 
offered via mobile, naturally for members of 
the shopping center club.

there is also large growth potential in gas-
tronomy. Multi-cultural food courts have a 
wide range of culinary delights, therefore 
extending the customers’ visit to the shop-
ping center. regional special offers such as 
the Switzerland-Austria weeks during the 
european Cup or a cooking course from 
weight watchers with recipes that change 
daily could expand the existing offering.    

It could also pay to benefit from growing 
competition in the health sector: after inex-
pensive pharmacies such a DocMorris, walk-
in medical practices with short waiting times 
and discount prices are also imaginable. 

Individual guidance, fast, professional serv-
ice in a regional feel-good atmosphere - this 
may well be the recipe for success for shop-
ping centers of the future. It maybe that in 20 
years we remember with horror when we 
once had to carry our own bags, go for our 
own shopping and had to compare prices 
ourselves. 

ShoppIng
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phoenix-Center hamburg
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our
centers

Following opening ceremonies of the galeria Baltycka 
in gdansk, poland, in october 2007 as well as the Stadt-
galerie in hameln, germany, in March 2008, 15 of our  
16 shopping centers are now in operation. In September 
2008, the Stadt-galerie in passau, germany, will open  
its doors for customers as Deutsche euroShop’s 16th 
shopping center.  

Complex singularities

with leasable space totalling 643,400 
m², 1,660 shops and an occupancy rate 
of over 99%, our portfolio consists of 12 
shopping centers in germany, two in 
poland and one in Austria and hungary, 
respectively. Amounting to 84%, the main 
focus of our investments clearly lies in 
germany. 

At the same time, each of our centers is 
a highly complex one-of-a-kind entity 
in every respect. this applies to a mix 
of tenants which is aimed at expand-
ing the selection found in the city centre 
and providing each shopping center its 
individual charm as well as to an indi-
vidual style of architecture which ranges 
from historic to futuristic facades. how-
ever, with regard to centre interiors, we 
also have the highest of expectations 

 concerning décor: this includes high-
quality materials, a perfect climate- 
control system and innovative aquatic 
and lighting installations. 

we attribute particular importance to a 
sensitive urban-structure integration of 
our properties with consideration paid 
to local circumstances, features and inter-
ests. In this instance, we concentrate on 
city centres, meaning the locations where 
trade has already been conducted for a 
very long time. For the most part, our city 
centres are situated directly adjacent to 
local pedestrian zones. In addition, the 
Main-taunus-Zentrum near Frankfurt am 
Main as well as the rhein-neckar-Zentrum 
on the outskirts of Mannheim are two 
well-established suburban locations situ-
ated directly at motorway exits and are 
optimally accessible by car.

the shopping center 
as an adaptable concept 
for the future

over the last several years, we have been 
observing growth in the retailing sector’s 
need for larger selling spaces in order to 
present steadily more varied assortments 
to customers. our shopping centers can 
offer merchants this exact space, since 
floor plans can be customised flexibly – in 
contrast with other inner city retail prop-
erties. this ensures a secure future for our 

germany Abroad total

leasable 
space in m² 491,100 152,300 643,400

no. of shops 1,110 550 1,660

occupancy 
rate* >99% 100% >99%

Inhabitants 
in catchment 
area** 9.8 3.3 13.1

no. of centers 12 4 16

*including office space, excluding passau
**in mio.
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shopping centers and enables retailers to 
locate themselves in city centres in which 
no adequate spaces are otherwise avail-
able. this represents an enhancement of 
the shopping location for cities. 

excellent access

In order to make the shopping experi-
ence as pleasant as possible for visitors 
to our shopping centers, all of our prop-
erties have an excellent link to public 
transport systems. In addition, each of our 
shopping centers also contains sufficient 
parking space providing visitors with 
inexpensive parking for their  vehicles.

location selection 
as a success factor

A respective city’s population is not the 
determining factor in the selection of our 
locations. Much rather, the catchment 
area is decisive – meaning the extrapo-
lated potential number of customers who 
are forecast to visit a particular center. 
especially in more rural areas, shoppers 
are accustomed to a drive time of up 
to 45 minutes in order to enjoy a shop-
ping center’s wide selection of goods. 
In this respect, surveys repeatedly show 
that the high fashion competence of our 
shopping centers plays a particularly 
decisive role. 

Altogether, our shopping centers encom-
pass a catchment area inhabited by  
13.1 million people. Considering the  

entrance to the parking garage of the City-galerie wolfsburg

opening galeria Baltycka 
in Danzig

topping-out ceremonies 
in hameln

9.8 million persons located in the catch-
ment areas of our german properties, 
every ninth inhabitant of the country is a 
potential shopper at one of our centres.

opening in gdansk and  
topping-out ceremonies in 
hameln and passau

In october 2007, the opening of the 
galeria Baltycka in gdansk was a particu-
larly special event for us, which we cel-
ebrated together with financial analysts, 
investors and business partners who 
were our guests. our second shopping 
center in poland is impressive due to its 
particularly intricate design of architec-
ture which bears strong references to 
gdansk’s geographic location on the 
Baltic Sea as well as an extremely large 
selection of products from among 200 
retailers who occupy a leasing space 
amounting to over 47,000 m². Deutsche 
euroShop’s share of investment volume 
amounts to roughly 3123 million, and 
approximately 1.1 million people inhabit 
the catchment area.

In July 2007, construction workers hoisted 
the ceremonial topping-out crown upon 
the Stadt-galerie in hameln. we thus cel-
ebrated the completed shell construction 
of a new shopping attraction which is 
centrally situated at the city’s pferdemarkt 
location. the Stadt-galerie which opened 
its doors on 11 March 2008 offers space 
for 100 specialty shops spread over three 
levels. the leasable space encompasses 
approximately 25,000 m², and the two 

parking levels provide space for about 
500 vehicles. the catchment area is home 
to about 400,000 inhabitants, and Deut-
sche euroShop’s share of investment  
volume amounts to roughly 382 million.

In october 2007, we celebrated the 
topping-out event of the Stadt-galerie  
passau, the opening of which is planned 
for September 2008. we are more than 
optimistic that the Stadt-galerie will be 
fully let by then, as has been the case 
with all of Deutsche euroShop’s new 
openings.  Construction work already is 
approaching its completion at the “new 
city centre” of passau’s inner city. here,  
visitors will be welcomed by approxi - 
mately 90 tenants who occupy roughly 
27,000 m² of leasing space behind an 
artistically designed façade. the share 
of investment volume amounts to about  
395 million, and the catchment area is 
home to approximately 400,000 people, 
reaching into nearby Austria. 

Center







our top 10 tenants

with a 5.8% share, the Metro group is our 
largest tenant. Its marketing brands which 
include real, extra, Media Markt, Saturn 
and galeria Kaufhof are represented in 
our shopping centers. with a combined 
share of 4.5%, the Douglas group is next 
in line, with its perfumeries of the same 
name, thalia (bookstores), Christ (jewel-
lers), Appelrath-Cüpper (fashion stores) 
and hussel (confectioners). 

the fact that both groups nevertheless 
each account for only a relatively small 
proportion of our rental income dem-
onstrates the high degree of diversifica-
tion of our tenant structure. Alltogether, 
our 10 largest tenants account for 25% 
of our rental income. thus, there are no 
dependencies on individual tenants.
Chart: fig. 1

long-term rental agreements

the weighted residual term of rental 
agreements in our portfolio amounts 
to over eight years. over 69% of rental 
income is guaranteed at least until 2013.
Chart: fig. 2

external management of  
shopping centers

Management of our 16 shopping centers 
has been entrusted to our partner, eCe 
projektmanagement. At the same time, 
eCe has been contracted by us to carry 
out completion of the Stadt-galerie 
passau and, for example, is responsible 
for development of the most recently 
opened properties in gdansk and 
hameln.

eCe has been developing, planning, 
implementing, leasing and manag-
ing shopping centers since 1965. with 
87 facilities under its management, the 
company is europe’s market leader in 
the field of inner city shopping centers.

Deutsche euroShop benefits from this 
competence and experience both within 
germany and abroad. therefore, our 
lean structure enables us to concentrate 
on our core responsibility and compe-
tency, which is portfolio management. 
www.ece.com

the optimum tenant mix

the right combination of merchants is 
decisive for the success of a shopping 
center. one of the centre management’s 
main assignments is the assembly of a 
sector mix specifically tailored to each 
property’s individual location. 

the 10 largest tenants 

share of rental income in % – excluding passau

Metro 
group

5.8%

other tenants
74.6%p&C

2.9%
h&M

2.4%

Inditex
2.1%

Deichmann
1.8%

total of the top 10 tenants: 25.4%

In this instance, the property itself as a 
whole claims utmost priority rather than 
the leasing of each individual shop. In 
the interest of an attractive sector and 
tenant mix for visitors, space is let at 
various prices, strictly orientated accor-
ding to the performance capabilities of 
the respective sector. In this manner, for 
example, toy and grocery stores can re-
turn to city centres and are represented 
once again in prime locations.

this system is particularly advantage-
ous for local retailers and business start-
ups. 

Specifically, this means for us: instead of 
focusing on a short-term maximisation 
of rental income, we concentrate on a 
long-term optimisation. 

For visitors to our shopping centers, 
this means that a complete range of re-
tail trade awaits them. this includes, for 
example, specialist electronics shops, 
grocery stores and chemists as well as 
various service-sector establishments 
such as banks, travel agents, cleaners 
and pharmacies. Fast-food restaurants, 
cafés and ice cream parlours provide 
the necessary refreshment and relaxati-
on during a shopping excursion. 

69.4%

long-term rental agreements 

term of agreements, excluding passau, share in %

2012 14.7%

2011 11.6%

2010 2.5%
0.6%

2008 1.2%
2009

2013 ff
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Douglas 
group

4.5%

new Yorker
2.15%

fig. 1 fig.2

engelhorn
&Sturm

1.4 % 1.3%
rewe
1.1 %

dm-Drogerie-
markt
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In contrast with the main shopping tho-
roughfares of german city centres, a 
portion of which are in the hands of lar-
ge chain-store operators accounting for 
over 90% of the businesses, visitors to 
our shopping centers find a healthy mix 
of regional and local merchants as well 
as national and international chain retai-
lers. thus, each property possesses its 
own unmistakable character. 
grafik: Abb. 3 und 4

Strong brands

Among others, the following tenants are 
responsible for the success of our shop-
ping centers: Aldi, Bijou Brigitte, Breun-
inger, Burger King, C&A, dm-Drogerie-
markt, Douglas, Fielmann, gerry weber, 
görtz, h&M, Media Markt, Marc o’polo 
, new Yorker, nordsee, peek & Clop-
penburg, rewe, Saturn, s.oliver, Sub-
way, tom tailor, tommy hilfiger, Vero 
Moda, wMF and Zara. 

Shopping as an experience

each of our shopping centers is sup-
ported by an advertising association 
in which all of the respective tenants 
are members. these associations plan 

and organise marketing promotions 
throughout the year in order to con-
tinually offer customers new shopping 
experiences. this includes elaborate 
decorations during the Christmas and 
easter seasons as well as exhibits and 
events focused on various themes such 
as fashion shows. In 2007, for example, a 
large-scale soapbox derby was organ-
ised by the rathaus-Center in Dessau. 

responsibilities of the advertising asso-
ciation also include coordination of a 
consistent advertising approach, pro-
ducing shopping center newspapers 
in the form of inserts in regional daily 
papers, and the placement of radio 
spots and citylight posters produced 
exclusively for the centre.

regional-tenant mix 

in % of space – excluding hameln and passau

(Inter)national chains 48%

regional 
chains

24%

Individual merchants28%

fig. 4

Sector mix 

in % of space – excluding hameln and passau

Service providers 1.1%

Fashion 49.1%

hardware/electronics 20.1%

Department stores

healthcare5.7%
gastronomy4.0%

12.4%
groceries7.6%

fig. 3

Center





InFoBoX

Fridays and Saturdays are major 
shopping days  

According to a study by the hauptver-
band des Deutschen einzelhandels 
(hDe – german retail Federation),  
Fridays and Saturdays are the most 
retail-intensive weekdays by far. Mer-
chants achieve nearly 40% of their 
weekly turnovers on these two days. 

For the very first time, 19.5% of revenues 
on Fridays exceeded the Saturday  
figure (19.2%) in 2007. the reason for this 
is that Fridays play a particularly large 
role as the shopping day for grocer-
ies. with respect to non-grocery items,  
Saturday still remains the leading day 
for revenue. 
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three examples of the variety  
of promotions and events at  
our centers

the Altmarkt-galerie, Dresden,  
as a stage

In May 2007, a very special kind of pro-
motion took place in Dresden’s Altmarkt-
galerie together with the “palucca 
Schule Dresden”, the only independent 
college of dance in germany. For just 
under 10 days, the shopping center was 
transformed into a rehearsal studio and 
stage at the same time. on this occasion, 
visitors had an opportunity to experience 
the everyday routine of dance pupils and 
students first-hand and encounter classi-
cal ballet and contemporary dance in an 
unconventional environment.

Football artistry in the City Arkaden, 
Klagenfurt

In June 2008, the entire world of football 
will focus its attention on the Austrian 
state of Carinthia. the state capital, Kla-
genfurt, is one of the eight venues of this 
year’s european Football Championship: 
Croatia, poland and germany will battle 
here for placement in the competition’s 
quarter-final playoffs. An arts-promotion 
prize for young artists in the categories 
of painting, sculpture and photography 
is being donated by the City Arkaden 
center and dedicated to the motto of 
“Soccer Arts” on the topic of football. the 
festive award ceremony will take place at 
the shopping center in June 2008, and a 
benefit auction of all exhibited artwork is 
planned as well.

wolves, bison and native Americans in 
wroclaw

In 1804, u.S. president thomas Jefferson 
commissioned an overland expedition 
to the pacific coast. In the course of this 
endeavour, the 33 members of the lewis 
and Clark expedition studied the region’s 
native inhabitants, its botany, geology 
and fauna. In September 2007, visitors 
to the galeria Dominikanska in wroclaw 
were able to wander in the expedition’s 
footsteps while marvelling at the distinc-
tive flora and fauna of the American west 
Coast as well as the explorers’ parapher-
nalia and their uniforms. 

Center
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During the first guided tour of the shop-
ping center - a few hours prior to the 
opening gala dinner - it was clear that 
things were not 100% ready yet. how-
ever, it was still evident that the artfully 
designed display windows and impres-
sive shop furnishings would fascinate 
visitors in the end. when gdańsk’s Mayor 
pawel Adamowicz officially opened  
the galeria Baltycka at 8 a.m. the fol-
lowing morning, almost everything was  
perfect.  

Following a demanding and eventful 
construction period, it was eventually 
possible to stick to the originally planned 
opening date. this was a great achieve-
ment by all involved in the construction. 
In total, the construction phase lasted 
only eighteen months.

All this work led to a magnificent shop-
ping center – the largest in all of pomera-
nia. the galeria Baltycka was designed 
to become a centre for fashion, elegance 
and city flair in the so-called tricity area 
(gdańsk, Sopot and gdynia). there are 
200 shops to be found on the 39,500m² 
shopping space – most of which are  
well-known fashion brands.

the galeria Baltycka is open seven days 
a week, Mondays to Saturdays from  
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Sundays from 10 a.m. 
to 8 p.m. Many of the brands already 
known in the tricity are represented 
and around 30 brands such as Zara, 

peek&Cloppenburg, Biba, tommy hilfiger 
and pepe Jeans are opening their first 
shops in gdansk. entertainment electron-
ics retailer Saturn and a Carrefour super-
market are two further anchor tenants  
to be found at galeria Baltycka. Visitors 
can relax and revitalise their energy in  
the 15 restaurants and cafés at galeria 
Baltycka.

the shopping center can also be reached 
comfortably with public transport. thanks 
to its location at the important transport 
hub, the gdansk-wrzeszcz Main train Sta-
tion, the shopping center can easily be 
reached by train, bus or tram. there are 
about 1,100 parking spaces available to 
those arriving by car.
 
the upper parking levels of the shopping 
center offer a wonderful panoramic view 
of the Baltic Sea, which is also the origin 
of the name galeria Baltycka. translated 
from polish, the name means gallery of 
the Baltic Sea. the landscape was the 
inspiration behind the entire architecture 
of the shopping center. the outer facade 
of the building, consisting of sandstone 
and glass, evokes notions of the gdansk 
Bay. of the two inner entryways, one 
depicts a seafaring theme and the other 
features colours inspired by beach and 
sand. the entire shopping center has 
the form of a triangle, where each of the 
points and the center are flooded with 
natural light.

the galeria Baltycka – a distinct shop-
ping center in a very special city. 

Ceremonial opening of 

Galeria  Baltycka
Celebrations took place on 3 october 2007 – together 
with 700 guests. Included among the guests were financial 
analysts, investors and business partners that all travelled 
to gdansk to celebrate the opening of galeria Baltycka.

An independent ju
ry elected 

Galeria Baltycka…

On the evening before the opening, about 700 guests celebrated and listened, amongst others, to the 
speech of Claus-Matthias Böge

Center



The floors of the different courtyards show characteristic patterns 
as e.g. a map of the Baltic Sea or a compass rose

trICItY is the collective name given to gdansk, gdynia and Sopot, from which galeria 

Baltycka can be reached inexpensively by car or by public transport.

the StAre MIASto (olD town) AnD glÓwne MIASto (MAIn town) 

districts  of gdansk offer many interesting sights for tourists – the latter predates 

the former and was independent for many years. glówne Miasto boasts count-

less magnificent patrician houses, the City hall and St. Mary’s Church with room  

for 25,000 people.

the neptune FountAIn, which is located at the long Market in glówne Miasto, 

took 15 years to complete. the neptune statue was modelled by local artists peter 

husen and Johann rogge, cast in bronze in Augsburg and erected in the fountain 

in 1633. It is found in front of Artus Court, one of the most beautiful historical monu-

ments in the hanseatic style. this building was used as a meeting place for the city’s 

rich citizens and merchants and is named after the Celtic king Arthur.

Infobox Gdansk

…as best shopping 
center and best real 
estate performance 
in Poland in 2007
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the reason why many concepts are 
regularly encountered again and again 
in shopping centers and top retail loca-
tions is simply because people want to 
have the best choice in the respective 
sector. As well as a high level of custo-
mer satisfaction (as it is primarily custo-
mers that make a provider successful), 
this also ensures high revenue producti-
vity, and consequently high, sustainable 
rental income.

over the last few decades, many con-
cepts from the international arena that 
have enjoyed success in their dome-
stic markets and now want to seize 

why people talk so often about stereotypes when it comes 
to german shopping centers is not entirely clear, and in a way unjustified. 

In no other retail market is there such a competitive situation 
and diverse range of choice as in germany. 

International Retailers  
are (Re)discovering the  

German Market      

why germany again?

After years of stagnation and falling rev-
enues, the german market has calmed 
down again and dusted itself off (the 
high number of insolvencies in recent 
years, including those of major retail 
chains such as hettlage, Boecker, porst, 
Spinnrad and others, illustrates this).

transparency regarding location diver-
sity has improved. there was a need to 
analyse and define what regions, cities 
or locations (including pedestrianised 
shopping areas, specialty stores, and 
shopping centers) would make prime 

their opportunities in europe’s biggest 
retail market – germany – have become  
established.

In recent years, following the opening 
of the eastern european markets, ger-
many has become a genuine platform 
for pan-european expansion. Some 
providers may not always have got the 
timing right (trying again several years 
later or requiring a long time to pene-
trate the market), or may have been 
unable to gain customers and failed – 
the examples of the uS giants wal-Mart  
and gAp illustrate this.

Klaus Striebich – eCe projektmanagement – Managing Director leasing

Center
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locations. today, a sound expansion 
strategy can be implemented more eas-
ily in operational and logistical terms.

In many countries, national market lead-
ers have emerged that are now also 
discovering germany in the context of 
their expansion. For example, north 
rhine-westphalia has always been a 
testing ground for new concepts from 
Benelux, not just because of its high 
population density.

highly specialised, vertical private 
labels such as Didi, Cool Cat and river-
woods are coming through on the mar-
ket here. the Sting is to be relaunched, 
this time with a new, distinctive pro-
file and a new message. After many 
years of patience and persistence, 
hunkemöller (underwear) and we Fash-
ion (young fashion) have now emerged 
as major players, and although many 
people believe that orsay or pimkie are  
german concepts, the roots for their 
german success were laid down more 
than 30 years ago in France.

unfortunately, not everyone is always 
successful. lindex closed its twenty-
three shops and withdrew from the ger-
man market following a second launch, 
which was a great pity. the biggest uS 
clothing chain gAp failed to make the 
breakthrough with its ranges (albeit 
not adapted to german customers), 
selling its shops to its competitor h&M, 
which is now a fixture on the german  
market (although some may remem-
ber its teething problems about twenty 
years ago).

the sports sector is dominated by the 
associations with their numerous quali-
fied members, who are in a position 
to respond to customers’ needs on a 
highly individual basis. this is the  reason 
why the chains, extremely successful 
in their domestic markets – examples 
include Sports experts (Austria) and 
Decathlon (France) – have been unable 
to assert themselves. Systems more 
highly oriented to demand such as  

In many countries, 
national market leaders have 

emerged that are now also 
discovering Germany in the 

context of their expansion. 
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A trip through Europe 
shows that concepts have come and 

are still coming to Germany from 
nearly all countries.

runner’s point, or brands such as Jack 
wolfskin, puma and nike will enjoy  
success here.

A trip through europe shows that con-
cepts have come and are still coming 
to germany from nearly all countries. 
the best overview is gained at the real 
estate trade fair MApIC, which is held 
every november in Cannes. well over 
1,000 retailers meet there, and there are 
discussions on extending joint expan-
sion. the trade fair has become an 
essential event for all expanding com-
panies.

Main focal points of recent years

Spain
the heavyweights in the Spanish retail 
market, Inditex (Zara, Massimo Dutti 
and many more), Mango and Spring-
field, have also emerged as well-known 
major players in germany within just a 
few years.  

Center



Scandinavia
h&M led the way, others followed. 
the development of the Bestseller 
group with the concepts Vero Moda, 
Jack&Jones, only and exit suggests an 
equivalent success story. the Bianco 
shoe concept also seems to have poten-
tial, and the design-oriented Scandinavi-
ans will also make their presence known 
in the accessories and jewellery sector.

Italy
we will also continue to hear from the 
land of fashion in future. even if the 
established brands such as Benetton, 
Stefanel and Sasch still have work to do, 
geox (the shoe that breathes), Sixty, 
Diesel and gas (jeans) are currently 
enjoying a lot of success.

uSA
the land of unlimited opportunities is 
always a source of new ideas. whether 
these ideas are of a technical, emotional 
or textile nature, they can be exciting, 
but also successful. with almost 5,000 
shops worldwide, and approximately 
100 in germany, gamestop (formerly 
eB games, a provider of software and 
games for computers and gaming con-
soles) has become established within 
just five years, in a market that was pre-
viously dominated by e-commerce and 
large retailers.

Apple is enjoying a real renaissance, 
particularly thanks to the ipod. perhaps 
we might also get to see such spec-
tacular locations in germany as the 
Apple Cube on new York’s 5th Avenue. 
however, until then we can content  
ourselves with gravis (germany’s big-
gest Apple dealer – and a very suc-
cessful one at that). the results of the  
first shops in shopping centers are 
highly promising.

Build-a-bear is regarded as one of the 
hottest concepts in the uSA. Before the 
consumers’ eyes – in a highly personal 
and emotional manner – teddy bears 
are ‘born’, before being looked after 
like children by the customers (usually 

between seven and fifteen years old). 
It really is something to behold, par-
ticularly when the children come back 
to the shop to buy new outfits for their 
teddies. Market entry in germany was 
carried out via the master franchisee of 
the Scandinavian market – a formidable 
combination.

Jeans (the American item of clothing) 
have become highly international. In 
addition to the very strong providers 
from holland (g-Star) and Italy (Diesel), 
levi’s of the uSA (albeit now very well 
adapted to european conditions) has 
regained its strength. It will be exciting 
when the first shops of Californian top 
label 7 For All Mankind appear.

Fossil is known to us as a provider of 
accessories, especially watches. on 
approximately 100-150 m², they have 
developed a lifestyle theme around the 
brand with leather goods, jewellery, 
jeans etc., getting off to a great start.

the first Abercrombie & Fitch store in 
london was opened in spring 2007. this 
is definitely the cult brand in the uSA, 
and is also very well known in germany. 
It is only a matter of time before the first 
shop opens in germany (and it is sure to 
be a huge success).

Central and eastern europe
we can also expect a few things from 
Central and eastern europe in future. As 
a result of the unbelievable size of the 
markets, strong players have emerged 
there and will reach us sooner or later. 
Concepts from poland and the Czech 
republic are taking their first tentative 
steps. the concepts from turkey are 
particularly exciting. outstanding sys-
tem concepts have been developed 
on the basis of what is now extremely 
high-quality textile production. Koton 
for young fashion and Sarar for quality 
men’s clothes have decided on their 
start date for germany. Sela will be 
coming soon from russia. 

It is a shame that there is nowhere near 
enough room in this report to list and 
describe all the countries and concepts 
– but there are of course many more.

ultimately, the german retail and real 
estate market is a major challenge for 
all new concepts, which is also the case 
for those from germany, of course. 
Although all that glitters is not gold, it 
is also true that who dares, wins. those 
who have established themselves here 
in germany can do the same in all other 
retail markets of the world. the german 
retail export hits (Media-Saturn, Doug-
las, Bijou Brigitte, new Yorker, p&C and 
many more) illustrate this.

there is finally a recognition that europe 
is converging. Borders have not only 
been dismantled at a political level, but 
also conceptually in people’s minds. It is 
a great pleasure to work with these new 
providers and always to be able to offer 
customers something new and surpris-
ing, something which will continue to 
make our shopping centers successful 
in future.

Those who have established 
themselves here in Germany 
can do the same in all other 
retail markets of the world.
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1  Figures regarding retail trade in a narrow sense i.e. excluding vehicle and petroleum trade as well as pharmacies. official statistics for 2007 show 
a slight decline in revenue both in nominal as well as real terms. however, one must note in this case that the (price) effect of the VAt increase 
is not regarded due to the recording of net revenue. the development illustrated was calculated primarily from developments among various 
gfK panels in 2007.

the german shopping center landscape

2006 2007 2006 2007 2006 2007

german shopping-center key figures
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As documented by the illustrated facts 
and figures which follow, during 2007, 
shopping centers were once again able 
to make a positive showing in contrast 
with the general development of trends 
in german retailing. Due to the pull-for-
ward effects attributed to the significant 
VAt increase at the turn of the year, the 
overall retail sector had to wrestle with a 
relatively weak first half-year. In the course 
of the ensuing year, the consumer climate 
clouded, not the least of which was due 
to sharp price increases primarily among 
groceries and petroleum products. with 
respect to earnings, revenue in german 
retail increased in nominal terms only by 
roughly 1% to approximately 3 390 billion. 
thus, after adjustment for the price incre-
ase rate, the figure was just below that of 
the previous year. 

Measured against this scale, the german 
shopping center landscape posted tan-
gibly above-average results. According 
to calculations by gfK geoMarketing 
gmbh, total sales in 2007 amounting to a 
good 3 34.6 billion (gross, incl. VAt, preli-
minary results) were posted. the basis for 
defining shopping centers was according 
to the Cologne-based ehI retail Institute 
meaning that that all properties with lea-
sable space amounting to over 10,000 m² 
were taken into consideration. At the end 
of 2007, there were 400 such centers, for 
each of which a sales value was calcula-
ted based on available confidential actual 
figures as well as projections/estimations 
derived from knowledge of the spread 
and regional development of sales. these 
were then subsequently added to achieve 
a preliminary aggregate value.  

thus, a stately nominal revenue increase 
of roughly 6% was posted against 2006. 
nevertheless, new openings play a con-
siderable role with regard to this rate of 

change. In 2007 alone, 15 new shopping 
centers were opened: from the Sonae 
Sierra group’s Alexa center at Alexander-
platz in Berlin to the mfi group’s wilmers-
dorfer Arcaden. however, the 12 shop-
ping centers which opened the previous 
year distort the picture to a certain extent 
as well, since these – each opening bet-
ween spring and autumn – did not post 
sales-relevant full-year figures until 2007. 
Finally, the changes occurring among the 
other ‘older’ shopping center locations 
(expansions vs. major vacancies) in 2007 
must naturally be taken into consideration 
as well. 

Meanwhile, with respect to overall  
german retail sales, the concluded year 
now shows a market share of just under 
9%, which is marginally exaggerated due 
to service providers which are closely rela-
ted to retail trade and gastronomy.

At the end of 2007, the 
leasable space ope-
rated by germany’s 
400 shopping cen-
ters amounted to a 
good 10.2 million m² 
and thus exceeded 
the previous year‘s 
figure by a respecta-
ble 400,000 m². with 
respect to average 
productivity per unit 
of area, the sector 
generated revenue of 
just under 3 3,400 per 
m² of leasable space, 
however, it must be 
noted that this is an 
average value. In indi-
vidual cases, the per-
formance per unit of 
area varies to some 
degree considerably 

in both directions when considering the 
differences in types and sizes of centers 
(from regional shopping centers to local-
supply-oriented centers and retail parks) 
as well as regional and local situations and 
specifics regarding individual centers.

In the context of positive development 
trends in the shopping center sector, the 
number of wage earners employed in 
german shopping centers once again 
increased considerably. roughly estimated 
and based on the number of employees 
in retail trade, gastronomy and service-
providing businesses in centers (excluding 
center and facility management as well  
as indirect employment), this is likely to be 
at just under 390,000 persons. Meanwhile,  
this provides impressive evidence of the 
considerable overall economic impor-
tance of the german shopping center 
sector.
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You’re not that young any more, you’re not that hip and find 
that you’re not attracting the same attention as you used to: 
the ‘young oldies’. At the age of 55 or 60, you’ve left profes-
sional life and still have at least 20 active years ahead of you. 
You don‘t want to become a senior citizen and terms such as 
‘generation plus’, which the age researcher prof. ernst pöp-
pel happily uses, don’t sound that pleasant to your ears. then 
how about using the term ‘the 100 billion euro generation’? 
this immediately sounds considerably better and above all 
is a fair description to use when describing your economic 
importance. Because at present the over 50s account for this 
amount of disposable income per year, as estimated by the 
nuremberg gesellschaft für Konsumforschung (gfK – organi-
sation for Consumer research). now it seems that somebody 
is taking this money seriously. ernst pöppel says ‘Industry and 

retail are simply ignoring this target group – it’s scandalous’. 
the 66-year-old neuroscientist is in charge of the Munich lud-
wig Maximilian university’s generation research programme 
in Bad tölz (germany) and finds fault with the general focus 
on youth. ‘Because of the fear of being associated with the 
seemingly unattractive segment of the generation plus, the 
economy overlooks this generation’s enormous potential to 
provide high-spending customers. In actual fact, you would 
be amazed at how little consideration is shown to this finan-
cially strong clientele – in terms of shop design and also the 
range of products. this may be because young shop manag-
ers and trendy interior designers love cool chill-out lounges 
or minimalist interiors and only bear their own age group in 
mind. And because they believe that a clothes range in beige 
will do fine for the old people.
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A contribution from wolfgang gruschwitz from gruschwitz gmbh

Comfort

   the german population is diminishing and, because of this, 
     a generation is growing, too young to be put to pasture 
 and too old to continue sauntering through life. It is time that 
      businesses and industry took this target group seriously. 
   By integrating the generations, convenience and 
                       comfort could become decisive factors. 

Generation

Center



the success of this type of strategy is that the parental  
generation tends to avoid those unkempt looking busi-
nesses – knowing well that the deep ‘totally comfy’ armchairs 
will prevent a halfway dignified attempt at standing up for  
people over 40. Sadly, even if you still feel young, your spine, 
back and knees aren’t 20 any more. You don’t have to rest 
like an oAp yet, but a little snooze…sorry, espresso break is 
always welcome. And if a shiny chrome nail in the wall is the 
only furnishing in the much too small changing room, then 
you would probably rather not try anything on at all – and 
just leave the shop.

If you consider how little it would take to design shops for 
all generations, the current situation in many businesses is 
hardly understandable. Any experienced shop fitter knows 
that these days, the quality of any shopping experience for 
the active older generation is essentially a question of well-
being. this means firmer cushions, higher seating, clothes 
hooks and space for all the bags, to name a few basics that 
can be implemented without too much inconvenience.

Comfort is the common element between the generations – 
no one is going to avoid a shop just because it’s designed 
to be comfortable. this could be more the case if the ‘com-
fort’ exudes the charm of an operating theatre – but then this 
would require fresh design ideas. A ‘senior citizen shopping 
center’ would be broke as soon as it opened because after 
all no one actually wants to be old but everyone does expect 
that consideration still be given to the mental state of those 
advancing in years. 

I see much bigger potential for shopping centers that offer 
their customers the possibility of a ‘get together’ and through 
this becoming a social meeting point. this is not something 
that is only appreciated by senior citizens but also, for 
example, by young families or mothers with small children.  
All these people would appreciate sufficiently wide aisles 
and an intelligently presented product range.

Additional services such as shopping delivery could support 
the idea of comfort in the short-term even though the current 
‘generation plus’ isn’t necessarily used to this type of service. 
particularly when the growing internet retail is currently earn-
ing well with the convenience of shopping from home and 
the immediate delivery. In this case, stationary retail can only 
compete by offering a joyful and inspiringly pleasant shop-
ping experience. It is also worth bearing in mind the aspect 
that people test and compare products with all senses and 
then leave with their purchases immediately – or get them 
delivered just in time.    

the changes in a product range for the active older genera-
tions could also become interesting in the future. Many from 
these generations have already lived through their active 
and very mobile stages in life and look forward to being 
provided with the appropriate products in the future. Sup-
portive functional clothing, breathable and perhaps odour-
neutralising garments could become fast sellers – and not just 
in beige and olive. the baby-boomer brands could again be 
held in high esteem due to simple nostalgia. this could also 
include technical products that are not primarily functionality 
based – and quite often even overwhelm the younger gener-
ation – but that are based on usability and clearly structured 
functions. 

In generation researcher ernst pöppel’s eyes, it is now up to 
industry again. ‘Already 30% of companies are asking them-
selves whether the “generation plus” could be a new market 
for them’ comments the professor. through his cooperation 
with the Far east, with honda for example, he knows that the 
Japanese are thinking considerably further and are develop-
ing somewhat more user-friendly cars – and bearing the older 
generation in mind. right now it is extremely short-sighted 
not to appreciate the older generations as consumers. In the 
medium-term it could prove to be fatal: it is estimated that 
every third german will be over 50 years old in the year 2050, 
according to the german Federal Statistical office.n
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      Much bigger potential have 
shopping centers that offer their 
customers the possibility of a                         

get together

Consumers

      right now it is extremely 
short-sighted not to appreciate 
     the older generations as

     It is estimated that every third german will be   
over 50 years old in the year 2050, according to 
          the german Federal Statistical office.



At A GlAnce
ShoppIngCenter GermAny
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MAIn-tAunuS-ZentruM  SulZBACh

ground plan:

Investments: 43.1%
purchased by DeS: September 2000
leasable space: around 103,400 m2

of which retail space: around 79,000 m2

no. of shops: around 100 
occupancy rate: 100 %
Catchment area: around 2.2 m. inhabitants
parking: around 4,000 
grand opening: 1964,
renovation/modernisation: 
2001, 2003–2004
Anchor tenant: Breuninger,
galeria Kaufhof, Karstadt, Media Markt
FerI-rating: A (very good) 
web: www.main-taunus-zentrum.de

At A GlAnce
ShoppIngCenter GermAny
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rheIn-neCKAr-ZentruM VIernheIM

ground plan:

Investment: 99.9%
purchased by DeS: September 2000
leasable space: around 63,600 m2

of which retail space: around 60,000 m2

no. of shops: around 100 
occupancy rate: 100%
Catchment area: around 1.4 m. inhabitants
parking: around 3,800 
grand opening: 1972
renovation/modernisation: 2000–2002
Anchor tenant: engelhorn Active town, 
Karstadt, peek & Cloppenburg
FerI-rating: A (very good)
web: www.rhein-neckar-zentrum-viernheiml.de

63,600m 2
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Investment: 99.9%
purchased by DeS: September 2000
leasable space: around 63,600 m2

of which retail space: around 60,000 m2

no. of shops: around 100 
occupancy rate: 100%
Catchment area: around 1.4 m. inhabitants
parking: around 3,800 
grand opening: 1972
renovation/modernisation: 2000–2002
Anchor tenant: engelhorn Active town, 
Karstadt, peek & Cloppenburg
FerI-rating: A (very good)
web: www.rhein-neckar-zentrum-viernheiml.de

AltMArKt-gAlerIe DreSDen

ground plan:

44,500 m 2

Investment: 50.0%
purchased by DeS: September 2000
leasable space: around 44,500 m2

of which retail space: space 26,000 m2

no. of Shops: around 100 
occupancy rate: 99%
Catchment area: around 1.0 m. inhabitants
parking: around 500
grand opening: 2002
Anchor tenant: Saturn, Sinnleffers, Zara
web: www.altmarkt-galerie.de
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phoenIX-Center hAMBurg

ground plan:

Investment: 50.0%
purchased by DeS: August 2003
leasable space: around 39,200 m2

of which retail space: around 26,500 m2

no. of shops: around 110
occupancy rate: 97%
Catchment area: around 0.6 m. inhabitants
parking: around 1,600
grand opening: 2004
Anchor tenant: C&A, Media Markt,
new Yorker, Sinnleffers
FerI-rating: A (very good)
web: www.phoenix-center-harburg.de

39,200m 2
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Investment: 50.0%
purchased by DeS: August 2003
leasable space: around 39,200 m2

of which retail space: around 26,500 m2

no. of shops: around 110
occupancy rate: 97%
Catchment area: around 0.6 m. inhabitants
parking: around 1,600
grand opening: 2004
Anchor tenant: C&A, Media Markt,
new Yorker, Sinnleffers
FerI-rating: A (very good)
web: www.phoenix-center-harburg.de

Allee-Center hAMM

ground plan:

Investment: 87.7%
purchased by DeS: April 2002
leasable space: around 35,100 m2

of which retail space: around 21,000 m2

no. of shops: around 85
occupancy rate: 100 %
Catchment area: around 1.0 m. inhabitants
parking: around 1,300
grand opening: 1992
renovation/modernisation: 2002–2003
Anchor tenant: h&M,
peek & Cloppenburg, Saturn, real
FerI-rating: A (very good)
web: www.allee-center-hamm.de

35,100m 2
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ground plan: Investment: 65.0%
purchased by DeS: october 2003
leasable space: around 34,300 m2

of which retail space: around 23,500 m2

no. of shops: around 110
occupancy rate: 100%
Catchment area: around 0.5 m. inhabitants
parking: around 1,700
grand opening: 2005
Anchor tenant: Kaufland, 
Media Markt, thalia
FerI-rating: A (sehr gut)
web: www.forum-wetzlar.de

ForuM wetZlAr

34,300m 2

www.google.comc
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ground plan: Investment: 94.9%
purchased by DeS: november 2005
leasable space: around 30,600 m2

of which retail space: around 20,000 m2

(without Karstadt)
no. of shops: around 80
occupancy rate: 98%
Catchment area: around 0.5 m. inhabitants
parking: around 850
grand opening: 1995
Anchor tenant: h&M, peek & Cloppenburg
FerI-rating: B+(well above average)
web: www.rathaus-center-dessau.de

rAthAuS-Center DeSSAu

30,600m 2
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ground plan:

Investment: 89.0%
purchased by DeS: September 2000
leasable space: around 30,000 m2

of which retail space: around 20,000 m2

no. of shops: around 90
occupancy rate: 100%
Catchment area: around 0.3 m. inhabitants
parking: around 800
grand opening: 2001
Anchor tenant: extra, Saturn, 
Sport-Scheck
web: www.city-galerie-wolfsburg.de

30,000m 2

CItY-gAlerIe wolFSBurg
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Investment: 89.0%
purchased by DeS: September 2000
leasable space: around 30,000 m2

of which retail space: around 20,000 m2

no. of shops: around 90
occupancy rate: 100%
Catchment area: around 0.3 m. inhabitants
parking: around 800
grand opening: 2001
Anchor tenant: extra, Saturn, 
Sport-Scheck
web: www.city-galerie-wolfsburg.de

ground plan:
Investment: 40.0%
purchased by DeS: September 2000
leasable space: around 29,500 m2

of which retail space: around 20,000 m2

no. of shops: around 60
occupancy rate: 100%
Catchment area: around 0.8 m. inhabitants
parking: around 220
grand opening: 2002
Anchor tenant: hertie, hugendubel, 
Saturn
FerI-rating: A (very good)
web: www.city-point-kassel.de

CItY-poInt KASSel

29,500 m 2
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ground plan: Investment: 72.0%
purchased by DeS: September 2000
leasable space: around 28,700 m2

of which retail space: around 20,000 m2

no. of shops: around 85
occupancy rate: 100%
Catchment area: around 0.7 m. inhabitants
parking: around 650
grand opening: 2001, renovation 2004
Anchor tenant: Akzenta, MediMax, Zara
FerI-rating: A (very good)
web: www.city-arkaden-wupptertal.de

CItY-ArKADen wuppertAl

28,70028,700m 2m 2
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ground plan:
Investment: 94.9%
purchased by DeS: november 2005
leasable space: around 25,000 m2

of which retail space: around 19,000 m2

no. of shops: around 100
occupancy rate: 100 %
Catchment area: around 0.4 m. inhabitants
parking: around 500
grand opening: March 2008
Anchor tenant: Müller Drogerie,
new Yorker, real
FerI-rating: to be performed
for the first time in 2008
web: www.stadt-galerie-hameln.de

StADt - gAlerIe hAMeln

25,000m 2



ground plan:
Investment: 75.0%
purchased by DeS: December 2006
leasable space: around 27,200 m2

of which retail space: around 21,000 m2

no. of shops: around rd, 90
occupancy rate: 85%
Catchment area: around 0.4 m. inhabitants
parking: around 500
grand opening: Autumn 2008
FerI-rating: to be performed
for the first time in 2009
web: www.stadtgalerie-passau.de

StADtgAlerIe pASSAu

27,200 m 2
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ShoppIngCenter ABroAd
At A GlAnce



Investment: 74.0%
purchased by DeS: August 2006
leasable space: around rd, 47,600 m2

of which retail space: around 47,200 m2

no. of shops: around 200
occupancy rate: 100%
Catchment area: around 1.1 m. inhabitants
parking: around 900
grand opening: Autumn 2007 
Anchor tenant: Saturn, 
peek & Cloppenburg, Zara 
FerI-rating: to be performed
for the first time in 2008
web: www.galeriabaltycka.pl

ground plan:

47,600 m 2

gAlerIA BAltYCKA gDAnSK, polAnD
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ground plan: Investment: 50.0%
purchased by DeS: August 2004
leasable space: around 36,700 m2

of which retail space: around 27,000 m2

no. of shops: around 120
occupancy rate: 100%
Catchment area: around 0.4 m. inhabitants
parking: around 880
grand opening: 2006
Anchor tenant: C&A,
peek & Cloppenburg, Saturn
FerI-rating: A (very good)
web: www.city-arkaden.at

CItY ArKADen KlAgenFurt, AuStrIA

36,700m 2

71
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ground plan: Investment: 50.0%
purchased by DeS: nov. 2002
leasable space: around 35,200 m2

of which retail space: around 35,000 m2

no. of shops: around 130
occupancy rate: 100%
Catchment area: around 0.5 m. inhabitants
parking: around 850
grand opening: 2004
Anchor tenant: C&A, Interspar,
Media Markt
FerI-rating: A (very good)
web: www.arkadpecs.hu

ÁrKÁD péCS, hungArY

35,200m 2



ground plan: Investment: 33.3%
purchased by DeS: Dec. 2003
leasable space: around 32,800 m2

of which retail space: around 30,500 m2

no. of shops: around 100
occupancy rate: 100%
Catchment area: around 1.3 m. inhabitants
parking: around 900
grand opening: 2001
Anchor tenant: C&A, Media Markt, 
van graaf, Varner, KappAhl
FerI-rating: AA (excellent)
web: www.galeria-dominikanska.pl

gAlerIA DoMInIKAnSKA wroClAw, polAnD

32,800m 2

73
www.google.comc



our shares began the year at 328.08 and 
continued the upward trend at the end 
of 2006. the shares reached their high 
for the year of 330.09, which was also a 
new all-time high, on 23 April (Xetra clo-
sing prices). In July, our shares were also 

affected by the sharp price falls on the 
global stock markets and the price had 
fallen to 323.22 by 20 August. Despite an 
excellent recovery phase up until mid-
november, Deutsche euroShop shares 
could no longer evade the generally 

poor sentiment for financial and pro-
perty shares and closed the year at a 
price of 323.50. the market capitalisation 
of Deutsche euroShop thus declined by 
around 3157 million in 2007 from 3965 
million to 3808 million.
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taking into account the dividend paid 
of 31.05 per share, the performance of 
Deutsche euroShop shares amounted 
to -13.1% year-on-year. the share price 
decreased by 16.3%. this was the nar-
rowest of decreases in comparison with 
other german property management 
companies – but was nevertheless a 

fall. our shares have exceeded the 
european benchmark, the eprA index 
(-34.1%) by a substantial margin and in 
comparison with european peers , they 
fell in the upper half of the field. Similarly 
to other property management compa-
nies, we are also competing for inves-
tor capital, primarily with open-ended 

property funds from germany, which 
last year achieved an average perfor-
mance of 5.7% (2006: 4.3%) – partly due 
to considerable gains on disposal – thus 
enjoying cash flows of almost 36.7 billion 
(2006: 3-7.4 billion). 

Deutsche euroShop Shares – Key Figures
wKn / ISIn 748 020 / De 000 748 020 4
ticker-Symbol DeQ
Share capital  in 3 34,374,998.00
number of shares 34,374,998
(no-par value registered shares) 
Indices MDAX. hDAX. eprA.  
 gpr 250. MSCI Small Cap.  
 epIX 30. hASpAX
official market prime Standard
 Frankfurt Stock exchange 
 and Xetra
otC markets  Berlin-Bremen, Dusseldorf, 

hamburg, hannover,  
Munich and Stuttgart

InFoBoX

Decline in performance for the first time in five years.

the ShoppIng Center-ShAre

would you like
further informations?
then visit our website or call us:

patrick Kiss 
and nicolas lissner

tel.: +49 (0)40 - 41 35 79 20 / -22
Fax: +49 (0)40 - 41 35 79 29
e-Mail: ir@deutsche-euroshop.com
Internet:  www.deutsche-euroshop.com/ir
         

1 Corio, eurocommercial properties, Klepierre, liberty International and unibail-rodamco
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3 million

Annual performance (including dividends)

Market capitalisation (basis: year-end 
closing price) in 1 million

  Share performance and market  
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Annual general Meeting 
grants approval
the Annual general meeting was held 
on 21 June 2007 in hamburg. the share-
holders present at hotel Atlantic Kem-
pinski, numbering approximately 450, 
represented 46.4% of the capital and 
approved all items on the agenda.

two-for-one share spilt
on 6 August 2007, we implemented the 
two-for-one share split adopted at the 
general Meeting, together with the 
capital increase from own funds (an in-
crease of 112,374,999.28 to 134,374,998 
without issuing new shares). this means 
that the notional interest in the company 
represented by each share has been 
reduced from 11.28 of the share capital 
to 11.00 and the number of issued shares 
doubled to 34,374,998 units.  

Variety of opinions  
from analysts
our share is now regularly followed by 20 
analysts (as at 31 March 2008, compared 
with 19 a year earlier) from well-known 
german and international financial insti-
tutions  and their recommendations in-
troduce us to new groups of investors. 
Additional banks have indicated that 
they will begin coverage of Deutsche 
euroShop shares in 2008. Information on 
the recommendations is available at:  
www.deutsche-euroshop.com/research

2 Aurel leven, Bankhaus lampe, Berenberg Bank, Commerzbank, Deutsche 
Bank, DZ Bank, equinet, hamburger Sparkasse, hSh nordbank, Kempen & Co., 
lehman Brothers, MainFirst Bank, Merri l l  lynch, Metzler, M.M. warburg & Co, 
petercam Bank, Sal. oppenheim, Sylvia Quandt Bank, unicredit,  westlB

Investor relations work is 
”excellent”
In July, Deutsche euroShop again recei-
ved first place in the Capital Investor 
relations prize 2007 in the MDAX cate-
gory for its investor relations activities, 
thus repeating last year’s success. each 
year, the financial magazine Capital 
awards this well-known prize for the 
best communication with the financial 
markets, judging companies on their 
target group focus, transparency, track 
record and extra financial reporting.    

Deutsche euroShop also won at BIrD 2007 
(Beste Investor relations Deutschlands – 
germany’s Best Investor relations). the 
investor magazine Börse online awar-
ded for the fifth time those companies 
whose capital market information of pri-
vate investors is regarded as particularly 
open, honest and fair. we thus succee-
ded in 2007 not only in defending our top 
position in the MDAX, but also in remai-
ning ahead in the overall evaluation of 
160 companies from the DAX, the MDAX, 
the SDAX and the tecDAX.     

Deutsche euroShop’s 2006 Annual 
report has been awarded the red dot 
design award. this is an internationally 
renowned seal of quality for good 
design, and is a highly valued award in 
the sector. with over 7,000 entries from a 
total of 34 countries, the red dot design 
award is one of the leading and largest 
design competitions in the world.

Further awards for our capital market com-
munication can be found on our website at:  
http://www.deutsche-euroshop.com/
ircommunication 

higher proportion of  
institutional and inter-
national shareholders
the number of shareholders rose in 2007 
by over 10% from around 6,800 to over 
7,700 (as at 31 March 2008). the structural 
distribution remained almost unchanged; 
institutional investors hold almost 55% 
of shares as was the case last year, and 
private investors hold approximately 
26%. the otto family slightly increased 
its share via purchase from 19.31% to a 
current 19.47%. At the end of november, 
Attfund ltd of South Africa notified us that 
its voting rights share had exceeded the 
threshold of 5% and amounts to 5.29%. 
these shares are allocatable to the share 
of institutional investors. Foreign inves-
tors’ share remains at 30%. there were 
only slight changes to the country distri-
bution.  

the majority of analysts give positive recommendations 
with regard to DeS.  (As of  31.03.07)
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germany
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France 7.0%

uSA 4.9%
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Institutional
investors

Dividends stable
the executive and Supervisory Boards 
will propose payment of a dividend of 
11.05 again per share for the 2007 financial 
year to the Annual general Meeting of 
19 June 2008 in hamburg. with our long-
term strategy of a dividend policy based 
on continuity, and a comparatively high 

yield of 4.5% (based on the 2007 year-
end closing price of 123.50), we hope 
to further cement the confidence of our 
existing shareholders and attract new 
investors. In future, we also intend to 
distribute a dividend of at least 11.05 per 
share.

InFoBoX
Dividend remains 
tax-free
what is special about the Deutsche 
euroShop dividend is its tax-free 
status for investors in germany. Divi-
dends paid to shareholders domic-
iled in germany are generally subject 
to income or corporation tax. excep-
tions may be made under certain cir-
cumstances for dividend payments 
that are regarded as equity repay-
ments for tax purposes (distributions 
from eK04 – equity class 04 – or, since 
2001, from the tax-recognised contri-
bution account). Deutsche euroShop's 
dividend fulfils this requirement. 
For shareholders, the dividend 
payment constitutesuntaxable (i.e. 
tax-free) income in accordance with 
section 20 (1) number 1 sentence 3  
of the einkommensteuergesetz (ger-
man Income tax Act).

2007 2006 2005 2004 2003 2002 2001
Market capitalisation, 
(basis: year-end closing price) (3m) 808 965 816 602 527 484 477
high (3) 30.09 29.12 25.25 19.44 17.35 18.58 19.75

(23.04.07) (31.03.06) (27.07.05) (29.12.04) (18.11.03) (28.05.02) (12.03.01)
low (3) 23.22 23.89 19.12 16.45 14.85 13.90 15.00

(20.08.07) (02.01.06) (05.01.05) (12.08.04) (03.03.03) (31.10.02) (21.09.01)
Year-end closing price (31 Dec) (3) 23.50 28.08 23.73 19.26 16.88 15.50 15.25
Dividend per share (3) 1.051) 1.05 1.00 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96
Dividend yield (31 Dec) (%) 4.5 3.7 4.2 5.0 5.7 6.2 6.3
Annual performance  
excl./incl. dividend -16.3%/-13.1% 18.4%/22.8% 23.2%/28.7% 14.1 %/19.6 % 8.9 %/15.6 % 1.6%/2.7% -20.6%/ -
Average daily trading volume 
(shares) 143,000 93,744 76,786 36,698 12,438 3,558 5,512
epS (3) (undiluted) 2.74 2.92 1.55 0.89 0.61 -0.092) -0.482)

CFpS (3) 1.18 1.08 0.96 0.70 0.67 - -
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15.50

16.88 19.26

23.73

28.08

23.50

25.60
0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96

1.00

1.05 1.05*

2006

*propose dividend

Dividend 
(paid for the previous year)

Year-end closing price 
(2008: 31.03.08)

Dividend in 3 Share price in 3

Shareholder's structure
regional

Sherholder's structure

All share price information up to 2002 relates to the Frankfurt Stock exchange; all information from 2003 onwards relates to Xetra
1)proposal  2)hgB accounting 

South Africa 5.3%

Switzerland 3.3%
Belgium
other 3.2%

Dividend and performance
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2007A contribution from Cora gutiérrez – nebenwerte-Journal

Stock market development 
2007

DAX +22.3%

MDAX +4.9%

tecDAX +30.2%

euro StoXX 50 (europe) +6.6%

Dow Jones (uSA) +7.3%

nikkei (Japan) -11.1%

79

Dry bread makes for  
rosy cheeks

nervousness crawled onto the trading 
floor in the course of the 2007 stock-mar-
ket year and increasingly spread dank 
restlessness as well as hot flashes. the 
much-touted subprime crisis in the uSA 
was the decisive cause of all this:  the 
loan market for borrowers with a low 
credit rating collapsed virtually over 
night. Subsequently, volatility on the 
stock markets increased by up to 50%, 
to levels which had last been posted in 
2003. nevertheless, the world’s major 
leading indexes are defying the ups 
and downs of the stock exchanges with 
an orderly measure of stamina. Various 
all-time highs even led intermittently to 
the fifth bull-market year in a row. Senti-
ment and prices somehow did not want 
to dovetail: the markets went crazy.  

haunting questions  
ruin sentiment

Fears were rampant following several 
years of bubbly enthusiasm: how many 
write-offs and allowances for doubtful 
accounts will still follow in the banks’ 
balance sheets? Can the uSA avoid a 
real recession? how high can the price 
of oil climb after reaching a record level 
of almost 100 dollars a barrel in 2007? 
will the euro climb still further and thus 
burden europe’s export-dependent 
economy? Questions upon questions 
which still cheerfully haunt the trading 
floor in 2008.

DAX moves ahead of the 
world’s stock markets
It is a fact: technology and blue chips 
boomed once again in the past year, at 
least in germany. Solar-energy stocks 

and the semiconductor manufacturer 
Aixtron, for example, led the tecDAX 
(+30.2%) with a three-digit price incre-
ase. the beneficiaries of global invest-
ments, such as Volkswagen (+88.7%) 
and MAn (+61.6%), were the top per-
formers among DAX stocks (+22%). 
In comparison, the euro StoXX 50 
(+7%) and the Dow Jones (+4%) looked 
somewhat less impressive, due in part 
to the buffeted financials.  germany’s 
MDAX (+4.9%) held up well in view of 
the sweeping exodus of mostly institu-
tional investors who were afflicted with 
potential liquidity concerns. For the 
same reason, the SDAX (+6.8%) was hit 
hard. Circumstances were even worse 
with regard to the european real estate 
index eprA (-34.1%), which suffered 
above all from the slide in equity prices 
among Spanish, Italian and British real 
estate stocks. 

StoCKMArKet 



ChArt AnAlYSIS
Bodo hoffmann, former assistant to the renowned  
“chart doctor”, Dr. hans-Dieter Schulz, and current  
chief executive of It Future Ag, analyses Deutsche  
euroShop’s share price chart.   

stands. A breach of 128 opens the path 
to 130, whereby the line of resistance at 
around 129 plays a weaker role. upon a 
climb to 130, these represent a massive 
line of resistance, owing to the multiple 
tests of 2007 and the fact that this level 
has never been breached successfully. 
only when the shares reach about 131 
can we assume a breach of the line of 
resistance and its reversal into a support 
line as well as aim for levels around 133.

If the shares should choose not to over-
come the downward trend and depart 
downward from the short-term upward-
pointed trend channel, the averages 
of the last 200 and 100 trading days at 
around 125.50 serve as a support. If 
this region as well should be breached 
downwards, a retreat beyond 124 to 
approximately 122 is possible. how-
ever, since the upward trend, which has 
existed since 2002, is also situated at this 
point, this mark represents a massive 
support line from today‘s point of view 
and should not be breached easily.

In light of the shares’ positive develop-
ment in the overall market, a level of 130 
should certainly be considered as its tar-
get price. even if, from today’s vantage 
point, the risk downwards to a zone 
around 125 is limited, 122 could turn up 
once again, posing the trend of 2002. 
however, as soon as the market is able 
to calm itself, the shares should head for 
an all-time high and the 130 level. how-
ever, this necessitates that the over all 
market does not come under further 
pressure and that the positive figures 
recently announced by Deutsche euro-
Shop are recognised by shareholders 
once again. namely, despite technical 
chart analysis, stock market prices only 
rise if demand exceeds the supply.

6-month target: 130
Short-term stop-loss: 125

Massive support line: 122

Deutsche euroShop’s shares have dis-
played an extended upward movement 
since october 2002, which was last tes-
ted by the year’s low in January 2008. 
Since 2004, a somewhat steeper upward 
trend had formed within this extended 
movement, in which the shares rose at 
the start of 2007 to what at the time had 
been a record high of 160. In 2007, the 
shares tested the 160 level several times 
but were unable to breach it. Following 
the share split, this mark now poses 
a line of resistance at 130 due to the 
“magic of round numbers” and repre-
sents a considerable upward hurdle.

the upward trend which existed since 
2004 was breached downwards in 
mid-2007, and the shares subsequently 
breached the zone between 128 and 
126 fairly quickly, driven by the negative 
overall market. It prompted a down-
ward movement within a trend channel 
which existed since May 2007 and was 
confirmed and defined by various brief 
upward and downward movements.

the moving average for the last 200 tra-
ding days is located at the upper edge 
of the downward channel which could 
not be breached in october/november 
2007 and from which the shares were 
adjusted until January 2008 up to the 
upward trend which had existed since 
2002. this level was at approximately 
122 and forms a massive support line. 
Since January 2008, the shares are once 
again in a steeper upward channel in 
which it succeeded, as just a few days 
ago, to breach the downward-pointing 
channel which had existed since 2007 in 
an upward direction. If this should not 
be a bull trap, and the price does not 
return to the downward-pointed trend 
in the next few days, the upper limit at 
126.50 currently represents a support 

line. If the shares now remain in 
the short-term upward channel,  
its next short-range target 
should be 128, where the 
next serious line of resistance 
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the executive Board and Investor rela-
tions team of Deutsche euroShop went 
on numerous roadshows and attended 
capital market conferences again in 2007. 
the aim was to develop new investor 
groups and maintain contact with exis-
ting investors.

As in previous years, the trips in 2007 
focused on global financial centres such 
as london, paris and Frankfurt where 
many of Deutsche euroShop’s inves-
tors are traditionally based. however, 
new financial centres were also on the 
agenda: we visited investors in Mad-
rid, lisbon and oslo for the first time, 
for example. one roadshow took us to 
the uSA and as far as Canada. A visit to 
South Africa also included various pre-
sentations in Johannesburg and Cape 
town to South African investors (see the 
“South of the equator” report on page 
XX) alongside meetings with our inves-
tor Attfund, which has held over 5% of 
our shares since the end of 2007.

In 2007, we attended the capital market 
conferences of various renowned invest-
ment companies in Frankfurt, Munich, 
new York, london, Milan, Amsterdam 
and Stockholm as well as the annual con-
ference of the eprA (european public 
real estate Association) in Athens. we 
also presented Deutsche euroShop at a 
conference in tokyo for the first time.

we will also hold various roadshows 
and attend capital market conferences 
in 2008. A constantly updated agenda of 
investor relations activities can be found 
online at www.deutsche-euroshop.com/ir.

Altogether, we held 23 roadshows last 
year and visited 16 conferences. once 
again, we met over 300 investors indivi-
dually.  

Capital market conferences give institu-
tional investors the opportunity to meet 
as many companies as possible on the 
same day in one place. representatives
of the companies give presentations to 
participants, while group and one-on-
one discussions create the opportunity
to go into particular questions in detail.

A roadshow involves a team consisting 
of a member of the executive Board and 
a member of the Deutsche euroShop In-
vestor relations department, together 
with representatives of the organising 
bank (such as, for example, analysts 
and account executives), travelling to a
financial centre to meet existing or inte-
rested potential investors and provide 
them with information on the strategy 
and current performance of the Com-
pany. this gives investors the opportu-
nity to meet a member of the manage-
ment in person and put any questions 
to him directly. It is not unusual for up to 
ten meetings to be held in one city on a 
single day.

InFoBoX
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South oF 
the equatoR

work where others spend their holidays: this could spring to mind when thin-
king of South Africa as a roadshow destination. It can be worthwhile, however, 

to consider roadshows off the usual trails in europe and north America.

Kapstadt
Johannesburg

every year, millions of tourists visit the country at the southern tip of the African con-
tinent. the interests of most attendees focused on the beautiful sections of the coast, the 

wine-growing districts and of course the fascinating wildlife parks. the country is preparing 
for the 2010 FIFA world Cup. Investments in transport and infrastructure can be seen everywhere. 

the economic upturn of the past three years have been the strongest that South Africa has enjoyed in 
last 25 years and at the same time the longest since world war II. In 2006, the resource-rich country saw gnp 

of +5%, inflation of 5% and unemployment of over 20%.
 

Johannesburg and Cape town – the new York and Boston of South Africa

South Africa has three financial centres: Johannesburg, Cape town and Durban. the top ten investment companies manage 
around ń50 billion combined. the Johannesburg Stock exchange (the FtSe/JSe All Share Index climbed 16% in 2007) is Africa’s 
largest stock exchange and one of the most important in the world. It is in the Sandton district where most of the country’s 

banks and financial service providers are headquartered. As with roadshows in new York or paris, companies here can meet 
investors in their offices or at the conference rooms in hotels and banks. Cape town, where the large investment companies are 
located a maximum of 15 minutes from the town centre, is a central place for meetings, making it convenient for all involved. the 
best months for trips to South Africa are october/november and February/March. December, January and April do not come 
into consideration because of the holiday season.

there are flights departing from germany in the evening and arrive in Johannesburg or Cape town after a 10 to 12-hour flight. 
there is no annoying jetlag because South Africa is in the same time zone as germany. A return flight can also be taken in the 
evening so that you have the whole of the next day available when your flight arrives early in the morning.
 

local partners help with organisation

Deutsche euroShop’s roadshow in February 2007 was organised by nedbank, one of the country’s largest banks. 
we presented our company to over 50 investors at two group presentations in Johannesburg and Cape town. 

we expanded our presentations to include general data on the property market and retail in germany to pro-
vide investors with an introduction to the topic. It helped that a company in our peer group has a second 

listing in Johannesburg after london and that South African investors hold 45% of the shares.

It is mostly multinationals with business connections to the country that present themselves 
in South Africa. this is not the case for Deutsche euroShop, yet the roadshow was still a 

success: more than 5% of the Deutsche euroShop shares are now in South African 
ownership.



hAMBurg  
eXChAnge 
ConVentIon Since its in-
ception, the hamburg exchange Con-
vention has succeeded in establishing 
itself as northern germany’s largest 
financial-services expo for private in-
vestors. the event opened its doors 
free of charge to the public already for 
the 12th time on 10 november 2007. Buil-
ding on its successful participation in 
previous years, Deutsche euroShop joi-
ned the line-up of exhibitors for the third 
consecutive year at the fair which was 
organised jointly by the university of 
hamburg’s hanseatischer Börsenkreis 
(hBK) investors circle as well as the stock 
markets of hamburg and hanover.

over 7,000 visitors contributed to a re-
cord turnout in the trading rooms of the 
hamburg exchange, and the 100 exhibi-
ting companies set a record regarding 
participants as well.

At the Deutsche euroShop exhibit, a mul-
titude of shareholders and interested in-
dividuals took advantage of the oppor-
tunity to meet personally with staff as 
well as the company’s executive Board 
members who attended at the event.

once again, the hamburg exchange 
Convention will take place on 6 Sep-
tember 2008 along with Deutsche 
euroShop’s participation. 

www.boersentag.de 

reAl eStAte ShAre
InItIAtIVe the real estate Share 
Initiative was founded in 2001 by Deut-
sche euroShop together with three other 
leading real estate companies with the 
goal of acquainting a broader public 
with german property company shares.  
Meanwhile, the initiative has developed 
into a network of 24 real estate compa-
nies from various segments of the field 
which present themselves each year at a 
trade and capital-market conference. 
                     
For this purpose, over 250 investors, fi-
nancial analysts, journalists and experts 
in the field from both germany and 
abroad convened at Frankfurt’s westin 
grand hotel on 25 and 26 october 2007 
to gain insight on the newest develop-
ments in their profession from numerous 
lectures, podium discussions and cor-
porate presentations. 

Claus-Matthias Böge, Speaker of the 
executive Board, presented Deutsche 
euroShop to a large audience. Both the 
executive Board and the Investor rela-
tions team conducted a large number 
one-to-one discussions with investors 
and analysts and also were available 
for interviews with the numerous media 
partners from the real estate Share Ini-
tiative.

the real estate Share Initiative’s next 
specialist conference will take place in 
Frankfurt again on 20 and 21 october. 

www.initiative-immobilien-aktie.de

AnnuAl generAl 
MeetIng Deutsche euroShop’s 
Annual general Meeting took place on 
21 June 2007 in hamburg’s venerable 
hotel Atlantic, and the 450 shareholders 
who were there chalked up a new re-
cord in attendance. the executive Board 
and Supervisory Board presented de-
tailed accounts on the 2006 fiscal year 
and reported on new portfolio deve-
lopments as well as the current situation 
on the real estate market. 

with just over 46% in attendance at the 
time of voting, the shareholders appro-
ved all points on the agenda, including 
the reapportionment of share capital 
(“share split”) as well as the creation of 
new authorised capital. 

As already in the previous year, the 
shareholders in attendance had an op-
portunity to meet personally with Deut-
sche euroShop staff at an information 
stand.
   

For its 2008 Annual general Meeting, 
Deutsche euroShop once again has 
chosen an attractive venue: on 19 June 
2008, shareholders will meet in the “Alte 
Dressurhalle” former dressage arena of 
hamburg’s tierpark hagenbeck zoolo-
gical garden. 
 

www.deutsche-euroshop.com/ir
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Advertising promotes awareness and image
In 2007, Deutsche euroShop had a ‘face’ – the face of nicolette Maurer who also 
adorned the front page of the previous year’s annual report. this allowed us to 
emphasise our successful business performance in specialist publications. It also 
enabled us to proceed with our strategy of producing target-group orientated 
image and financial advertising alongside the publication of the current financial 
figures. we can conclude from the positive feedback we have received that we 
have achieved our goals of increasing support and confidence in our Company 
and of simultaneously raising the recognition value. 

In addition to share marketing, 
we concentrate on developing 

and maintaining the Deutsche 
euroShop brand. our goal is to 
further increase the awareness 

and recognition value of the 
brand. the intention of Deutsche 
euroShop is to establish itself as 

an investment brand in shopping 
centers.

MArKetIng      
InFoBoX
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present in the media
Deutsch euroshop is still enjoying a large media presence. It is primarily econo-
mics and financial journalists that regularly write about our Company. In addition, 
diverse television and radio channels as well as online publications all concentra-
ted on Deutsche euroShop with reports and interviews. whilst the advertising value 
equivalent of reporting in newspapers and magazines decreased from almost 14.0 
million to approximately 13.3 million, the circulation of these types of media increa-
sed slightly from 30.4 million in the previous year to 31 million in 2007.,

MArKetIng      

trend in media presence

Circulation of reporting newspapers and magazines in millions
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patrick Kiss being interviewed by Deutsches Anleger Fernsehen.

the website as the initial contact point
the trend towards higher visitor figures on our accessible website continued through-
out 2007. over 200 clearly laid out pages with information about the Company in 
german and english are available to our online visitors. our Internet presence can 
be found at www.deutsche-euroshop.com



the government Commission on the 
german Corporate governance Code 
published the german Corporate 
governance Code on 26 February 2002 
and approved amendments and addi-
tions to individual recommendations 
and suggestions most recently on 14 
June 2007. going forward, the govern-
ment Commission will continue to 
monitor the development of corporate 
governance in legislation and in practice 
and will adapt the Code as needed.

Deutsche euroShop welcomes the ger-
man Corporate governance Code pre-
sented by the government Commission. 
the Code not only creates a transparent 
legal framework for corporate manage-
ment and control in germany; it also 
documents generally accepted stan-
dards for good and responsible corpo-
rate leadership.

CorporAte
goVernAnCe

Deutsche euroShop is a transparent enterprise whose actions are aimed at achieving 
long-term success. this focus on continuity is an essential part of our corporate culture. 
our aim is to promote the confidence of investors, lenders, employees, business part-

ners and the public in the management and control of our Company on the basis of 
the legal and enterprise-specific framework for the management of listed enterprises. 

this aim coincides with the objectives of high-quality corporate governance.

Management and control structure

the Supervisory Board and the execu-
tive Board work together closely and on 
the basis of mutual trust for the benefit of 
the Company. the Supervisory Board is 
informed regularly, promptly and com-
prehensively by the executive Board 
about the Company‘s business deve-
lopment, strategy and planning and the 
risk situation. Detailed information on 
the main areas of focus of the Supervi-
sory Board‘ s activities in financial year 
2007 can be found in its report on pages 
12 to 15. 

In financial year 2007, there were no 
advisory or other contracts for work or 
services in existence between mem-
bers of the Supervisory Board and the 
Company.

executive Board

the executive Board of Deutsche 
euroShop manages the Company in 
accordance with the provisions of ger-
man company law and with its rules 
of procedure. the executive Board’s 
duties, responsibilities and business 
procedures are laid down in its rules 
of procedure and in its schedule of res-
ponsibilities. the chief management 
duties of the executive Board are the 
determination of the group‘s strategic 
orientation and management, planning, 
and the establishment and implementa-
tion of risk management. the executive 
Board of Deutsche euroShop currently 
comprises two members.

Claus-Matthias Böge
Born 13 February 1959
First appointment: 2001
Appointment ends: 2010

Claus-Matthias Böge joined Deutsche 
euroShop in 2001, as a member of the 

trAnSpArenCY
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executive Board. In 2003 he assumed his 
current position as spokesman for the 
executive Board. he is also a Managing 
Director of Deutsche euroShop Verwal-
tungs gmbh and of Deutsche euroShop 
Management gmbh.  

olaf g. Borkers
Born on 10 December 1964
First appointment: 2005
Appointment ends: 2011

olaf g. Borkers joined Deutsche euro-
Shop in october 2005, as a member of 
the executive Board. he is also a Mana-
ging Director of Deutsche euroShop 
Verwaltungs gmbh and of Deutsche 
euroShop Management gmbh.

Supervisory Board

the Supervisory Board supervises 
and advises the executive Board in its 
management activities in accordance 
with the provisions of german com-

pany law and its rules of procedure. It 
appoints members of the executive 
Board, and significant business transac-
ted by the executive Board is subject 
to its approval. the Supervisory Board 
is composed of six members who are 
elected by the Annual general Meeting. 

the Supervisory Board has established 
the information and reporting duties to 
be met by the executive Board and has 
formed an executive Committee and 
an Audit Committee, each comprising 
three people.

the members of the Supervisory Board 
are:
Manfred Zaß, Chairman 
Dr. Michael gellen, Deputy Chairman 
thomas Armbrust
Dr.  Jörn Kreke
Alexander otto
Dr. Bernd thiemann

the members of the executive Com-
mittee are Mr. Zaß, Dr. gellen and Mr. 
Armbrust. the executive Committee is 
chaired by the Chairman of the Super-
visory Board. the Committee discus-
ses and passes relevant resolutions on 
urgent business matters. Moreover, it is 
responsible for human resources issues 
concerning the executive Board and for 
reviewing the Company‘s corporate 
governance principles.

the members of the Audit Committee 
are also Mr. Zaß, Dr. gellen and Mr. 
Armbrust. the Audit Committee is chai-
red by Mr. Armbrust. It is responsible 
for issues relating to accounting, audi-
ting and the preparation of the annual 
and consolidated financial statements. 
Former members of the Company‘s 
executive Board and the Chairman of 

the Supervisory Board generally do not 
chair the Audit Committee, to avoid con-
flicts of interest.

Further information on the members of 
the Supervisory Board can be found in 
the remuneration report on page 93 and 
in the notes on page 148.

remuneration

the detailed disclosures relating to the 
remuneration, ancillary benefits and 
pension commitments of the executive 
Board and the Supervisory Board can 
be found in the remuneration report, 
which is part of the management report, 
and in the notes.  

Shareholdings 

executive Board
As at 31 December 2007, the executive 
Board held a total of 18,700 shares, less 
than 1% of Deutsche euroShop‘s share 
capital.

Supervisory Board
As at 31 December 2007, the Supervisory 
Board held a total of 4,231,947 shares, 
more than 1% of Deutsche euroShop‘s 
share capital.

In addition to the general legal provisi-
ons requiring public disclosure, the rules 
of procedure of the executive Board 
and of the Supervisory Board govern 
the reporting duties of executive Board 
and Supervisory Board members in the 
event of dealings involving shares of the 
Company or related rights of purchase 
or sale, as well as rights directly depen-
dent on the Company‘s share price.

long-terM
proFIt

ConSIStenCY

truSt



Shareholder relations

Shareholders exercise their rights in 
matters concerning the Company at the 
Annual general Meeting. the Annual 
general Meeting elects the members 
of the Supervisory Board and passes 
resolutions approving the actions of 
the executive and Supervisory Boards. 
It decides on the appropriation of the 
unappropriated surplus and also on 
the compensation of the Supervisory 
Board, as well as on amendments to the 
Company‘s Articles of Association. the 
Annual general Meeting, at which the 
executive and Supervisory Boards give 
an account of the past financial year, 
takes place once a year. when resolu-
tions are adopted at the Annual general 
Meeting, each share grants one vote in 
line with the principle of “one share – 
one vote”. every shareholder is entitled 
to attend the Annual general Meeting 
and to speak and submit questions 
about items on the agenda.

Deutsche euroShop reports to its 
shareholders and to the public on the 
Company‘s business development, 
financial position and results of opera-
tions four times a year in line with a finan-
cial calendar. press releases also inform 

the public and the media of Company 
activities. Information that may mate-
rially influence the Company‘s share 
price is published in the form of ad hoc 
disclosures in accordance with the legal 
requirements.

the executive Board gives regular pre-
sentations to analysts and at investor 
events as part of the Company’s inves-
tor relations activities. Analyst confe-
rences on the release of the annual 
and quarterly financial statements are 
broadcast over the Internet, where they 
are available to anyone interested in the 
Company. In addition, Deutsche euro-
Shop provides financial information and 
other information about the Deutsche 
euroShop group on its web site.

Accounting and audits

the Deutsche euroShop group prepa-
res its financial statements according to 
International Financial reporting Stan-
dards (IFrSs) on the basis of section 
292a of the handelsgesetzbuch (ger-
man Commercial Code). the annual 
financial statements of Deutsche euro-
Shop Ag will continue to be prepared 
in line with the accounting provisions of 

the hgB. the executive Board is respon-
sible for the preparation of the financial 
statements. the chairman of the Audit 
Committee commissions the auditor 
of the annual financial statements, pre-
viously elected by the Annual general 
Meeting. the increased requirements 
for the independence of the auditor are 
met in this process.

outlook 

Discussion of the principles governing 
good corporate management and 
control continue – within the industry 
as well. european initiatives will conti-
nue to gain in importance and create a 
framework of standards that will allow 
for freedom at a national level to take 
into account national peculiarities and 
typical company law issues. the “disci-
pline of the marketplace” will also have 
a considerable influence on the scope 
of corporate governance in practice.

Declaration of conformity

In December 2007, the executive and 
Supervisory Boards of the Company 
jointly submitted their updated declara-

Directors´ dealings

the following securities transactions by members of the executive Board and of the Supervisory Board or by certain persons 
related to members of the executive bodies were notified to Deutsche euroShop during financial year 2007 in accordance with 
section 15a of the wphg:

notifying party
Date of trans-

action type of transaction
number 

of shares
price per share 

in 1
 CMB Böge Vermögensverwaltung gmbh 07.02.2007 Sale of shares 500 60.00      

 Claus-Matthias Böge 26.02.2007 Sale of shares 1,150 60.53

 Claus-Matthias Böge 22.03.2007 Sale of shares 7,000 59.23

 Claus-Matthias Böge 07.06.2007 purchase of shares 600 55.10

 olaf g. Borkers 11.07.2007 purchase of shares 1,000 50.00

 Claus-Matthias Böge 19.07.2007 purchase of shares 1,000 50.90

 CMB Böge Vermögensverwaltung gmbh 24.07.2007 purchase of shares 600 50.00

 Claus-Matthias Böge 24.07.2007 purchase of shares 400 50.25

 Manfred Zaß 25.07.2007 purchase of shares 1,000 49.74

 Claus-Matthias Böge 15.08.2007 purchase of shares 1,000 23.70

 AroSA Vermögensverwaltungsges. mbh 20.08.2007 purchase of shares 2,897 23.00

 Manfred Zaß 08.10.2007 purchase of shares 2,000 26.80

 Claus-Matthias Böge 21.11.2007 purchase of shares 500 24.30

 Claus-Matthias Böge 18.12.2007 purchase of shares 1,000 23.37
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tion of conformity with the recommen-
dations of the government Commission 
on the german Corporate governance 
Code for the 2007 financial year in 
accordance with section 161 of the Aktg 
(Aktiengesetz – german public Com-
panies Act). the declaration was made 
permanently available to the public on 
the Company‘s website at www.deut-
sche-euroshop.de.
 
Joint declaration by the executive and 
Supervisory Boards of Deutsche euro-
Shop Ag relating to the recommenda-
tions of the government Commission 
on the german Corporate governance 
Code in accordance with section 161 
Aktg

the executive Board and the Supervi-
sory Board of Deutsche euroShop Ag 
declare that the Company has complied 
with, and will continue to comply with, 
the recommendations of the govern-
ment commission ‘german Corporate 
governance Code’ (as published by 
the german Federal Ministry of Justice 
in the official section of the electronic 
Federal gazette (Bundesanzeiger) on 4 
July 2003, and as amended on 14 June 
2007), subject to a limited number of 
exceptions, as indicated below:

•   Deutsche euroShop Ag does not 
broadcast the Annual general 
Meeting via modern communica-
tions media, such as the internet. 
(Section 2.3.4 of the Code)  

the Company has decided not to broad-
cast the Annual general Meeting via 
modern communications media, taking 
into account the need for confidentiality 
expressed by numerous shareholders, 
as well as the low demand that is expec-
ted (due to the size of the Company and 
the number of shareholders) in relation 
to the costs involved.

•  the existing D&o insurance policy 
taken out for the members of the execu-
tive Board and the Supervisory Board 
does not provide for any deductible. 
(Section 3.8 (2) of the Code)  

the executive Board and the Supervi-
sory Board of Deutsche euroShop Ag 
have acted in a responsible manner, 
managing and supervising the Com-
pany in line with the principles of crea-

ting enterprise value ever since the 
Company was established, preceding 
the official introduction of corporate 
governance guidelines. the Company 
therefore believes that the agreement 
of a deductible is not necessary, in par-
ticular as this has no effect on the level 
of the insurance premium.  

•  the remuneration of the members 
of the executive Board does not 
include stock options. (Section 4.2.3 
(3) of the Code)  

the Company’s share price perfor-
mance depends on various factors, 
which are not necessarily consistent 
with the Company’s actual business 
performance, or with the personal per-
formance of executive Board members. 
As such factors might neutralise the 
long-term incentive effect of a stock 
option programme, the Company has 
not implemented any stock-option pro-
grammes or similar securities-based 
incentive schemes to date.

•  there is no stipulated age limit for 
a Member of the executive Board. 
(Section 5.1.2 (2) of the Code)

the Supervisory Board believes that 
professional qualification and skills 
represent the key criteria for members 
of the executive Board.  If an age limit 
policy was in force, such a policy might 
in fact force the retirement of a qualified 
and skilled executive Board member. 

•  the Supervisory Board did not 
establish a nomination committee.  
(Section 5.3.3 of the Code),

the Company’s Supervisory Board con-
sists of only six members, all of whom 
are shareholder representatives. given 
the limited size and the structure of 
the Supervisory Board, the executive 
Committee has assumed the duties of a 
nomination committee.

•  there is no stipulated age limit for a 
Member of the Supervisory Board. 
(Section 5.4.1 (1) of the Code)

the Company believes that professional 
qualification and skills represent the key 
criteria for members of the Supervisory 
Board. If an age limit policy was in force, 
such a policy would restrict the options 

available to shareholders in selecting 
members - and might, in fact, force the 
retirement of a qualified and skilled 
Supervisory Board member.

•  the remuneration of Supervisory 
Board members does not take into 
account the performance of duties 
as a member of Supervisory Board 
committees. (Section 5.4.7 (1) of the 
Code) 

•  the remuneration of Supervisory 
Board members does not comprise 
performance-based remuneration 
components. (Section 5.4.7 (2) of 
the Code) 

the Company believes that a fixed 
remuneration package for members of 
the Supervisory Board best reflects the 
Company’s business model, which is 
based on generating income from the 
long-term letting of shopping centre 
properties. the selection of shopping 
centres to be acquired and held, plus 
the quality of long-term leases, repre-
sent the key factors determining the 
Company’s long-term success.

•  the consolidated financial state-
ments are published within 120 
days of the end of the financial year. 
(Section 7.1.2 of the Code) 

It is important to the Company to pub-
lish audited financial statements that 
have been approved by the Supervi-
sory Board. An earlier publication date 
is not feasible due to the schedules for 
the preparation, auditing, and adoption 
of the financial statements.

hamburg, December 2007

the executive Board and the 
Supervisory Board
Deutsche euroShop Ag

reSponSIBle 
CorporAte goVernAnCe
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BuSIneSS AnD eConoMIC ConDItIonS

operating activities

Deutsche euroShop is the only public company in germany 
that invests solely in shopping centers in prime locations. It 
currently has investments in 16 shopping centers in germany, 
Austria, poland and hungary. the group generated the rev-
enue recognised from rental income for the space let in the 
shopping centers.

group’s legal structure

Due to its lean personnel structure and its concentration on 
only one operating segment, the Deutsche euroShop group 
is centrally organised. the group managing company is 
Deutsche euroShop Ag. It is responsible for corporate strat-
egy, portfolio and risk management, financing and commu-
nication. 

the Company’s headquarters are in hamburg. Since its 
establishment in 2000, Deutsche euroShop Ag has been an 
Aktiengesellschaft (stock corporation) under german law. 
the individual shopping centers are managed as separate 
companies. According to interest in the nominal capital 
these are either fully (investment over 50%) or proportion-
ately consolidated (investment up to 50%). the investment in 
galeria Dominikanska in wroclaw is recognised under non-
current financial assets (investment 33.3%). More information 
on indirect or direct investment is detailed in the notes to the 
consolidated financial statements. 

Deutsche euroShop Ag shares are traded on the Frankfurt 
Stock exchange and other stock exchanges. As of 31 Decem-
ber 2007, 12.28% were owned by Alexander otto (2006: 
12.27%). 

the share capital amounts to 134,375 thousand and is com-
posed of 34,374,998 no-par value registered shares. the 
notional value of each share is 11.00. 

According to section 5 of the Articles of Association, the 
executive Board is authorised, with the approval of the 
Supervisory Board, to increase the Company’s share capital 
by up to a total of 117,187 thousand on one or more occa-
sions until 20 June 2012 by issuing up to 17,187,499 (no-par 
value) registered shares against cash or non-cash contribu-
tions.

the executive Board is authorised, with the approval of the 
Supervisory Board, until 21 June 2011 to issue convertible 
bonds with a nominal value of up to a total of 1150,000 thou-
sand and durations of up to seven years and to grant bond 

holders or creditors conversion rights to up to 7,500,000 new 
no-par-value registered shares in the Company with a pro-
portionate amount of share capital of up to 17,500 thousand 
as detailed in the terms and conditions for convertible bonds 
to be published by the executive Board, with the approval 
of the Supervisory Board.

governance and supervision

the executive Board of Deutsche euroShop manages the 
Company in accordance with the provisions of german 
company law and with its rules of procedure. the executive 
Board’s duties, responsibilities and business procedures are 
laid down in its rules of procedure and in its schedule of 
responsibilities.

the Supervisory Board supervises and advises the executive 
Board in its management activities in accordance with the 
provisions of german company law and of the Company’s 
rules of procedure. It appoints members of the executive 
Board, and significant business transacted by the execu-
tive Board is subject to its approval. the Supervisory Board 
is composed of six members who are all elected by the 
Annual general Meeting.

Members of the executive Board are appointed and dis-
missed on the basis of sections 84 and 85 of the Aktienge-
setz (Aktg – german public Companies Act). Changes to 
the Articles of Association are made in accordance with sec-
tions 179 and 133 of the Aktg, and the Supervisory Board is 
also authorised, without a resolution of the Annual general 
Meeting, to adapt the Articles of Association to new legal 
provisions that become binding on the Company, as well 
as to resolve changes to the Articles of Association that only 
relate to the wording.

More information about the executive Board and the Super-
visory Board can be found in the Corporate governance 
report. 

remuneration report

compensation system for the executive Board
Compensation for the executive Board is set by the executive 
Committee of the Supervisory Board. the compensation system 
provides for a fixed basic annual compensation component 
based on the individual executive Board member’s duties and 
a variable compensation component. this compensation com-
ponent is paid annually and is based on personal performance 
and the performance of the executive Board as a whole, as well 
as the Company’s economic situation, success and future pros-
pects. the variable compensation is paid after the Supervisory 
Board approves the consolidated financial statements. there are 
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no stock option plans or similar securities-based incentive sys-
tems. In the event that the Company does not wish to renew the 
existing contracts of the members of the executive Board upon 
their expiration, Claus-Matthias Böge would receive a one-time 
severance payment of 1150 thousand and olaf Borkers would 
receive three months’ salary.

compensation system for the supervisory Board
the compensation of the Supervisory Board is based on 
section 8(4) of the Articles of Association of Deutsche euro-
Shop Ag, according to which each member of the Super-
visory Board shall receive appropriate compensation after 
the close of the financial year, as determined by resolution 
of the Annual general Meeting. Membership in committees 
is not taken into account when the compensation paid to the 
Supervisory Board is determined. Moreover, compensation 
does not contain any performance-based elements. 

In line with the proposal by the executive Board and Super-
visory Board, the Annual general Meeting resolved on  
21 June, 2007 to grant the members of the Supervisory 
Board the following remuneration for the 2006 financial year: 
130,000 for the Chairman, 122,500 for the Deputy Chairman 
and 115,000 for each of the other members of the Super-
visory Board. In addition, travel costs are reimbursed. Mem-
bers who have served on the Board for less than a full finan-
cial year receive pro-rated compensation.

A proposal will be made to the Annual general Meeting to 
set out the compensation for the Supervisory Board in the 
Articles of Association.

Miscellaneous
Members of the executive and Supervisory Boards do not 
receive loans from the Company. no pensions are paid to 
former members of the executive or Supervisory boards or 
to their dependents. 

For further details, please see the supplementary disclo-
sures on remuneration included in the group Management 
report.

Management control, objectives and strategy

we focus on investment in top-quality shopping centers in 
city centers and established locations that have the poten-
tial for stable, lasting value growth and generate substan-
tial distributable free cash flows on an ongoing basis. we 
invest in shopping center project developments in their 
early stages with up to 10% of our equity.

clear objectives and principles
Deutsche euroShop’s two primary investment objectives are 
to generate high surplus liquidity from long-term leases that 
can be distributed to shareholders in the form of annual divi-
dends, and to achieve sustained growth in the value of its 
portfolio. to achieve these objectives, the Company diver-
sifies risk by investing in shopping centers in a number of 
european regions, with the focus on germany. the desired 
high return is achieved through indexed and turnover-based 
commercial rents.

high-yield portfolio with stable value
In line with our buy & hold strategy, we consistently place 
more value on the quality and yield of our shopping cent-
ers than on the rate of growth of our portfolio. we monitor 
the market continuously and are able to act as buyers when 
an opportunity arises. Short decision-making channels and 
considerable flexibility in terms of potential investment and 
financing structures enable us to adapt to any competitive 
situation. At the same time, we are committed to optimising 
the value of the existing properties in our portfolio.

differentiated rental system
An important component of our leasing concept is a differ-
entiated rental system. while individual owners in city cent-
ers are often concerned with achieving the highest possible 
rents for their property (thus resulting in a monostructured 
retail offering), we ensure an attractive sector mix and long-
term optimisation of our rental income through combined 
costing. the rent our lessees pay is dependent on their sec-
tor and turnover. Indexed minimum rents (based on the con-
sumer price index) provide a guaranteed minimum level of 
income for Deutsche euroShop in economic slowdowns. 

the concept of shopping as an experience
we have outsourced center management to an experienced 
external partner, the hamburg-based eCe projektmanage-
ment. eCe has been developing, planning, implementing, 
leasing and managing shopping centers since 1965. with cur-
rently 97 shopping centers under management, the company 
is the european market leader in this segment. we consider 
professional center management to be the key to the suc-
cess of a shopping center. It not only ensures uniform open-
ing hours and a consistently friendly, bright, safe and clean 
shopping atmosphere, it makes shopping an experience 
with in some cases striking presentations of merchandise, 
promotions and exhibitions. the 350,000 to 500,000 people 
who visit our 15 shopping centers on average every day are 
fascinated by the variety of sectors represented, but also by 
our unusual, unconventional promotions such as phänomenta 
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or Cowboys – eine legende. these turn shopping centers 
into marketplaces where something new and spectacular is 
constantly on offer.

overview of the course of business

Macroeconomic conditions
the german economy grew strongly for the second consecu-
tive year, despite the massive rise in sales tax. real (price 
adjusted) gross domestic product (gDp) rose by 2.5% in ger-
many (previous year: 2.9%). After adjustment for the negative 
calendar effect – the year under review had 1.6 fewer working 
days than the preceding year – the rise in gDp was 2.6% for 
2007 (2006: 3.1% after adjustment for the calendar effect). 

the positive development of the german economy over 
the past three years has primarily been driven by continuing 
high export surpluses. In spite of the euro’s continued sharp 
appreciation against the uS dollar, demand from abroad 
continued unabated and caused growth in exports of 8.3% 
(+12.5% in real terms, 2006). According to information from 
the Federal Statistical office, the share of net exports in 
gDp growth in the financial year under review amounted to 
1.4 percentage points. 

In 2007, the domestic economy retained the momentum 
gained in the previous year. Investments in construction 
and capital goods expanded fairly rapidly. not only capi-
tal expenditure, but also consumer spending rose in ger-
many. private consumption (excluding private car sales), 
the most substantial component with a share of 57% of gDp, 
increased by 1.8% (previous year: +2.1%). At 10.9%, the sav-
ings rate reached its highest value since 1996 (2006: 10.5%).

the average rate of inflation for the year was above that of 
the previous year (1.6%) at 2.3%. this was the highest annual 
increase since 1994. the development in inflation in 2007 was 
mainly driven by energy and food prices. Domestic energy 
and fuel prices rose by 3.9%. excluding the effect of energy 
prices, the average inflation rate would have been 1.9%.

on an annual average, the unemployment rate fell to  
9.0% (previous year: 10.8%); 3.78 million people (pre-
vious year: 4.49 million) were out of work. this significant, 
renewed, decline in unemployment primarily reflects a 
cyclical increase in employment liable to social security 
contributions.
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In 2007, the european Monetary union (eMu) experienced 
a continuation of the strong economic boom of the preced-
ing years. According to the Statistical office of the european 
Communities (eurostat), real gDp grew by 2.9% in 2007 (pre-
vious year: 3.0%) in the eu-27. the euro zone inflation rate in 
2006 was 2.1%, similar to the previous year, and unemploy-
ment fell to 7.2% (2005: 7.8%). 

economic conditions in the industry
 
Retail sector
According to provisional figures from the Federal Statistical 
office, german retail sales decreased by 1.2% in nominal 
terms in 2007 and by 2.2% in real terms (after adjustment for 
prices). however, the comparison with the previous year is 
influenced by purchases brought forward in 2006 and by the 
effects of the sales tax increase from January 2007. the ger-
man retail sector did not therefore benefit from the positive 
development in the economy. At 1387 billion in 2007, retail 
revenue was slightly below the previous year’s level (almost 
1392 billion). 

Industries which benefited from purchasing being brought 
forward due to the sales tax reform posted significant, real, 
revenue decreases in 2007. According to the hauptverband 
des deutschen einzelhandels (hDe – german retail Fed-
eration) and the Federal Statistical office this primarily con-
cerned the area of watches and jewellery at -5.8%. on the 
other hand, retailers with perfume goods and body care 
products exceeded the previous year’s result with an upturn 
of 2.8%, fashion with 1.4% and electronic domestic goods with 
a strong increase of 5.6%.

the floor space expansion in retail and the competition 
for first-class floor space continued in 2007, particularly in 
the area of large shopping centers. According to the hDe, 
total retail space increased by around 1 million m2 to a current  
119 million m2, although the growth was predominantly seen 
in the states of the former west germany. the highest floor-
space share in leases in 2007 was attributable to the textile, 
book and shoe retail trade. the growing demand for floor 
space from the specialist ladies’ wear segment was particu-
larly noticeable. Strong demand was also noted from the 
young fashion sector, though somewhat more reserved than 
in the previous year. other important sectors in prime loca-
tions were chemists, accessory stores, restaurants/cafes and 
telecommunications.

According to a survey by Kemper’s, a real estate agent that 
specialises in retail properties, the retail spaces in most 
demand in the past year were those in the size class 100 m2 
to 250 m2. larger spaces were also in demand: every fourth 
lease was for over 500 m2.

Property market
Fears of massive defaults in the sub-prime area of the uS 
mortgage market triggered turbulence on the international 
financial markets. As a result, prices of shares with which the 
uS mortgage market was financed slumped heavily; some of 
these shares lost their market altogether and the risk premiums 
rose sharply. the property crisis began with an international 
chain reaction. Financial institutions suffered global defaults 
and had to accept extensive write-downs on receivables and 
securities, whereupon their profits declined sharply in some 
cases. Due to the uncertainty associated with the effects of 
the sub-prime crisis, short-term lending in the interbank mar-
ket almost came to a standstill. the consequences of this situ-
ation remained largely under control at the end of 2007, since 
the central banks made cash available to the banks. even so, 
the sub-prime crisis expanded into an international financial 
crisis, severely reducing confidence.

Despite the sub-prime crisis, it must be noted in relation to 
the german retail property market that investor interest – 
primarily in specialist markets and shopping centers – was 
again very high. According to Jones lang laSalle, one of the 
world’s leading estate agents and property consultants, retail 
properties were the second strongest asset class in the ger-
man property sector in terms of transaction volume. with a 
transaction volume of 111.2 billion (2006: 118.5 billion), they 
landed behind the traditional leader, office properties, in 
second place with 131.4 billion (2006: 118.2 billion). the most 
important group of buyers were equity oriented and non-
listed investors. 

Shopping centers posted the second highest volume at  
13.2 billion; though this was equivalent to a decline of 42% 
against 2006. this is primarily due to the absence of large, 
first-class properties on the market. the 2007 investment year 
was therefore characterised by transactions of smaller shop-
ping centers in two-digit millions. 
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By comparison, the yields from retail property remained sta-
ble over the course of the year despite the credit crisis. Shop-
ping center yields have even declined further as a result of 
price rises. At the end of 2007, the yield generated by german 
shopping centers in prime locations as calculated by Jones 
lang laSalle was 4.5% (2006: 4.95%). By comparison, the yield 
of Deutsche euroShop’s property portfolio on the basis of the 
valuation appraisal was 5.40% at the end of the year.

Exceptional events
the rate of corporation tax was lowered in connection with 
the corporation tax reform from 25% to 15% from 1 January 
2008. In this context, we reversed corresponding tax provi-
sions of 129.7 million and reported it in income. 

Share price performance
Deutsche euroShop shares began 2007 with a price of 128.08. 
on 23 April it posted an annual high of 130.09 on the basis of 
the XetrA closing price. Since July, the sub-prime mortgage 
crisis in the uS has sparked off a flurry of at times frantic share 
selling on the international capital markets, affecting real 
estate companies in particular. our shares were not able to 
extricate themselves from this negative pull and the price fell 
to 123.22 by 20 August. Despite an excellent recovery phase 
up until mid-november, Deutsche euroShop shares were not 
able to escape the generally poor sentiment for financial and 
property shares and closed the year at a price of 123.50. 

Evaluation of the financial year
At the beginning of the last financial year, we regarded 2007 
as a ‘year of transition’. we had successfully sold two port-
folio centers and had three shopping centers in construction 
for the first time in the Company’s relatively brief history with 
the resulting charges. 

we therefore anticipated revenue at the previous year’s level 
of 192 million to 194 million and expected that revenue lost as 
a result of both shopping centers sold (4.2% of 2006 revenue) 
would be partly offset by the galeria Baltycka opened in the 
autumn of 2007. According to our forecasts, earnings before 
interest and tax (eBIt) in the financial year should amount to 
between 171 million and 173 million. we expected earnings 
before tax (eBt), without measurement gains, of between  
130 million and 132 million.

however, at 195.8 million, revenue was 3.1% higher than in the 
previous year. with an eBIt of 177.2 million, operating earn-
ings before tax (eBt) was 137.7 million. Detailed explanations 
for the positive deviation are presented below. the fact that 
we were able to just exceed all three forecasts again empha-
ses the high quality and high profitability of our shopping 
center portfolio. 

 

InCoMe, FInAnCIAl AnD  
net ASSetS SItuAtIon

the 2007 financial year was a positive one for Deutsche euro-
Shop. the revenue loss from the sale of both shopping cent-
ers in Italy and France in the previous year was more than 
offset by the galeria Baltycka in gdansk opened in october 
and the stable income from the property. At 195.8 million, 
consolidated revenue was 3.1% higher than in the previous 
year (192.9 million). At 194.2 million, consolidated profit was 
16.1 million below the previous year’s profit (1100.3 million). 
our net asset value per share increased by around 5.5% from 
125.53 to 126.91. earnings per share amounted to 12.74 (pre-
vious year: 12.92).

Income situation

Although german retail sales fell by 1.2% in nominal terms 
in 2007, the tenants of our shopping centers achieved a 1.3% 
increase in revenue on a like-for-like basis. If our international 
properties are included in this comparison, then our tenants 
generated like-for-like revenue growth of 1.1%.  
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revenue development
Consolidated revenue up by 3.1%
Consolidated revenue was up by 3.1% from 192.9 million to 
195.8 million in the 2007 financial year. the sale of the shop-
ping centers in Italy and France in the previous year was 
compensated for by the revenue contributions of the galeria 
Baltycka in gdansk, opened in october. In addition, the City 
Arkaden in Klagenfurt contributed to revenue for the first time 
for a full financial year. 

Higher rental income for all portfolio properties
rental income grew positively for all portfolio properties in 
the year under review, rising on a like-for-like basis by 3.0%. 
Above-average growth was posted by the City-galerie in 
wolfsburg, which had posted a reduction in revenues in the 
previous year due to improvements. 

the properties in France and Italy were sold during the 
previous year, meaning the revenues shares are no longer 
included in the reporting year.

Vacancy rate unchanged at under 1%
As in the previous year, the vacancy rate was under 1%. 
the need for write-downs for rent losses was around  
10.2 million (2006: 10.3 million), or 0.2 % of revenue (previ-
ous year: 0.3%).    

earnings development
Other operating income excluding non-recurrent income
other operating income amounted to 11.1 million (previous 
year: 116.0 million) and was therefore 114.9 million below that 
of the previous year, a circumstance due to the gains on dis-
posal generated in 2006 for our shopping centers in France 
and Italy.

Operating and administrative costs for property down slightly 
property operating costs declined by 11.0 million year-on-
year to 19.4 million, essentially due to the fact that the cost 
shares of the properties sold are no longer included. prop-
erty management costs on the other hand rose by 10.3 mil-
lion to 16.1 million because higher expenses were incurred for 
shopping centers still under construction. 

1 thousand 2007 2006 2005

rhein-neckar-Zentrum, 
Viernheim 16,307 16,014 15,984

Main-taunus-Zentrum, 
Sulzbach* 10,011 9,781 0

Allee-Center, hamm 9,398 9,209 8,938

Forum, wetzlar 8,137 7,982 7,220

rathaus-Center, Dessau 8,207 7,941 0

City-Arkaden, wuppertal 8,233 7,925 7,891

City-galerie, wolfsburg 8,326 7,704 8,157

Altmarkt-galerie, Dresden* 6,386 6,214 6,044

phoenix-Center, hamburg* 5,538 5,270 5,050

City-point, Kassel* 3,031 2,980 2,874

total germany 83,574 81,020 62,158

City Arkaden, Klagenfurt* 5,159 4,024 0

Árkád, pécs* 3,590 3,527 3,416

galeria Baltycka, Danzig 3,439 0 0

Centro Commerciale tuscia, 
Viterbo 0 2,848 3,112

Shopping etrembières, 
Annemasse 0 1,022 3,435

total abroad 12,188 11,421 9,963

other revenue 0 413 0

total 95,762 92,854 72,121

* = proportionately consolidated
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Other operating expenses below those of previous year
At 14.2 million, other operating expenses were 12.1 mil-
lion less than in the previous year. In the previous year, this 
item included consulting costs incurred in connection with 
the sale of the shopping centers in Italy and France. other-
wise administrative expenses were similar to the previous 
year’s.

Net finance costs widen due to investments
net finance costs deteriorated by 19.1 million to 1-50.1 million, 
after 1-41.0 million in the previous year. the decrease is par-
ticularly the result of the rise in the share of earnings of the 
minority shareholders of our property limited partnerships, 
which at 114.1 million was 17.7 million above the previous 
year’s figure.

however, increased investment activity and our newly 
opened shopping centers also pushed borrowing costs up 
11.3 million to 140.2 million. At 12.7 million, interest income was 
slightly above that of the previous year (12.3 million). Income 
from investments declined from 11.9 million to 11.5 million, 
because the previous year’s figure had included a special 
dividend distribution. 

Measurement gains less than in previous year
the measurement gains and losses item fell year-on-year 
by 121.5 million from 172.3 million to 150.8 million. our newly 
opened center in gdansk was recognised for the first time at 
market value. this resulted in the recognition of measurement 
gains amounting to 14.5 million. the revaluation of existing 
properties also led to materially higher group income. these 
properties recorded increases in value of 142.3 million. this is 
equivalent to an average increase in value of 3.1%. 

In addition, we posted unrealised price gains in price gains 
(net) from the price evaluation on the reporting date of mon-
etary items and bank loans of our polish and hungarian prop-
erty companies of 14.0 million. 

Portfolio quality continues to be rated ‘very good´
the results of the property rating have not changed in compar-
ison to the prior year. on average Deutsche euroShop’s real 
estate portfolio was again rated very good (A) by the apprais-
ers, Feri research gmbh, Bad homburg, and gfK geoMarket-
ing gmbh, hamburg.

Non-recurrent income from reversal of deferred tax  
provisions
From 2008, the corporation tax rate was reduced from 25% 
to 15% in connection with the corporate tax reform. For this 
reason, we correspondingly adjusted the deferred tax pro-
visions recognised in previous years. this led to a reversal 
amount of 129.7 million, recognised in income. Deferred tax 
provisions of 113.0 million were recognised on the ongoing 
results of the financial year. 10.4 million real domestic and for-
eign incomes taxes were also incurred.    

Consolidated profit only 6% below record earnings  
of 2006
earnings before interest and tax (eBIt) declined in the report-
ing year by 19.1 million (-11%) from 186.3 million to 177.2 million; 
earnings before taxes declined by 34% from 1117.7 million to 
177.8 million. Consolidated profit fell by 6% from 1100.3 million 
to 194.2 million. 
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Earnings per share
earnings per share (basic) amounted to 12.74 compared with 
12.92 in the previous year. of this amount, 10.91 per share 
(2006: 10.77) is attributable to operations (+18%) and 10.97 
(2006: 11.49) to measurement gains (-35%). Additional profit 
of 10.86 per share was incurred from the reversal of deferred 
tax provisions. In addition to this extraordinary share of earn-
ings, there were gains from disposal of the shopping centers 
in Italy and France of 10.67 per share.

Dividend proposal: 11.05 per share
As a result of the successful financial year, the executive Board 
and Supervisory Board will propose to the shareholders at 
the Annual general Meeting on June 19, 2007 in hamburg that 
an unchanged dividend of 11.05 per share be distributed for 
financial year 2007.

Financial situation 

principles and objectives of financial management
For the purposes of financing its investments, Deutsche euro-
Shop uses the stock exchange for procuring equity and loans, 
as well as the credit markets for procuring loans. within the 
group, both individual real estate companies and Deutsche 
euroShop borrow from banks. Deutsche euroShop’s credit 
standing has shown to be advantageous when negotiating 
loan conditions. the group can also arrange its financing 
independently and flexibly. 

loans are taken out in euro for all group companies. In 
general, the use of equity and loans for investments should 
be equally weighted and the equity ratio within the group 
should not fall below 45% in the medium term.

Financing of our real estate projects is done on a long-term 
basis. For this purpose, derivative financial instruments are 
also used which serve to hedge against increasing capital 
market interest rates. Available credit lines enable Deutsche 
euroShop to react quickly to investment opportunities. unless 
used for investment, unnecessary cash is invested for financ-
ing ongoing costs or for paying dividends in the short term as 
term deposits or in money market funds.

as of 31 december 2007, deutsche euroshop reported  
the following key financial data:

Financing analysis
In the 2007 financial year, Deutsche euroShop took out a loan 
of 150 million for partial financing of the Stadt-galerie in pas-
sau. 133 million of this was already disbursed as of the bal-
ance sheet date. the interest rate of 5.25% p.a. was secured 
for 20 years. In the case of the Allee-Center in hamm, we 
used expiring interest agreements to repay existing loans or 
replace them by taking up new loans. In these cases, we have 
fixed agreement for interest for 15 and 20 years of 5.25% p.a. 

In the 2007 financial year, Deutsche euroShop had 1100 million 
available in credit facilities, 135 million of which was taken up 
as of the end of the year.

in 3, basic

earnings per share

operating profitMeasurement gains                  

1 million 2007 2006 Change

total assets 1,976.3 1,796.2 +180.1

equity  
(incl. minority interests) 974.0 897.8 +76.2

equity ratio (%) 49.3 50.0 -0.7

Bank loans and overdrafts 895.9 780.6 +115.3

loan-to-value ratio in % 47.0 47.7 -0.7
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overall, debt finance conditions as of 31 December 2007 were 
secured on average for 7.7 years at 5.36% p.a. (previous year: 
5.50%). Conditions were agreed in individual cases with the 
lending banks. these relate to the gearing ratio and ability to 
service loans.    

 

12.8 million of fixed interest loans expire in 2008 and  
176.3 million in 2009. Further loans of 126.5 million must then be 
extended only in 2012. the agreed interest rates tend to result 
in future opportunities rather than risks for Deutsche euro-
Shop. thus on the basis of interest rate agreements already 
made, we anticipate a partial amount of 126.7 million in the 
interest agreements expiring in 2009 to be renewed below 
5.0% for durations of between 5 and 10 years.

Investment analysis
we invested a total of 1136.6 million in the 2007 financial 
year for the completion of our shopping centers under con-
struction. this included 124.3 million for the Stadt-galerie 
in hameln, 139.1 million for the Stadt-galerie in passau and  
173.2 million for the galeria Baltycka in gdansk. they were 
opened on schedule on october 2007 (galeria Baltycka) 
and in March 2008 (Stadt-galerie hameln). the Stadt-galerie  
passau will be opened in the autumn of 2008. Deutsche euro-
Shop will thus complete the simultaneous construction of  
3 shopping centers and therefore its largest investment pro-
gramme until now.

In 2008, we have planned investments of 143 million for the 
completion of the shopping centers in hameln and passau. 

we aim to expand our portfolio on an annual basis by 1150 
million to 1200 million on average per year and initial net yield 
of new investments of at least 5.5%. however, the great inves-
tor interest in retail real estate in germany and europe led in 
the 2007 financial year to high prices for properties and con-
struction projects with initial net yield of significantly below 
5.0%, meaning we were unable to realise our yield expec-
tations. we were therefore reserved and did not make any 
new investments in the past financial year. we are currently 
witnessing a calming of the market.

liquidity analysis
the group’s operating cash flow of 140.6 million (previous 
year: 136.9 million) is the amount which has been generated 
for the shareholders following deduction of all costs from 
the leasing of the shopping center floor space. It serves to 
finance the dividends of Deutsche euroShop. the galeria Bal-
tycka in gdansk contributed for the first time in the reporting 
year. however, the portfolio properties also showed positive 
development with an increase in revenue of 3.1%.

Cash totalling 1144.3 million was necessary (investment activ-
ity) for centers under construction and for investments in 
financial assets. on the other hand, cash inflows resulted from 
the increase in financial liabilities of 1119.3 million after 149.0 
million in the previous year (financing activities). In contrast to 
the previous year, there were no cash inflows from the sale of 
shopping centers, which amounted to 180.9 million in 2006. 

the long-term rental agreements in combination with long-
term interest agreements and fixed cost structures result in 
well-plannable cash in- and outflows for Deutsche euroShop. 
these essentially serve to pay for a reliable dividend to the 
shareholders. new investments must therefore be realised 
predominantly from equity and loans.

non-current assets increase
In a year-on-year comparison, non-current assets rose overall 
by 1199.0 million to 11,835.4 million. Investments in property, 
plant and equipment amounted to 1138.8 million in 2007. these 
are offset against costs for the galeria Baltycka of 1149.7 mil-
lion, which were transferred into investment properties. over-

loan structure 31 December 2007
Fixed interest rate of loan in %

*duration (years)      **average interest rate

71.6%
5 to 10 years
7.2* / 5.35%**

1 to 5 years
3.3* / 5.67%**

14.7%more than 10 years
17.7* / 5.04%**

12.5%
up to 1 year
1.0* / 5.66%**

1.2%
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all, property, plant and equipment declined by 110.9 million. 
the enhancement of the investment properties of 1206.2 mil-
lion has resulted on the one hand from the first-time recogni-
tion of the galeria Baltycka at fair value, as well as increasing 
the market value of the portfolio real estate. 

Deutsche euroShop group’s property and property invest-
ment assets amounted to 11.84 billion as of 31 December 
2007, 1185 million more than at the end of the previous year. 
this change resulted from investments in the construction for 
hameln, passau and gdansk, as well as from the higher valu-
ation of our portfolio.

the 14 operating shopping centers, which are measured at 
fair value according to IAS 40, represented an asset value of 
11.66 billion. the galeria Baltycka in gdansk was valued for 
the first time in line with IAS 40 following its opening in the 
fourth quarter of 2007. Assets amounting to 1144.3 million 
reflected the investments recognised in the balance sheet as 

at the reporting date for the shopping centers under construc-
tion in hameln and passau. our shopping centers in wroclaw 
will continue to be accounted for under the investments which 
have been accounted for overall with a value of 132.9 million.

At the end of 2007, the Deutsche euroShop group was thus 
84% (previous year: 87%) invested in germany and 16% (pre-
vious year: 13%) abroad. According to our strategy, the for-
eign share of our portfolio should not exceed 25%.

cash increases to 1109.0 million
Cash amounted to 1109.0 million as of the reporting date. the 
increase against the previous year of 114.8 million is primarily 
subject to the reporting date. the cash has been invested for 
the most part as short-term deposits and time deposits.

net assets situation

the group’s total assets increased by 1180.1 million to 11,976.3 million in the year under review. 
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1 thousand 2007 2006

non-current assets 1,839,214 1,652,890

Current assets 137,122 143,323

total assets  1,976,336 1,796,213

less      

non-current liabilities  
(excl. deferred taxes) -963,047 -854,145

Current liabilities -88,188 -64,634

net asset value of Deutsche euroShop 
 = net asset value 925,101 877,434

number of shares 34,374,998 34,374,998

net asset value per share (1) 26.91 25.53

equity ratio unchanged
group equity in the year under review increased by around 
164.5 million to 1860.8 million. the remeasurement of inter-
ests attributable to group shareholders in accordance with 
IAS 39 resulted in a gain of 13.5 million. the value of the 
interest swap increased by 11.3 million and the consolida-
tion Change item increased by 12.4 million. the remaining 
amount of 157.3 million is primarily the result of the differ-
ence between consolidated profit and the dividend pay-
ment of June 2007.

164.3 million in deferred taxes
113.0 million of the profit before tax was allocated to deferred 
tax liabilities. this was offset by a 129.7 million reversal of 
deferred income taxes recognised in the previous year due 
to the lower corporation tax in germany from 2008. the net 
effect was a 116.9 million decrease in deferred taxes, from 
181.2 million to 164.3 million.

Bank loans and overdrafts higher due to investments
Current and non-current bank loans and overdrafts amounted 
to 1896.0 million. this corresponds to a rise of 1115.4 million 
compared with the previous year. the cash borrowed was 
essentially for financing construction of the galeria Baltycka 
and both shopping centers in hameln and passau. 

net asset value rises by 5.5%
net asset value as at 31 December 2007 was 1925.1 million 
(126.91 per share) compared with 1877.4 million (125.53 per 
share) in the previous year.

overall comment on economic situation

the past financial year confirmed the Deutsche euroShop 
group’s good position. we exceeded our own expectations 
in a single financial year without any notable events in our 
own operating business and despite the sub-prime crisis. 
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enVIronMent

Climate protection is one of the most important issues for 
Deutsche euroShop. we believe that sustainability and profit-
ability, the shopping experience and environmental aware-
ness do not have to be opposites. long-term thinking is part 
of our strategy. this includes playing our part in environmen-
tal protection.

Since 1 January 2008, eight out of ten operational shopping 
centers in our german portfolio have signed contracts with 
suppliers that use regenerative energy sources such as hydro-
electric power for their electricity needs. From opening day 
onwards, the shopping centers in hameln and passau, due to 
open in 2008, will also procure their certified green electric-
ity from the ‘energieVision’ organisation with the renowned 
‘ok-power’ seal.

on a per year basis, the initial ten shopping centers will pro-
cure a total of around 41 million kwh of the certified green 
electricity for 2008. this represents over 75% of the electricity 
requirements in our german shopping centers. According to 
conservative calculations, this should mean a yearly reduction 
of around 10,000 metric tonnes in carbon dioxide emissions – 
this equates to the annual Co2 emissions of 450 two-person 
households.  

All other shopping centers in our portfolio are currently con-
tractually bound to local electricity providers. In the years to 
come, these centers – and the shopping centers abroad – will 
be switched to green energy. 

In the past we have reduced the energy consumption of our 
shopping centers by using heat exchangers and energy-
saving light bulbs. Since 2007, Deutsche euroShop has been 
participating in the climate protection and energy efficiency 
initiative ‘cool down’ introduced by eCe and philips. to 
increase energy efficiency, experts are currently working on 
the potential for optimising the energy consumption in our 
shopping centers.

reportS not InCluDeD

A research and development (R&D) report is not required as 
part of the Management report because Deutsche euroShop 
does not need or pursue any research and development in 
line with its original business purpose.

the Company’s business purpose, which is to manage assets, 
does not require procurement in the traditional sense. For this 
reason, this topic is not covered by a separate section of the 
Management report.

At the reporting date, Deutsche euroShop employed only 
4 persons and therefore did not prepare a separate human 
resources report.

eVentS SInCe the enD oF the InterIM 
reportIng perIoD

no events of particular significance took place following the 
end of the 2007 financial year.

Consumption 
in kwh 

(in million) 

Co2 
reduction in 

metric tonnes

Allee-Center hamm 3.6 1,277

City-Arkaden wuppertal 5.3 1,515

City-galerie wolfsburg 2.9 800

City-point Kassel 4.2 701

Forum wetzlar 5.0 697

phoenix-Center harburg 6.3 875

rathaus-Center Dessau 2.9 1,013

rhein-neckar-Zentrum Viernheim 5.7 1,203

Stadt-galerie hameln 3.3 1,387

Stadt-galerie passau 2.0 480

total    41.2 9,948

* = estimated, opening 2008
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rISK report

risks and opportunities management system

principles, methods and objectives of risk management
our approach to risk is in line with our strategy of increasing 
the value of our company and of sustainable growth. our pol-
icy is to minimise risks as far as is possible. risk management is 
therefore an integral part of the planning and implementation 
of our business strategies. Due to the small number of staff our 
Company employs, the executive Board is directly involved in 
all risk-relevant decisions. 

under existing service contracts, the executive Board of Deut-
sche euroShop is continuously briefed about the business per-
formance at individual property holding companies. Financial 
statements and financial control reports are submitted on a 
quarterly basis, and medium-term corporate planning is sub-
mitted annually for every shopping center. the executive 
Board regularly reviews and analyses these reports, using the 
following key information to assess the level of risk:

1. portfolio properties

 • trends in accounts receivable

 • occupancy rates

 • retail sales trends in the shopping centers

 • Variance against projected income from the  
  properties

2. Centers under construction

 • pre-letting levels

 • Construction status

 • Budget status

risks are identified by observing issues and changes that 
deviate from the original planning and budgets. the system-
atic analysis of economic data such as consumer confidence 
and retail sales trends is also incorporated in risk manage-
ment. the activities of competitors are also monitored  
continually. 

the Company’s risk management activities are documented 
once a quarter and the results submitted to the Supervisory 
Board at its meetings.

presentation of material individual risks

cyclical and macroeconomic risks
In 2007, the german economy developed positively and 
gained in momentum. gDp grew by 2.5%. however, this 
development is accompanied by a wide risk environment, 
since the energy, raw materials and currency markets deter-
mine future economic development to a greater extent than 
was previously the case. It is equally unpredictable what 
effects the current financial market crisis will have on the glo-
bal economy and on the previously good economic pros-
pects for germany. If concern relating to a weakening of uS 
growth become reality, this is likely to also leave its mark on 
the german economy. 

the increase in sales tax, the constant rise in energy and raw 
material prices and the sharply risen basic food prices have 
led to consumption in germany which lagged behind expec-
tations. price-adjusted household spending declined by 0.3%. 
As long as the upturn among consumers is more in the form 
of inflation and does not arise as a result of increased wages 
and salaries, reservation among consumers is not likely to 
change. 

Deutsche euroShop is not as strongly affected by economic 
developments as other sectors are in terms of its business 
model – long-term, inflation-proofed letting of retail space – 
and the associated risks. past experience has demonstrated 
that by locating our shopping centers in prime inner city loca-
tions and by ensuring broad diversification within the centers, 
we can achieve commercial success even during periods of 
stagnation.  

Market and sector risks
Structural changes have taken place in the retail sector in 
recent years and these must also be included in a differen-
tiated approach to risk management issues. Deutsche euro-
Shop’s business model enables it to benefit from a general 
shift of the market share away from the traditional specialist 
retailers in favour of larger retail parks and well-managed 
shopping centers. this development is more of an opportu-
nity for us, as a decline in consumer behaviour in macroeco-
nomic terms would not necessarily have a negative impact on 
retailers’ revenue in our shopping centers. the circumstances 
described are leading to a divergence of the various retail 
segments in terms of their success.
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In 2007, retail revenue sank in nominal terms by 1.2% (provi-
sional figure from the Federal Statistical office). retailers 
expect at best stagnating revenue in 2008. 

we minimise market and sector risks through in-depth market 
intelligence and by concluding long-term contracts with ten-
ants of all sectors with strong credit ratings. 

risk of rent loss
It is possible that tenants may be unable to meet their obliga-
tions under existing leases or that the previous rents may no 
longer be obtained in the case of new and follow-on rentals. 
As a result, income would turn out to be less than budgeted, 
and distributions to shareholders might have to be reduced. 
If the rental income for a property holding company is no 
longer sufficient to meet the interest and repayment obliga-
tions, this could lead to the loss of the entire property. ten-
ants’ revenue trends and the accounts receivable trends are 
regularly analysed in this respect, and measures to find new 
tenants are initiated at an early stage if there are signs of any 
negative developments. 

the tenants furnish security deposits against the risk of 
default. Additionally, write-downs are recognised in individ-
ual cases. 

cost risk
expenditure on current maintenance or investment projects 
can turn out higher than expected on the basis of experience. 
we minimise risks from cost overruns in current investment 
projects by costing in all identifiable risks in the planning stage 
as a precautionary measure. In addition, construction contracts 
are only awarded on a fixed-price basis to prime contractors 
with strong credit ratings. During the building phase, profes-
sional project management is performed by the companies 
we commission. however, it is impossible in principle to com-
pletely avoid cost overruns in ongoing construction projects in 
individual cases. 

Valuation risk
the value of a property is essentially determined by its capi-
talised earnings value, which in turn depends on factors such 
as the level of annual rental income, the underlying location 
risk used, the evolution of long-term interest rates and the gen-
eral condition of the property. A reduction in rental income 
or a deterioration of the location risk necessarily involves a 
lower capitalised earnings value. thus the appreciation of 
the properties is also significantly influenced by a variety 
of macroeconomic or regional factors as well as develop-
ments specific to the property that can neither be foreseen 

nor influenced. the factors described are taken into account 
in the annual market valuations of our portfolio properties by 
independent appraisers. Changes in value are recognised in 
the income statement in accordance with the requirements of 
IAS 40 and may thus lead to increased volatility of the con-
solidated profit. however, as a rule this has no effect on the 
group’s solvency.

currency risk
Deutsche euroShop’s activities are limited exclusively to the 
european economic area. Manageable currency risks arise in 
the case of the eastern european investees. Because of the 
translation of the annual financial statements at the reporting 
date, the group’s income statement is affected by unrealised 
translation gains and losses, and is thus exposed to an incal-
culable volatility. these risks are not hedged because this is 
purely an issue of translation at the reporting date and there-
fore does not expose the Company to cash flow risks. the 
currency risk from operations is largely hedged by linking 
rents and loan liabilities to the euro. A risk could arise if the 
hungarian forint or the polish zloty were to plummet against 
the euro and the tenants were no longer able to pay what 
would then be considerably higher rents denominated in for-
eign currency.

Financing and interest rate risks
we minimise the interest rate risk for new property financ-
ing as far as possible by entering into long-term loans with 
fixed-interest periods of 10 to 20 years. It cannot be ruled out 
that refinancing is only possible at higher interest rates than 
before. the interest rate level is materially determined by the 
underlying macroeconomic conditions and is thus not predict-
able by us. the possibility cannot be completely excluded 
that – for example owing to deterioration of the Company’s 
results of operations – banks may not be prepared to provide 
refinancing or to extend credit lines. we monitor the interest 
rate environment closely so as to be able to react appropri-
ately to interest rate changes with alternative financing con-
cepts or hedging if necessary. At an average interest rate 
of 5.36%, this does not currently represent a significant risk 
within the group, particularly as the most recent refinancing 
was concluded at lower interest rates than the original financ-
ing and the present average interest rate. 
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Deutsche euroShop uses derivatives that qualify for hedge 
accounting to hedge interest rate risks. An interest rate swap 
is an effective hedge if the principal amounts, maturities, re-
pricing or repayment dates, the dates for interest payments 
and principal repayments, and the basis of calculation used 
to determine the interest rates for the hedge are identical to 
those of the underlying and the party to the contract fulfils 
the contract. Consequently, the ongoing changes in value of 
these items are recognised directly in equity. A test of effec-
tiveness for the hedges described is regularly implemented. 

risk of damage
the individual property holding companies bear the risk of 
total or partial destruction of the properties. the insurance 
payouts due in such a case might be insufficient to compen-
sate fully for the damage. It is conceivable that sufficient insur-
ance cover for all theoretically possible losses does not exist 
or that the insurers may refuse to provide compensation. 

It risk
Deutsche euroShop’s information system is based on a cen-
trally managed network solution. Corrective and preventive 
maintenance of the system is carried out by an external serv-
ice provider. A virus protection concept and permanent moni-
toring of data traffic with respect to hidden and dangerous 
content are designed to protect against external attacks. All 
data relevant to operations is backed up on a daily basis. In 
the event of a hardware or software failure in the system, all 
data can be reproduced at short notice.

personnel risk
In respect of the low number of employees of Deutsche euro-
Shop Ag, the Company is dependent upon individual per-
sons in key positions. the loss of the key staff would lead to 
a loss of expertise and the recruitment of replacement per-
sonnel and their induction could temporarily impair ongoing 
day-to-day business. 

legal risk
the concept for our business model is based on the current 
legal situation, administrative opinion and court decisions, all 
of which can change at any time.

evaluation of the overall risk position

on the basis of the monitoring system described, Deutsche 
euroShop has taken appropriate steps to identify at an early 
stage developments jeopardising its continued existence 
and to counteract them. the executive Board is not aware of 
any risks that could jeopardise the continued existence of the 
Company.

outlooK

germany remains the most important market for Deutsche 
euroShop Ag. the uninterrupted upward trend of the euro, a 
higher oil price and the continued turbulence on the interna-
tional financial markets could lead to a weakening of global 
economic growth. Despite these factors, the Federal govern-
ment of germany expects a stable domestic economy in 2008 
and an increase in the domestic growth rate of 1.7%. positive 
development in the labour market, rising wages and salaries 
could brighten the situation and stimulate consumption. For 
retail, the hDe expects a nominal increase in revenue of 2.0%, 
or 0.5% in real terms. the price trend represents the greatest 
risk for the retail economy.

difficult market environment
Investors’ interest is moving in the direction of commercial 
properties, in particular retail property. Shopping centers are 
especially in demand and the portfolio transactions of larger 
investors have been at a high level in 2007 despite the financial 
crisis. Investors are increasingly interested in pure office and 
retail property, since as an investment it has several advan-
tages over residential property: a lower number of tenants, 
for example, long-term leases or a lower default risk on the 
part of the tenant. we are assuming that the demand for high-
quality retail property will not significantly weaken over the 
current year and the purchase prices will remain high. Cou-
pled with the increased costs for the capital procurement, it 
is therefore difficult for us to foresee more acquisitions. how-
ever, our most important objective remains the growth of our 
Company.
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complementary investment in shopping center 
project developments
we are currently examining additional investment opportuni-
ties, for example in the area of shopping center project devel-
opments, although these are associated with a level of higher 
risk than was previously the case. It is therefore our aim to limit 
the volume of the cash to be invested in the area of project 
development, in order that the Company’s capacity to pay 
dividends is not restricted. In the event that these projects are 
not realised, this will be reported.

three shopping centers to open in 2008
the construction of the Stadt-galerie in hameln was suc-
cessfully concluded on schedule at the beginning of March 
2008. It was opened on 12 March 2008 with the active partici-
pation of the local population. Approximately 100 retail out-
lets, restaurants and service providers across over 25,000 
m2 of rental floor space invite visitors to shop and spend 
time. 

the Stadt-galerie in passau is expected to open its doors 
mid-September 2008.  over 85% of the rental income was 
already contractually secured with long-term leases by the 
end of February. we are expecting that the most recent 
rental agreements will be concluded in the coming weeks, 
meaning there will be full letting at the time of opening. 

with the successive opening of the shopping centers still 
under construction, revenue and earnings should continue 
to improve. 

agreed transactions are the foundation for revenue  
and earnings planning
the Deutsche euroShop group’s revenue and earnings plan-
ning for 2008 and 2009 does not include the purchase or sale 
of any properties. the results of the annual appraisal of our 
shopping centers and exchange rate factors are similarly 
not included in our planning, since they are not foreseeable. 
Forecasts about the future revenue and earnings situation of 
our group are thus based on:

a) the development of revenue and earnings of the existing 
shopping centers,

b) the construction activities described above for the shop-
ping centers in hameln and passau as well as the result-
ing revenue and earnings performance following their 
opening.

revenue in 2008 climbs 18%; 
increase of 8% expected in 2009
For the 2008 financial year, we are anticipating revenue of 
between 1110 million and 1113 million. not only the openings 
in hameln and passau had an effect, the galeria Baltycka in 
gdansk also delivers revenue contributions for the first time 
for a full financial year.

In 2009, the shopping centers in hameln and passau will also 
contribute for the first time to revenue over 12 months. we are 
therefore expecting that revenue will increase during the 2009 
financial year to between 1119 million and 1121 million. Deut-
sche euroShop will continue to grow organically: until 2012, 
we are expecting annual increases for revenues in single-
digits and a double-digit rise in eBIt.

significant earnings growth over the next 
two financial years
earnings before interest and taxes (eBIt) were 177.2 mil-
lion in 2007. According to our forecast, eBIt will amount to 
between 190 million and 192 million in the current financial 
year. In 2009, once all properties still under construction have 
opened, this is expected to increase to between 1100 million 
and 1102 million.

earnings before tax (eBt) excluding measurement gains 
and losses amounted to 137.7 million during the year under 
review. we expect the corresponding figure to be between 
143 million and 145 million for financial year 2008 and 
between 149 million and 151 million for financial year 2009.

dividend policy
It is our intention to pursue a long-term dividend policy in 
future focussing on continuity. we seek an increase in the divi-
dends only where a distribution at this new minimum level is 
feasible in subsequent years. on the basis of our forecasts, 
we believe at the present moment that an increase of the divi-
dend from 2008 is possible. 

Forward-looking statements

this Management report contains forward-looking statements based on estimates of future developments by the executive Board. the statements and 
forecasts represent estimates based on all of the information available at the current time. If the assumptions on which these statements and forecasts are 
based do not materialise, the actual results may differ from those currently being forecast.
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Deutsche euroShop Ag, hamburg 

ConSolIDAteD FInAnCIAl StAteMentS

     

ASSetS  in 3 thousands   notes 31.12.2007 31.12.2006	 	

assets	 	 	 	

non-current assets	 	 	 	

Intangible	assets	 	 	 1.	 8	 13

Property,	plant	and	equipment	 	 	 2.	 144,353	 155,290

Investment	properties	 	 	 3.	 1,658,200	 1,452,002

Non-current	financial	assets	 	 	 4.	 32,851	 29,077

Other	non-current	assets	 	 	 5.	 3,802	 16,508

non-current assets    1,839,214 1,652,890

	 	 	 	 	

current assets	 	 	 	

Trade	receivables	 	 	 6.	 3,179	 2,337

Receivables	from	other	investees	and	investors	 	 	 0	 2,184

Other	current	assets	 	 	 7.	 21,269	 41,900

Other	financial	investments	 	 	 8.	 3,681	 2,688

Cash	and	cash	equivalents	 	 	 9.	 108,993	 	94,214

current assets    137,122 143,323

		 		 		 		 		 	

total assets    1,976,336 1,796,213

IFrS ConSolIDAteD BAlAnCe Sheet
AS oF 31 DeCeMBer 2007  

 ConSolIDAteD FInAnCIAl StAteMentS
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eQuItY AnD lIABIlItIeS  in 3 thousands notes 31.12.2007 31.12.2006

eQUItY and lIaBIlItIes	 	 	 	

equity and reserves	 	 	 	

Issued	capital	 	 	 	 34,375	 22,000

Capital	reserves	 	 	 	 546,213	 558,588

Retained	earnings	 	 	 	 280,210	 215,688

total equity   10. 860,798 796,276

	 	 	 	 	

non-current liabilities    

Bank	loans	and	overdrafts	 	 	 11.	 849,258	 752,100

Deferred	tax	liabilities	 	 	 12.	 64,303	 81,158

Right	to	redeem	of	limited	partners	 	 	 13.	 113,249	 101,642

Other	non-current	liabilities	 		 	 	 540	 	403

non-current liabilities    1,027,350 935,303

current liabilities	 	 	 	 	

Bank	loans	and	overdrafts	 	 	 11.	 46,694	 28,529

Current	trade	payables	 	 	 14.	 8,651	 6,497

Tax	provisions	 	 	 15.	 520	 1,308

Other	provisions	 	 	 16.	 25,070	 18,543

Other	non-current	liabilities	 	 	 17.	 7,253	 9,757

current liabilities    88,188 64,634

	 	 	 	 	

total equity and liabilities    1,976,336 1,796,213
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in 3 thousands   notes 2007 2006

	 	 	

Revenue	 	 	 18.	 95,762	 92,854

Other	operating	income	 	 	 19.	 1,057	 15,997

Property	operating	costs	 	 	 20.	 -9,354	 -10,409

Property	management	costs	 	 	 21.	 -6,082	 -5,755

Other	operating	expenses	 	 	 22.	 -4,212	 -6,346

earnings before interest and taxes (eBIt)   77,171 86,341

	 	 	 	 	

Income	from	investments	 	 	 23.	 1,505	 1,940

Interest	income	 	 	 	 2,682	 2,346

Interest	expense	 	 	 	 -40,193	 -38,874

Profit/loss	attributable	to	limited	partners	 	 24.	 -14,087	 -6,376

net finance costs    -50,093 -40,964

	

Measurement gains     25. 50,760 72,299

profit before tax (eBt)    77,838 117,676

	 	 	 	

Income	tax	expense	 	 	 26.	 16,344	 -17,365

Other	taxes	 	 	 	 -5	 -4

consolidated profit    94,177 100,307

	 	 	 	

Basic	earnings	per	share	(1)	 	 	 	 2.74	 2.92

Diluted	earnings	per	share	(1)	 	 	 	 2.74	 2.92

IFrS ConSolIDAteD InCoMe StAteMent  
For the perIoD FroM 1 JAnuArY to 31 DeCeMBer 2007  

 ConSolIDAteD FInAnCIAl StAteMentS
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in 3 thousands     2007 2006

profit after tax    94,177 100,307

Gains	on	the	disposal	of	non-current	assets	 	 	 0	 -14,829

Profit/loss	attributable	to	limited	partners	 	 	 14,087	 6,376

Depreciation	of	property,	plant	and	equipment	 	 	 16	 18

Impairment	losses	on	non-current	financial	assets	 	 	 0	 443

	Changes	in	value	of	investment	property	in	accordance	with	IAS	40	 	 -46,759	 -66,491

Other	non-cash	income	and	expenses		 	 	 -4,216	 -5,808

Deferred	taxes	 	 	 	 -16,719	 16,866

Operating cash flow      40,586 36,882

	 	 	 	 	 	

Changes	in	receivables	 	 	 	 32,243	 -4,065

Changes	in	other	financial	investments	 	 	 -993	 -2,688

Changes	in	non-current	tax	provisions		 	 	 -136	 -5,534

Changes	in	current	provisions	 	 	 	 5,739	 -4,837

Changes	in	liabilities	 	 	 	 -524	 -5,101

cash flow from operating activities    76,915 14,657

	 	 	 	 	 	

	Proceeds	from	the	sale	of	consolidated	companies	 	 	 0	 80,921

	Payments	to	acquire	consolidated	companies	 	 	 0	 -164,457

Payments	to	acquire	property,	plant	and	equipment	 	 	 -144,345	 -43,160

Payments	to	acquire	non-current	financial	assets	 	 	 17	 -4,889

cash flow from investing activities    -144,328 -131,585

	 	 	 	 	 	

	Changes	in	interest-bearing	financial	liabilities	 	 	 119,332	 49,048

Contributions	of	minority	interests	 	 	 	 7	 0

Payments	to	Group	shareholders	 	 	 	 -36,094	 -34,375

Payments	to	minority	shareholders	 	 	 	 -4,052	 -4,017

cash flow from financing activities    79,193 10,656

	 	 	 	 	 	

 net change in cash and cash equivalents   11,780 -106,272

	 	 	 	 	 	

 cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period   94,214 197,192

	 	 	 	 	 	

Changes	in	consolidated	Group	 	 	 	 0	 2,687

Currency	related	changes	 	 	 	 3,695	 0

Other	changes			 	 	 	 -696	 607

	 	 	 	 	 	

 cash and cash equivalents at end of period   108,993 94,214

IFrS ConSolIDAteD CASh Flow StAteMent
For the perIoD FroM 1 JAnuArY to 31 DeCeMBer 2007
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     Other      
in 3 thousands   share capital capital reserves retained earnings legal reserve  total

01.01.2006   21,999 558,588 142,067 2,000  724,654

Change	in	first-time	application	reserves	IAS	39	 	 	 	 -18,964	 	 	 -18,964

Change	in	first-time	application	reserves	IAS	40	 	 	 	 3,688	 	 	 3,688

Change	due	to	IAS	39	measurement	of	investments	 	 	 	 3,428	 	 	 3,428

Change	due	to	IAS	39	measurement	of	deferred	taxes	 	 	 			 -284	 	 	 -284

Cashflow	hedge	 	 	 	 	 2,011	 	 	 2,011

Change	in	profits	brought	forward	 	 	 	 	 15,464	 	 	 15,464

Other	changes	 	 	 1	 	 346	 	 	 347

Total	of	earnings	recognised	directly	in	equity	 	 1	 0	 5,689	 0	 	 5,690

Consolidated	profit	 	 	 	 	 100,307	 	 	 100,307

Total	profit	 	 	 22,000	 558,588	 248,063	 2,000	 	 830,651

Dividend	payments	 	 	 	 	 -34,375	 	 	 -34,375

31.12.2006   22,000 558,588 213,688 2,000  796,276

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

01.01.2007   22,000 558,588 213,688 2,000  796,276

Change	due	to	IAS	39	measurement	of	investments	 	 	 	 3,519	 	 	 3,519

Change	in	first-time	application	reserves	IAS	12	 	 	 	 136	 	 	 136

Change	in	first-time	application	reserves	IAS	40	 	 	 	 -861	 	 	 -861

Change	in	cash	flow	hedge	 	 	 	 	 1,263	 	 	 1,263

Change	due	to	currency	translation	effects	 	 	 	 2,445	 	 	 2,445

Other	changes	 	 	 	 	 -63	 	 	 -63

Total	of	earnings	recognised	directly	in	equity	 	 0	 0	 6,439	 0	 	 6,439

Consolidated	profit	 	 	 	 	 94,177	 	 	 94,177

Total	profit	 	 	 22,000	 558,588	 314,304	 2,000	 	 896,892

Capital	increase	from	own	funds	 	 	 12,375	 -12,375	 0	 	 	 0

Dividend	payments	 		 	 	 		 -36,094	 		 		 -36,094

31.12.2007    34,375 546,213 278,210 2,000  860,798

StAteMent oF ChAngeS In eQuItY 
AS oF 31 DeCeMBer 2007
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     Other      
in 3 thousands   share capital capital reserves retained earnings legal reserve  total

01.01.2006   21,999 558,588 142,067 2,000  724,654

Change	in	first-time	application	reserves	IAS	39	 	 	 	 -18,964	 	 	 -18,964

Change	in	first-time	application	reserves	IAS	40	 	 	 	 3,688	 	 	 3,688

Change	due	to	IAS	39	measurement	of	investments	 	 	 	 3,428	 	 	 3,428

Change	due	to	IAS	39	measurement	of	deferred	taxes	 	 	 			 -284	 	 	 -284

Cashflow	hedge	 	 	 	 	 2,011	 	 	 2,011

Change	in	profits	brought	forward	 	 	 	 	 15,464	 	 	 15,464

Other	changes	 	 	 1	 	 346	 	 	 347

Total	of	earnings	recognised	directly	in	equity	 	 1	 0	 5,689	 0	 	 5,690

Consolidated	profit	 	 	 	 	 100,307	 	 	 100,307

Total	profit	 	 	 22,000	 558,588	 248,063	 2,000	 	 830,651

Dividend	payments	 	 	 	 	 -34,375	 	 	 -34,375

31.12.2006   22,000 558,588 213,688 2,000  796,276

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

01.01.2007   22,000 558,588 213,688 2,000  796,276

Change	due	to	IAS	39	measurement	of	investments	 	 	 	 3,519	 	 	 3,519

Change	in	first-time	application	reserves	IAS	12	 	 	 	 136	 	 	 136

Change	in	first-time	application	reserves	IAS	40	 	 	 	 -861	 	 	 -861

Change	in	cash	flow	hedge	 	 	 	 	 1,263	 	 	 1,263

Change	due	to	currency	translation	effects	 	 	 	 2,445	 	 	 2,445

Other	changes	 	 	 	 	 -63	 	 	 -63

Total	of	earnings	recognised	directly	in	equity	 	 0	 0	 6,439	 0	 	 6,439

Consolidated	profit	 	 	 	 	 94,177	 	 	 94,177

Total	profit	 	 	 22,000	 558,588	 314,304	 2,000	 	 896,892

Capital	increase	from	own	funds	 	 	 12,375	 -12,375	 0	 	 	 0

Dividend	payments	 		 	 	 		 -36,094	 		 		 -36,094

31.12.2007    34,375 546,213 278,210 2,000  860,798
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generAl DISCloSureS 

the group parent is Deutsche euroShop Ag, hamburg, germany. the Company’s registered office is oderfelder 
Strasse 23, 20149 hamburg, germany and is entered in the hamburg commercial register under hrB 91799.

the consolidated financial statements of Deutsche euroShop Ag have been prepared in accordance with the 
International Financial reporting Standards (IFrSs) issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB), 
including the interpretations of the International Financial reporting Interpretations Committee (IFrIC) and the sup-
plementary provisions of german commercial law required to be applied under section 315a(1) of the hgB. All 
IFrSs and IFrIC interpretations endorsed by the european Commission and required to be applied as of 31 Decem-
ber 2007 have been applied.

In addition to the consolidated balance sheet and the consolidated income statement, the consolidated financial 
statements comprise the statement of changes in equity, the cash flow statement and the notes. 

Amounts are presented in thousands of 1.

Since it began operating in 2000, Deutsche euroShop Ag has focused on acquiring, managing, using and selling 
investments of all kinds, and in particular investments in retail properties.

the preparation of the consolidated financial statements necessitates the use of estimates and assumptions. these 
affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities at the balance sheet date, as well as the 
recognition of income and expenses during the reporting period. the actual amounts can differ from these esti-
mates. expected cash flows and the discount factor are essential parameters for the measurement of investment 
properties. 

the consolidated financial statements were approved for publication by the executive Board on 17 April 2008.

BASIS oF ConSolIDAtIon AnD ConSolIDAtIon MethoDS

Basis of consolidation

the consolidated financial statements include all material subsidiaries in which Deutsche euroShop Ag directly or 
indirectly holds a majority of voting rights, plus those companies which are joint ventures.

As of 31 December 2007, the basis of consolidation comprised, in addition to the parent company, 12 (previous year: 
13) fully consolidated domestic and foreign subsidiaries and 8 (previous year: 8) proportionately consolidated 
domestic and foreign companies.

Investments over which Deutsche euroShop Ag does not exercise control are measured at fair value, in line with the 
provisions of IAS 39. this includes the investment in Ilwro Joint Venture Sp. zo.o., warsaw.

Companies with no business operations or with a low volume of business are not included in the consolidated 
financial statements. overall, they account for less than 1% of consolidated revenue and earnings. these are the 
investments in City-point Beteiligungs gmbh, pöcking, Kommanditgesellschaft Sechzehnte AlBA grundstücks-
gesellschaft mbh & Co., hamburg, Caspia Investments Sp. zo.o.,warsaw, and eKZ Vier errichtungs- und Betriebs 
ges.m.b.h., Vienna, which was acquired during the reporting year at a purchase price of 121 thousand.

noteS to the ConSolIDAteD AnnuAl FInAnCIAl 
StAteMentS For 2007 FInAnCIAl YeAr
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In December 2007, Centro Commerciale Friuli Claus Matthias Böge & Co. S.a.s., Milan, Italy, was wound up. 

A detailed list of the companies included in the consolidated financial statements is included as part of the notes.  
A list of shareholdings in accordance with section 285 no. 11 of the handelsgesetzbuch (hgB – german Commercial 
Code) and section 313(2) nos. 1 to 4 and (3) of the hgB is published in the electronic Federal official gazette.

the annual financial statements of the consolidated companies were prepared as at 31 December 2007, the reporting 
date of the consolidated financial statements.

Consolidation methods

For purchase accounting, the cost is eliminated against the parent’s interest in the re-valued equity of the sub-
sidiaries at the date of acquisition or initial consolidation. Any remaining excess of cost of acquisition over identi-
fied net assets acquired is recognised as goodwill in intangible assets, unless it can be allocated to the carrying 
amounts of properties.

Joint ventures are included proportionately in the consolidated financial statements in accordance with IAS 31. 
Alternatively, the equity method is also permissible. the assets and liabilities as well as the income and expenses 
of jointly controlled entities are included in the consolidated financial statements according to the interest held 
in these entities. proportionate consolidation and accounting for goodwill follows the same principles applied to 
the consolidation of subsidiaries.

Intragroup transactions are eliminated as part of the consolidation of intercompany balances and of income and 
expenses.

CurrenCY trAnSlAtIon

the group currency is the euro (1)

ongoing transactions in foreign currencies are translated at the middle rate on the date of the respective transaction. 
realised translation differences are recognised in the income statement. 

the companies located outside the european Monetary union that are included in the consolidated financial state-
ments are treated as foreign entities. under IAS 21, annual financial statements prepared in foreign currencies are 
translated using the functional currency method. All assets and liabilities are translated at closing rates. the items 
in the income statement are measured at average rates. the resulting translation differences are taken to equity in 
the Change item due to currency translation effects.

Differences from the consolidation of intercompany balances and of income and expenses are recognised in profit 
or loss.

A closing rate of huF 253.73 (previous year: huF 251.77) and an average rate of huF 251.35 (previous year:  
huF 264.26) were used in the translation of the hungarian single-entity financial statements from forint to euros. A 
closing rate of pln 3.593 (previous year: pln 3.831) and an average rate of pln 3.783 (previous year: pln 3.896) was 
taken as a basis for translating the single-entity financial statements of the polish property company.
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ChAngeS In ACCountIng polICIeS

the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) has issued several amendments to the existing International 
Financial reporting Standards (IFrSs), as well as a number of new IFrSs, which are required to be applied effective 
1 January 2007. the following IFrSs were applied for the first time during the year under review:

• IAS 1 „Capital Disclosures“ 

• IFrS 7 „Financial Instruments: Disclosures“ 

• IFrIC 7 „Applying the restatement Approach“

• IFrIC 8 „Scope of IFrS 2“

• IFrIC 9 „reassessment of embedded Derivatives“

• IFrIC 10 „Interim Financial reporting and Impairment”

the application of these interpretations did not result in any changes of accounting policies within the group.

the following new or revised Standards and Interpretations relevant to the group’s business activities were pub-
lished as of 31 December 2007 but are not yet required to be applied as of the balance sheet date:

• IAS 1 „Capital Disclosures“ 

• IAS 23 „Borrowing Costs“ 

• IFrS 8 „operating Segments“ 

SIgnIFICAnt ACCountIng polICIeS

revenue and expense recognition

revenue and other operating income is recognised once the relevant service has been rendered or once the risk 
has passed to the customer. operating expenses are recognised once the service has been utilised or at the time 
when they are incurred. Interest income and expense are accrued.  

Intangible assets 

Intangible assets relate exclusively to software purchased by Deutsche euroShop Ag. Additions are measured at 
cost. these are amortised using the straight-line method over the expected useful life of 5 years. the method of 
amortisation and the amortisation period are reviewed annually at the end of each financial year.

property, plant and equipment

property, plant and equipment is reported at cost less depreciation and, where applicable, impairment losses.

properties constructed or developed for future use as investment property are initially reported as property, plant 
and equipment and then, following completion, as investment property. In the year under review, the Stadt-galerie 
hameln and Stadt-galerie passau under construction were reported under property, plant and equipment.

Borrowing costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition, construction, or production of a qualifying asset are 
included in the cost of that asset until the time at which the asset is largely ready for its intended use. Income from 
the temporary investment of specifically borrowed funds is deducted from the borrowing costs of these assets to 
be capitalised until the latter are used to obtain qualifying assets.
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All other borrowing costs are recognised in income in the period in which they occur.

Maintenance measures relating to property, plant and equipment are recognised as an expense in the year in 
which they occur.

operating and office equipment comprises office equipment, fittings and technical equipment belonging to Deutsche 
euroShop Ag, and is depreciated using the straight-line method over 3 to 13 years. the method of amortisation and 
the amortisation period are reviewed annually at the end of each financial year.

Investment property

under IAS 40, investment property must initially be measured at cost at the date of acquisition. the costs for the 
shopping centers under construction are transferred from property, plant and equipment to Investment properties 
following their completion. the initial valuation at fair value takes place at the end of the financial year in which the 
property was completed.

Subsequently, all properties must be measured at their fair value, and the annual net changes recognised in income 
in measurement gains. Investment property is property held long term to earn rentals or for capital appreciation. 
under IAS 40, investment property measured using the fair value model is not depreciated.

the fair values of the property in the period under review were determined by recognised independent external 
appraisers using the discounted cash flow method. Fair value is the amount that a purchaser would be willing to pay 
to the seller at the time the property is valued. the purchaser would also be required to bear additional transaction 
costs, such as real estate transfer tax or estate agent’s fees. 

the fair values correspond to the present value of future net cash flows discounted back to the reporting date. Cash 
flows is the rental income from the property less the management costs of administration, operation, maintenance 
and rent loss. In the case of the expert appraisals prepared in 2007, average management costs of 13.3% (previous 
year: 13.6%) were applied.

the average interest rate of 6.38% (previous year: 6.44%) used for discounting future net income is based on the 
expected yield of 10-year german federal bonds, which was forecast by the experts at an average of 4.78% (previous 
year: 4.73%) compared with the current 4.36% (as at 31 December 2007). risk premiums for the individual properties 
are added to this. the level of the risk premium depends on trends for a large number of individual indicators. 
Assessment of regional economic development plays a decisive role here. 

this assessment includes a long-term forecast of population development, the level of employment and the associated 
effects on retail demand, a forecast of the development of the competitive environment and also of construction 
activity. the experts applied average risk premiums of 1.60% (previous year: 1.71%).  

on the basis of the expert appraisals, the real estate portfolio has a theoretical initial net yield of 5.40% for the 2007 
financial year, compared with 5.39% in the previous year. the inclusion of the galeria Baltycka, which was measured 
in the financial year for the first time, raises initial net yield to 5.49%.

lease agreements

In line with IAS 17, the rental agreements in the Deutsche euroShop group are classified as operating leases. the 
operating leasing agreements relate to investment property owned by the group with long-term rental periods. 
rental income from operating leases is recognised in income on a straight-line basis over the term of the corre-
sponding lease agreement. the lessee has no opportunity to acquire the property at the end of the term. 
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FInAnCIAl InStruMentS

Financial assets and liabilities are recognised in the consolidated balance sheet when the group becomes a party 
to the contractual provisions governing the financial instrument.

1. Derivative financial instruments

Derivatives that qualify for hedge accounting in accordance with IAS 39 are used to hedge interest rate risks. they are 
fixed-rate swaps to limit the interest rate risk of a variable-interest rate loan. these interest rate hedges are recognised 
at fair value under other assets or other liabilities. As long as the conditions of the underlying and hedge transaction 
are identical, changes are recognised directly in equity. A test of effectiveness for the hedges is regularly implemented. 
present value is calculated based on discounted cash flows using current market rates.

2. non-current financial assets

non-current financial assets are classified as Available-for-Sale and consist exclusively of the other investments 
item under the hgB. Investments over which Deutsche euroShop Ag does not exercise control are measured at 
fair value, in line with the provisions of IAS 39. the measurement gains and losses are recognised directly in equity. 
the fair value of financial instruments for which there are no quoted market prices is estimated on the basis of the 
market values of the properties determined by appraisals, less net indebtedness. the determination of fair value 
assumes the existence of a going concern. 

For reasons of materiality no fair value is reported for the investments in City-point Beteiligungs gmbh, pöcking, 
Kommanditgesellschaft Sechzehnte AlBA grundstücksgesellschaft mbh & Co., hamburg and in CASpIA Investments 
Sp. zo.o., warsaw, poland. our Austrian property company also acquired an investment in eKZ Vier errichtungs- und 
Betriebs ges.m.b.h., Vienna in July 2007. this is a property company with no significant business operations and has 
therefore not been included in the consolidated financial statements. these investments are carried at cost. 

3. receivables and other current assets

receivables and other current assets are carried at amortised cost less write-downs. 

4. other financial investments

other financial investments relate on the one hand to money market fund units that are classified as held-for-trading 
and carried at their fair value at the balance sheet date in accordance with IAS 39. on the other hand, investments 
with a term of over 3 months are included at their fair value in these items and their interest income is included in net 
financial income. the resulting gains on disposal are recognised in income in the other operating income item. 

5. right to redeem of limited partners

the distinction between equity and liabilities is set out in IAS 32 Financial Instruments: Disclosure and presentation. In 
accordance with this Standard, the equity interests of minority shareholders in commercial partnerships are reclas-
sified as liabilities due to the shareholders’ potential right of redemption. In accordance with sections 131 et seq of 
the hgB, shareholders in commercial partnerships have an ordinary legal right of termination of six months to the 
end of the fiscal year, which the shareholders’ agreement can define in greater detail, but not exclude. As a result 
of this stipulation, a liability rather than equity is recognised in the balance sheet. this liability must be measured 
at fair value.
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6. Bank loans and overdrafts 

liabilities to banks/bank loans and overdrafts are reported at cost. Discounts have been deducted, which under  
IAS 39 must be amortised over the term of the loan agreement and recognised annually as an expense.  

7. trade payables

trade payables are carried at their repayment amount.

8. other liabilities 

other liabilities are recognised at amortised cost.

9. Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents include cash and bank balances at their principal amounts.

Deferred taxes

In accordance with IAS 12, deferred taxes were recognised for all differences between the tax accounts and the 
IFrS balance sheet, using the currently enacted tax rate. Deutsche euroShop Ag calculates its deferred taxes on 
the basis of the on-balance liability method. In light of the corporation tax reform and the associated reduction of 
corporation tax rates from 2008, a uniform corporation tax rate of 15% at present plus the solidarity surcharge of 5.5% 
is used for german companies and the local tax rates for foreign companies. In accordance with IAS 12.74 deferred 
tax assets on existing loss carryforwards are offset at present against deferred tax liabilities.

other provisions

under the IFrSs, other provisions may only be recognised if an obligation exists to a third party and settlement is 
probable. non-current provisions are discounted. 
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DISCloSureS on the ConSolIDAteD BAlAnCe Sheet – ASSetS

1. Intangible assets
Concessions, industrial and similar rights  

and licenses in such rights and assets

in 3 thousands 2006

costs as of 1 January 25

Currency	differences 0

Additions 0

Disposals 0

Reclassifications 0

as of 31 december 25

amortisation as of 1 January -7

Currency	differences 0

Additions -5

Reversals	of	impairment	losses 0

Disposals 0

as of 31 december -12

carrying amount 1 January 18

carrying amount 31 december 13

Concessions, industrial and similar rights  
and licenses in such rights and assets

in 3 thousands 2007

costs as of 1 January 25

Currency	differences 0

Additions 0

Disposals 0

Reclassifications 0

as of 31 december 25

amortisation as of 1 January -12

Currency	differences 0

Additions -5

Reversals	of	impairment	losses 0

Disposals 0

as of 31 december -17

carrying amount 1 January 13

carrying amount 31 december 8

this item includes essentially software licenses. 

Amortisation is based on a useful life of between 2 and 5 years. It is calculated linearly at 20% to 50%.
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2006 in 3 thousands

Property,	advance	
payments	and	
assets	under	
construction

Other	equipment,	
operating	and	

office	equipment total

costs as of 1 January 71,887 67 71,954

Currency	differences 0 0 0

Additions 26,860 8 26,868

Disposals 0 0 0

Reclassifications -58,490 0 -58,490

Changes	in	consolidated	Group 115,243 0 115,243

as of 31 december 155,500 75 155,575

amortisation as of 1 January 0 -42 -42

Currency	differences 0 0 0

Additions -230 -13 -243

Reversals	of	impairment	losses 0 0 0

Disposals 0 0 0

as of 31 december -230 -55 -285

carrying amount 1 January 71,887 25 71,912

carrying amount 31 december 155,270 20 155,290

2. property, plant and equipment
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2007 in 3 thousands

Property,	advance	
payments	and	
assets	under	
construction

Other	equipment,	
operating	and	

office	equipment total

costs as of 1 January 155,500 75 155,575

Currency	differences 8,034 0 8,034

Additions 130,775 8 130,783

Disposals 0 0 0

Reclassifications -149,742 0 -149,742

as of 31 december 144,567 83 144,650

amortisation as of 1 January -230 -55 -285

Currency	differences 0 0 0

Additions 0 -12 -12

Reversals	of	impairment	losses 0 0 0

Disposals 0 0 0

as of 31 december -230 -67 -297

carrying amount 1 January 155,270 20 155,290

carrying amount 31 december 144,337 16 144,353

the additions to the property, advance payments and assets under construction item concern the newly built prop-
erties in hameln and passau, as well as advance payments of galeria Baltycka, which was opened in october 2007. 
the reclassifications are the result of the recognition of this property at its market value in line with IAS 40 as of the 
balance sheet date.

the total amount includes interest capitalised in the financial year amounting to 12,080 thousand, which was incurred 
during construction.
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the previous year’s figures for cost and depreciation and amortisation/impairment losses have been adjusted.

3. Investment properties

Investment properties

in 3 thousands 2006

costs as of 1 January 1,078,774

Currency	differences 0

Additions 386

Investments	during	the	current	year	 3,418

Disposals -73,411

Reclassifications 58,490

Changes	in	consolidated	Group 268,536

as of 31 december 1,336,193

depreciation and amortisation/impairment losses  
and reversals as of 1 January 59,497

Currency	differences 0

Additions 0

Reversals	of	impairment	losses 66,491

Disposals -10,179

as of 31 december 115,809

carrying amount 1 January 1,138,271

carrying amount 31 december 1,452,002

                Investment property

costs in 3 thousands 2007

costs as of 1 January 1,336,193

Currency	differences -373

Additions 0

Investments	during	the	current	year	 2,921

Disposals 0

Reclassifications 156,891

as of 31 december 1,495,632

depreciation and amortisation/impairment losses  
and reversals as of 1 January 115,809

Currency	differences 0

Additions 0

Reversals	of	impairment	losses 46,759

Disposals 0

as of 31 december 162,568

carrying amount 1 January 1,452,002

carrying amount 31 december 1,658,200
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             non-current financial assets

costs in 3 thousands 2006

costs as of 1 January 109,455

Currency	differences 0

Additions 4,889

Disposals 0

Reclassifications 0

Changes	in	consolidated	Group -95,639

as of 31 december 18,705

depreciation and amortisation/impairment losses  
and reversals as of 1 January 7,349

Currency	differences 0

Additions 0

Reversals	of	impairment	losses 3,777

Disposals -754

as of 31 december 10,372

carrying amount 1 January 116,804

carrying amount 31 december 29,077

4. non-current financial assets

reclassifications relate to galeria Baltycka, which was reported for the first time at fair value under IAS 40. Since 
the final statement of the entire investment is still outstanding, the fair value was estimated properly by Deutsche 
euroShop for a new shopping center, taking into account a provisional valuation report of 2006.

Furthermore, reversals of impairment losses of 146,759 thousand were made on the property in line with IAS 40.

the properties are secured by mortgages. land charges exist in the amount of 11,077,481 thousand.

the rental income of the property valued in line with IAS 40 amounted to 195,762 thousand. the direct operating 
expenses amounted to 111,537 thousand.
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The additions involve a capital increase in the case of Sechzehnte Alba Grundstücksgesellschaft mbH & Co. of 150 
thousand, in which Deutsche EuroShop Verwaltungs GmbH has an interest.

Our Austrian real estate company, EKZ Eins Errichtungs- und Betriebs Ges.m.b.H. & Co OEG, Vienna, also acquired 
shares in EKZ Vier Errichtungs und Betriebs Ges.m.b.H., Vienna, for a purchase price of 121 thousand in July 2007.

The disposals include an equity repayment of the Polish property company, CASPIA Investments Sp. zo.o. to the 
shareholders of 1543 thousand.

Sechzehnte Alba Grundstücksgesellschaft mbH & Co., EKZ Vier Errichtungs- und Betriebs Ges.m.b.H. and  
CASPIA Investments Sp. zo.o are not included in the consolidated financial statements for reasons of materiality.

Non-current financial assets contain investments that are not included in the consolidation but that are classified as 
available-for-sale in accordance with IAS 39 and recognised at their fair values. During the year under review, an 
impairment loss relating to Ilwro Joint Venture Sp. zo.o., Warsaw, was reversed in the amount of 13,518 thousand 
and recognised directly in equity. At the balance sheet date, the net carrying amount of the investment amounted 
to 128,092 thousand.

In addition, the ending balance contains the investment in City-Point Beteiligungs GmbH, Pöcking. The company’s 
activities are limited to acting as the general partner of City-Point Kassel KG, Pöcking. The net carrying amount is 
113 thousand. The company has not been consolidated for reasons of materiality.

             Non-current financial assets

Costs in 3 thousands 2007

Costs as of 1 January 18,705

Currency differences 273

Additions 526

Disposals -543

Reclassifications 0

as of 31 December 18,961

Depreciation and amortisation/impairment losses  
and reversals as of 1 January 10,372

Currency differences 0

Additions 0

Reversals of impairment losses 3,518

Disposals 0

as of 31 December 13,890

Carrying amount 1 January 29,077

Carrying amount 31 December 32,851
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7. other current assets

unpaid contributions refer to capital contributions yet to be paid by minority shareholders for Stadt-galerie passau 
Kg and Stadt-galerie hameln Kg. 

Value added tax receivables essentially concern our investments in hameln, passau and gdansk. Miscellaneous 
assets primarily consist of other receivables from tenants as well as location securing costs.

the interest rate swap concerns the current part of the receivable, which is explained under other non-current 
assets and which is attributable to our polish property company in 2008.

in 3 thousands 31.12.2007 31.12.2006

Unpaid	contributions 11,326 15,273

Value	added	tax	receivables 6,766 19,978

Deductible	withholding	tax	on	dividends/solidarity	surcharge 209 1,092

Interest	rate	swap 207 207

Income	tax	receivables 39 2,360

Miscellaneous	assets 2,722 2,990

21,269 41,900

5. other non-current assets

the item essentially includes the present value for interest rate swaps of 13,718 thousand.

In connection with loans, Deutsche euroShop Ag has concluded interest rate hedges for hedge against increasing 
capital market interest. their present value amounted to 12,563 thousand on the balance sheet date.

the item also includes the present value of a long-term option contract of 11,155 thousand, which our polish property 
company concluded in 2006. this business will provide the company with annual cash flows of 1207 thousand until 
2016.

In the previous year, it essentially included letting costs paid in advance and capital contributions still to be paid.

6. trade receivables

receivables result primarily from rental settlements and uncharged payments for investments. guarantees, cash 
security deposits and letters of comfort serve as collateral.

in 3 thousands 31.12.2007 31.12.2006

Other	non-current	assets 3,802 16,508

3,802 16,508

in 3 thousands 31.12.2007 31.12.2006

Trade	receivables 4,166 3,894

Allowances	for	doubtful	accounts -987 -1,557

3,179 2,337
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9. Cash and cash equivalents

During the reporting year, securities and time deposit investments were reclassified to other financial invest-
ments. the previous year’s figures were adjusted accordingly.

in 3 thousands 31.12.2007 31.12.2006

Time	deposits	with	a	term	of	over	3	months 0 1,720

Other	securities 3,681 968

3,681 2,688

in 3 thousands 31.12.2007 31.12.2006

Short-term	time	deposits 100,029 66,132

Current	accounts 8,770 28,059

Cash 194 23

108,993 94,214

receivables 

8. other financial investments 

DwS money market fund units are reported, which have been recognised at fair value and longer-term 
invested cash balances, which were included in cash and cash equivalents in the previous year.

in 3 thousands total up to 1 year over 1 year

Trade	receivables 3,179 3,179 0

(2,337) (2,337) (0)

Other	current	assets 25,071 21,269 3,802

(58,408) (41,900) (16,508)

28,250 24,448 3,802

(60,745) (44,237) (16,508)

Previous	year's	figures	in	brackets
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11. Bank loans and overdrafts

Bank loans and overdrafts are recognised at amortised cost on the balance sheet date. the present value of loans 
is re-determined on the balance sheet date. to do so, the annuities due up to this time, together with any residual 
amount according to the redemption schedule, are discounted to the balance sheet date at market rates of interest 
plus a margin. the fair value of the bank loans and overdrafts at the balance sheet date amounts to 1897,972 thou-
sand (previous year: 1795,854 thousand).

Bank loans and overdrafts relate to loans raised to finance real property acquisitions and investment projects. 
land charges on company properties amounting to 11,077,481 thousand (previous year: 1871,829 thousand) serve 
as  collateral.

Discounts are amortised over the term of the loan. In the year under review, 15,756 thousand (previous year: 15,310 
thousand) was recognised in income.

in 3 thousands 31.12.2007 31.12.2006

Non-current	bank	loans	and	overdrafts 849,258 752,100

Current	bank	loans	and	overdrafts 46,694 28,529

895,952 780,629

DISCloSureS on the ConSolIDAteD BAlAnCe Sheet –  
eQuItY AnD lIABIlItIeS

10. Issued capital and capital reserves

on 6 August 2007, Deutsche euroShop Ag implemented a capital increase from own funds with subsequent two-
for-one share split. the share capital is thus divided into 34,374,998 no-par value registered shares and amounts to 
134,374,998 following the changeover.

the notional value of each share is 11.00.

According to section 5 of the Articles of Association dated 31 August 2007, the executive Board is authorised, with 
the approval of the Supervisory Board, to increase the Company’s share capital by up to a total of 117,187,499 on 
one or several occasions until 20 June 2012 by issuing up to 17,187,499 no-par value registered shares against cash or 
non-cash contributions.

the executive Board is authorised, with the approval of the Supervisory Board, until 21 June 2011 to issue convertible 
bonds with a nominal value of up to a total of 1150,000 thousand and maturities of up to seven years and to grant 
bond holders or creditors conversion rights to up to 7,500,000 new no-par-value registered shares in the Company 
with a proportionate amount of share capital of up to 17,500,000 as detailed in the terms and conditions for convert-
ible bonds to be published by the executive Board, with the approval of the Supervisory Board.

As the parent company of the group, Deutsche euroShop Ag has reported an unappropriated surplus of 136,094 
thousand. the executive Board and Supervisory Board will propose to distribute this amount as a dividend of 11.05 
per share at the Annual general Meeting on 19 June 2008. From unappropriated surplus of the previous financial 
year of 145,092 thousand, a dividend of 136,094 thousand will be distributed to the shareholders and an amount of 
18,998 thousand will be carried forward on new account.
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12. Deferred tax liabilities

As a result of the lowering of the corporate tax rate as of 2008 from 25% to 15%, deferred tax of 129,687 thousand was 
reversed in income. within the scope of a tax audit, 1136 thousand tax provisions were also reversed in equity.

the deferred tax liabilities were recognised for the current consolidated profit for the period. Additions for com-
panies in germany amounted to 110,111 thousand, while additions of 12,857 thousand were made for companies 
abroad.

Deferred tax liabilities relate primarily to properties reported at fair value in accordance with IAS 40. At the balance 
sheet date, they amounted to 179,867 thousand (previous year: 1107,502 thousand) and were partially offset by 
deferred tax assets on tax loss carryforwards of 115,564 thousand (previous year: 126,344 thousand).

13. right to redeem of limited partners

14. Current trade payables

15. tax provisions

 
trade tax provisions were recognised for Deutsche euroShop Ag and Deutsche euroShop Verwaltungs gmbh 
under the minimum taxation requirements, and corporation tax provisions were recognised for Deutsche euroShop 
Management gmbh.

real property tax provisions relate exclusively to companies in germany.

in 3 thousands
as of  

01.01.2007 Utilisation reversal addition
as of  

31.12.2007

Deferred	tax	liabilities 81,158 0 29,823 12,968 64,303

in 3 thousands 31.12.2007 31.12.2006

Right	to	redeem	of	limited	partners 113,249 101,642

113,249 101,642

in 3 thousands 31.12.2007 31.12.2006

Construction	services 7,295 5,208

Fees 729 107

Others 627 1,182

8,651 6,497

in 3 thousands
as of 

01.01.2007 Utilisation reversal addition
as of 

31.12.2007

Other	income	taxes 957 767 63 86 213

Real	property	tax 351 56 0 12 307

1.308 823 63 98 520
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in 3 thousands 31.12.2007 31.12.2006

Rental	deposits 1,572 752

Value	added	tax 1,459 1,113

Service	contract	liabilities 779 2,492

Debtors	with	credit	balances 338 189

Others 3,105 5,211

7,253 9,757

16. other provisions 

the provisions for maintenance and construction services already performed but not yet invoiced relate primarily 
to the properties in gdansk and hameln, which are currently under construction.

All provisions have a term of up to one year.

in 3 thousands
as of  

01.01.2007 Utilisation reversal addition 
as of 

31.12.2007

Maintenance	and	construction	
services	already	performed		
but	not	yet	invoiced 7,597 7,067 124 20,270 20,676

Fees 5,712 5,712 0 65 65

Others 5,234 2,529 66 1,690 4,329

18,543 15,308 190 22,025 25,070

17. other current liabilities

the Miscellaneous item mainly comprises liabilities for supplementary heating and ancillary costs, as well as 
prepaid rent for the following year. 

liabilities

in 3 thousands total up to 1 year 1 to 5 years over 5 years

Bank	loans	and	overdrafts		 895,952 46,694 68,974 780,284

(780,629) (28,529) (34,230) (717,870)

Current	trade	payables 8,651 8,651 0 0

(6,497) (6,497) (0) (0)

Other	non-current	liabilities 7,793 7,253 339 201

(10,160) (9,757) (214) (189)

thereof	taxes 1,503 1,503 0 0

(1,114) (1,114) (0) (0)

912,396 62,598 69,313 780,485

(797,286) (44,783) (34,444) (718,059)
Previous	year's	figures	in	brackets
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DISCloSureS on the ConSolIDAteD InCoMe StAteMent

18. revenue

other revenue relates primarily to ancillary costs that were uncharged and compensation for use and settlement 
payments made to former tenants. 

the amounts reported here as operating leasing agreements relate to rental income from the investment property 
with long-term rental periods. with these types of leasing agreements, future minimum leasing payments from non-
cancellable rental agreements must be given up to the end of the term.

the statements were made in line with IAS 17 for the first time in the 2007 financial year. they were not made in the 
previous year (IAS 8).

19. other operating income

other income no longer necessary for allowances on receivables is reported in this item.

in 3 thousands 2007 2006

Minimum	rental	income 92,077 89,101

Turnover	rental	income 2,271 2,049

Other	revenue 1,414 1,704

95,762 92,854

						thereof	investment	property	under	IAS	40	directly		
attributable	rental	income 95,762 92,441

the following maturities arise from the minimum leasing payments: 2007 2006

Maturity	within	a	year 108,147 88,138

Maturity	from	1	to	5	years 425,781 330,147

Maturity	after	5	years 329,794 229,137

863,722 647,422

in 3 thousands 2007 2006

Gains	on	the	sale	of	current	financial	instruments 433 302

Income	from	the	reversal	of	provisions 131 75

Income	from	the	sale	of	properties 0 14.829

Exchange	rate	gains 30 179

Others	 463 612

1,057 15,997
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20. property operating costs

the disclosures on directly attributable operating expenses in line with IAS 40 Investment properties relate to  
properties that are recognised at fair value. 

21. property management costs

the disclosures on directly attributable operating expenses in line with IAS 40 Investment properties 40 relate to 
properties that are recognised at fair value. 

in 3 thousands 2007 2006

Center	management/agency	agreement	costs -6,082 -5,755

					thereof	investment	property	in	line	with	IAS	40		
					directly	attributable	operating	expenses -5,208 -5,655

in 3 thousands 2007 2006

Center	marketing -2,048 -1,780

Maintenance	and	repairs -1,659 -507

Rental	costs -1,339 -1,487

Real	property	tax -693 -822

Insurance -426 -680

Write-downs	of	rent	receivables -213 -271

Ancillary	operating	costs	France 0 -204

Others -2,976 -4,658

-9,354 -10,409

						thereof	investment	property	in	line	with	IAS	40		
directly	attributable	operating	expenses -6,329 -8,396
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22. other operating expenses

other expenses includes 1275 thousand in fees for the audit of group companies. 1245 thousand of this figure is 
attributable to BDo Deutsche warentreuhand Ag. 110 thousand were also spent on consulting services from BDo 
warentreuhand Ag.

23. Income from investments

 

In the year under review, this item included the dividend paid by Ilwro Joint Venture Sp. zo.o. and City-point Beteili-
gungs gmbh.

24. profit/loss attributable to limited partners

the increase in profit/loss attributable to minority shareholders as against the previous year is essentially due to the 
fact that a higher profit/loss share was attributed to minority interests in line with IAS 40 with the first-time valuation 
of the galeria Baltycka.

In the reporting year, 110,658 thousand (previous year: 13,458 thousand) was attributable to measurement gains and 
13,429 thousand (previous year: 12,918 thousand) to current results.

in 3 thousands 2007 2006

Minority	interest	in	commercial	partnerships -14,087 -6,376

-14,087 -6,376

in 3 thousands 2007 2006

Personnel	expenses -1,179 -1,034

Marketing	costs -458 -451

Appraisal	costs -151 -160

Exchange	rate	losses -21 -35

Amortisation -16 -462

Others -2,387 -4,204

-4,212 -6,346

in 3 thousands 2007 2006

Income	from	investments 1,505 1,940

1,505 1,940
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25. Measurement gains

 

26. Income tax expense

In measuring deferred taxes, the tax rates applicable in accordance with IAS 12 are the ones valid under current legis-
lation at the date at which the temporary differences will probably reverse. In light of the corporation tax reform and 
the associated reduction of corporation tax rates, deferred tax was calculated for the domestic companies with a 
tax rate of 15% in 2007. In addition, a solidarity surcharge of 5.5% on the calculated corporation tax was recognised. 
the respective local tax rates were recognised for companies abroad.

tax reconciliation

the income taxes in the amount of 116,344 thousand during the year under review are derived as follows from an 
expected income tax expense that would have resulted from the application of the parent company’s statutory 
income tax rate to the profit before tax. this was calculated using a corporation tax rate of 15% plus the 5.5% soli-
darity surcharge.

in 3 thousands 2007 2006

Fair	value	gains	in	accordance	with	IAS	40 46,759 66,491

Exchange	rate	gains 4,010 1,053

Excess	of	identified	net	assets	acquired	over	cost	of	acquisition	resulting	
from	changes	in	the	consolidated	Group	in	accordance	with	IFRS	3 -9 4,560

Others 0 195

50,760 72,299

in 3 thousands 2007 2006

Current	tax	expense -375 -500

Deferred	tax	liabilities	–	domestic	companies 19,576 -20,647

Deferred	tax	liabilities	–	foreign	companies -2,857 3,782

16,344 -17,365
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DISCloSureS on the ConSolIDAteD CASh Flow StAteMent

Disclosures on the consolidated cash flow statement

the cash flow statement has been prepared in accordance with IAS 7 and is broken down into operating cash flow 
and cash flow from operating activities, cash flow from investing activities, and cash flow from financing activities. 
Cash and cash equivalents consist of cash and bank balances.

Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents consist of bank balances and cash. the previous year’s value was corrected for invest-
ments in money market funds and term deposits which are invested for longer than 3 months. these amounts are 
now reported in the cash flow statement in the item Changes in other financial investments.

in 3 thousands 31.12.2007 31.12.2006

Cash	and	cash	equivalents 108,993 94,214

108,993 94,214

in 3 thousands 2007 2006

consolidated profit before income tax 77,838 117,676

theoretical income tax 15.825 % (previous year: 26.375%) -12,318 -31,037

Reversal	of	deferred	income	taxes 0 10,011

Tax-free	income 0 3,452

Tax	rate	differences	for	foreign	Group	companies -695 528

Others -330 -319

effective income tax -13,343 -17,365

Reversal	due	to	tax	rate	reduction 29,687 0

current income taxes 16,344 -17,365

Deutsche euroShop Ag is a commercial enterprise by virtue of its legal form and its trade income is subject to trade 
tax. 

however, since 2003 Deutsche euroShop Ag has met the requirements for the extended reduction of trade tax in 
accordance with section 9(1) sentence 2 of the gewerbesteuergesetz (gewStg – trade tax Act). As a result, no sig-
nificant trade tax payments have been made to date.

At present, the trade tax is only applied to income not covered by the extended reduction of trade tax, such as inter-
est income. In the current year, 182 thousand in trade tax expense was included in the effective tax expense.

In financial year 2007, the effective income tax rate was 17%.
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operating cash flow 

After adjustment of the profit for the period for non-cash income and expenses, the operating cash flow amounts to 
140,586 thousand. All changes to cash flows from net finance costs are allocated to operating activities.

Cash flow from operating activities

Changes in receivables, provisions and liabilities are allocated to cash flow from operating activities.

Cash flows from operating activities include:

     •  interest income in the amount of 12.7 million (previous year: 12.3 million)

     •  interest expense in the amount of 134.4 million (previous year: 133.3 million)

     •    income tax paid in the amount of 10.4 million (previous year: 10.5 million) 

Cash flow from investing activities

Cash additions/disposals of property, plant and equipment and non-current financial assets during the current year 
are disclosed. 

Cash flow from financing activities

In the 2007 financial year, a dividend of 136,094 thousand was paid to the shareholders and distributions of 14,052 
thousand made to the minority shareholders.

Currency related and other changes

this item is primarily the result of equity effects relating to currency translation of foreign investments.
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Cashflow per share

the presentation of the cash flow from operating activities has been changed and the previous year adjusted ac-
cordingly. the item now also includes the changes of other financial investments which were a component of the 
cash and cash equivalents in the previous year. Furthermore, the previous year’s values were adjusted in view of 
the shares in circulation, with regard to the share split. 

eArnIngS per ShAre

In accordance with IAS 33, earnings per share are calculated by dividing the consolidated profit for the period by the 
weighted average number of shares in issue. this ratio can be diluted by ‘potential’ shares (convertible bonds and 
stock options) or by capital increases.

According to the share split of August 2007, the share capital of Deutsche euroShop Ag is composed of 34,374,998 no-par 
value registered shares. 

the previous year’s figures were adjusted.

31.12.2007 31.12.2006

Average	outstanding	shares 34,374,998 34,374,998

Operating	cash	flow 1 thousand 40,586 36,882

Operating	cash	flow	per	share 1 1.18 1.07

Cash	flow	from	operating	activities	 1 thousand 76,915 14,657

Cashflow	per	share	 1 2.24 0.43

2007 2006

Shares	in	circulation 34,374,998 34,374,998

Consolidated	net	profit	attributable		
to	Group	shareholders 1 thousand 94,177 100,307

Earnings	per	share	(basic) 1 2.74 2.92

Earnings	per	share	(diluted) 1 2.74 2.92
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Balance sheet amount in line with Ias 39 Balance sheet amount in line with Ias 39

in 3 thousands

Valuation  
category in line 

with Ias 39

carrying  
amount 

31.12.2007 cost carried costs

Fair value  
reported  
in equity

Fair value 
31.12.2007

carrying  
amount 

31.12.2006 cost carried costs

Fair value  
reported  
in equity

Fair value 
31.12.2006

Financial assets

Non-current	financial	assets AfS 32,851 4,759 15,381 12,711 32,851 29,077 4,504 15,381 9,192 29,077

Trade	receivables LaR 3,179 3,179 3,179 2,337 2,337 2,337

Other	current	assets* LaR 15,951 12,026 3,925 15,951 29,256 27,245 2,011 29,256

Other	financial	investments HfT 3,681 3,681 3,681 2,688 2,688 2,688

Cash	and	cash	equivalents LaR 108,993 108,993 108,993 94,214 94,214 94,214

Financial liabilities

Bank	loans	and	overdrafts FLAC 895,952 895,952 897,972 780,629 780,629 795,854

Right	to	redeem	of	limited	partners FLAC 113,249 113,249 113,249 101,642 101,642 101,642

Current	trade	payables FLAC 8,651 8,651 8,651 6,497 6,497 6,497

Other	non-current	liabilities* FLAC 3,936 3,625 311 3,936 8,017 8,017 8,017

Aggregated	according	to	measurement	category	in	line	with	IAS	39:

Loans	and	receivables	(LaR) 128,123 124,198 3,925 128,123 125,807 123,796 2,011 125,807

Available-for-Sale	(AfS) 32,851 4,759 15,381 12,711 32,851 29,077 4,504 15,381 9,192 29,077

Held-for-Trading	(HfT) 3,681 3,681 3,681 2,688 2,688 2,688

Financial	liabilities	measured	at	amortised	costs	(FLAC) 1,021,788 1,021,477 311 1,023,808 896,785 896,785 912,010

*	Only	financial	instruments	in	line	with	IAS	39	/	IFRS	7

other DISCloSureS

27. Financial instruments and risk management 

Carrying amounts, valuations and fair values according to measurement category
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Balance sheet amount in line with Ias 39 Balance sheet amount in line with Ias 39

in 3 thousands

Valuation  
category in line 

with Ias 39

carrying  
amount 

31.12.2007 cost carried costs

Fair value  
reported  
in equity

Fair value 
31.12.2007

carrying  
amount 

31.12.2006 cost carried costs

Fair value  
reported  
in equity

Fair value 
31.12.2006

Financial assets

Non-current	financial	assets AfS 32,851 4,759 15,381 12,711 32,851 29,077 4,504 15,381 9,192 29,077

Trade	receivables LaR 3,179 3,179 3,179 2,337 2,337 2,337

Other	current	assets* LaR 15,951 12,026 3,925 15,951 29,256 27,245 2,011 29,256

Other	financial	investments HfT 3,681 3,681 3,681 2,688 2,688 2,688

Cash	and	cash	equivalents LaR 108,993 108,993 108,993 94,214 94,214 94,214

Financial liabilities

Bank	loans	and	overdrafts FLAC 895,952 895,952 897,972 780,629 780,629 795,854

Right	to	redeem	of	limited	partners FLAC 113,249 113,249 113,249 101,642 101,642 101,642

Current	trade	payables FLAC 8,651 8,651 8,651 6,497 6,497 6,497

Other	non-current	liabilities* FLAC 3,936 3,625 311 3,936 8,017 8,017 8,017

Aggregated	according	to	measurement	category	in	line	with	IAS	39:

Loans	and	receivables	(LaR) 128,123 124,198 3,925 128,123 125,807 123,796 2,011 125,807

Available-for-Sale	(AfS) 32,851 4,759 15,381 12,711 32,851 29,077 4,504 15,381 9,192 29,077

Held-for-Trading	(HfT) 3,681 3,681 3,681 2,688 2,688 2,688

Financial	liabilities	measured	at	amortised	costs	(FLAC) 1,021,788 1,021,477 311 1,023,808 896,785 896,785 912,010

*	Only	financial	instruments	in	line	with	IAS	39	/	IFRS	7
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non-current financial assets include an investment defined as available-for-sale, which was reported in equity on 
the balance sheet date. Furthermore, companies which are not included in the consolidated financial statements for 
reasons of materiality are recognised at cost, which corresponds to their fair value.

trade receivables, other assets and cash and cash equivalents have predominantly short residual terms. the carrying 
amounts correspond therefore to the fair value.

other assets and other financial investments include non-current amounts which have been recognised at present 
value, taking into account the interest and market price parameters applicable on the reporting date.

Bank loans and overdrafts have long-term durations and are recognised at cost. the fair value for group loans is 
given in the notes under item 12 Bank loans and overdrafts. In total, interest expense of 134,437 thousand is included 
in net financial costs.

Current trade payables and other liabilities regularly have short maturities. the carrying amounts thus correspond 
to the fair value.

other liabilities include non-current amounts which have been recognised at present value, taking into account the 
interest and market price parameters applicable on the reporting date.

Interest from financial instruments is reported in net financial costs. the profit/loss share of minority shareholders of 
114,087 thousand is included in net financial costs.

Allowances on receivables are reported in other operating costs.

MArKet rISKS 

liquidity risks

the liquidity of the Deutsche euroShop group is continuously monitored and planned. the subsidiaries regularly 
have cash to be able to pay for their current commitments. Furthermore, credit lines and bank overdrafts can also 
be made use of at short notice.

the contractually agreed future interest and principal repayments of the original financial liabilities and derivative 
financial instruments are to be shown in undiscounted form and are as follows as at 31 December 2007:

the amounts relate to all contractual commitments existing on the balance sheet date. of the trade payables 
reported at the end of the financial year and other financial liabilities, the majority will be due in 2008.

in 3 thousands

carry-
ing amount 
31.12.2007

cash flows 
2008

cash flows 
2009 until 

2012
cash flows 
from 2012

Bank	loans	and	overdrafts	 895,952 86,089 284,512 904,332
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Credit risk

there are no significant credit risks in the group. the trade receivables reported on the reporting date were pre-
dominantly paid up to the date of the preparation of the financial statements. During the reporting year, write-downs 
of rent receivables of 1213 thousand (previous year: 1271 thousand) are included in other operating expenses.

Currency and measurement risk

the group companies operate exclusively in the european economic Area and conduct the greater part of their 
business in euro. this does not entail currency risks. only the inclusion of the eastern european property companies 
causes translation gains or losses through the measurement of foreign currency liabilities on the balance sheet 
date, which are of minor importance in the view of the group since they are non-cash items. these amounts are 
reported in measurement gains, which include essentially the changes in value from the property valuation. 

on the basis of the expert appraisals, the property portfolio has a theoretical initial net yield of 5.40% for the 2007 
financial year. An increase in the initial net yield of 100 basis points would result in a profit reduction of 1235,000 
thousand. A reduction of 100 basis points would result in a profit increase of 1338,000 thousand.

Interest rate risk  

A sensitivity analysis was implemented to determine the effect of potential interest rate changes. Based on the financial 
assets and liabilities underlying an interest rate risk on the balance sheet date, this shows the effect of a change on the 
group’s equity. Interest rate risks arose on the balance sheet date only for credit borrowed and the associated interest 
rate hedges, which have been accounted for at present value as cash flow hedges in equity. A change in the market inter-
est rate of 100 basis points would lead to a change in equity of 19,541 thousand. the majority of the loan liabilities have 
fixed interest conditions. 

on the balance sheet date, credit of 1110,600 thousand (previous year: 130,000) was hedged with derivative financial 
instruments.
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Capital management

the group’s capital management is designed to maintain a strong equity base. the group’s financial policies are 
also based on the annual payment of a dividend.

equity is reported here including the share of the minority shareholders.

the net financial debt is determined from the financial liabilities on the balance sheet date less cash and cash equiva- 
lents and other financial investments. the increase in the net financial debt during the financial year was connected 
with our construction projects in hameln, passau and gdansk.

28. Joint ventures

Joint ventures, in which Deutsche euroShop Ag together with third parties has a majority of the voting rights, are 
proportionately included as a joint venture in the consolidated financial statements. For the purposes of propor-
tionate consolidation, the share of the assets which are jointly controlled and the share of liabilities for which Deut-
sche euroShop Ag is jointly responsible, are assumed into the consolidated balance sheet. the income statement 
includes the share of the earnings and expenses of the jointly managed companies.

During the financial year, assets and liability items as well as expenses and earnings of the subsidiaries defined 
as joint ventures in line with IAS 31.56 have been included in the consolidated financial statements in the following 
way:

the statements were made in line with IAS 31.56 for the first time in the 2007 financial year. they were not made in the 
previous year (IAS 8). the entities included proportionately in the consolidated financial statements are included in 
the list of shareholdings in line with section 285 of the handelsgesetzbuch (hgB – german Commercial Code).

in 3 thousands 31.12.2007 31.12.2006

equity 974,047 897,918

Equity	ratio	in	% 49,29	% 50,00	%

net financial debt -783,278 -683,727

in 3 thousands 31.12.2007 31.12.2006

Current	assets 14,579 22,129

Non-current	assets 564,154 544,768

Current	liabilities 4,890 8,454

Non-current	liabilities 268,493 267,673

Earnings 50,805 71,680

Expenses 19,500 20,481
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SegMent reportIng

As a holding company, Deutsche euroShop Ag holds equity interests in shopping centers in the european union. 
the investees are pure shelf companies without staffs of their own. operational management is contracted out 
to external service providers under agency agreements, meaning that the companies’ activities are exclusively 
restricted to asset management.

Due to the Company’s uniform business activities within a relatively homogeneous region (the european union),  
no separate segment reporting has been presented (single-product, single-region entity).

other FInAnCIAl oBlIgAtIonS

rental, lease and loan obligations

leasing expenses of 177 thousand were incurred in the reporting year.

other DISCloSureS

An average of four staff were employed in the group during the reporting year.

eVentS AFter the BAlAnCe Sheet DAte

no significant events occurred between the balance sheet date and the date of preparation of the financial  
statements.

in 3 thousands 31.12.2007 31.12.2006

Due	2008	(previous	year	2007) 80 52

Due	2009	(previous	year	2008) 80 47

Due	after	2009	(previous	year	after	2008) 89 46

249 145
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the SuperVISorY BoArD AnD the eXeCutIVe BoArD

Supervisory Board

a) Membership of other statutory supervisory boards

b) Membership of comparable german and foreign supervisory bodies of business enterprises

Manfred Zaß, Königstein im taunus, Chairman

Banker

Dr. Michael gellen, Cologne, Deputy Chairman

lawyer

a) reality Capital partners Ag, Bonn (until 30 november 2007)

b) rhein-pfalz wohnen gmbh, Mainz

 Mt wohnen gmbh, Frankfurt am Main

 rhein-Main wohnen gmbh, Frankfurt am Main

 rhein-Mosel wohnen gmbh, Mainz

 Main-taunus wohnen gmbh & Co. Kg, Frankfurt am Main

thomas Armbrust, hamburg                                                

Member of the management of Kg CurA Vermögensverwaltung g.m.b.h. & Co., hamburg

a) C.J. Vogel Aktiengesellschaft für Beteiligungen, hamburg (Chairman)

 transConnect unternehmensberatungs- und Beteiligungs Ag, Munich (Chairman)

 Verwaltungsgesellschaft otto mbh, hamburg

 platium Ag, hamburg (Chairman)

b) eCe projektmanagement g.m.b.h. & Co. Kg, hamburg (Deputy Chairman)

 Spiegel holdings, Inc., Chicago/uSA

Dr. Jörn Kreke, hagen

Businessman

a) Douglas holding Ag, hagen (Chairman)
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 Alexander otto, hamburg

Ceo of eCe projektmanagement g.m.b.h. & Co. Kg, hamburg

a) hSh nordbank Ag, hamburg

 Verwaltungsgesellschaft otto mbh, hamburg

 British American tobacco (Industrie) gmbh, hamburg

 British American tobacco (germany) gmbh, hamburg

 BAtIg gesellschaft für Beteiligungen, hamburg

 hamburg-Mannheimer Versicherungs Ag, hamburg

b)    peek & Cloppenburg Kg, Düsseldorf

Dr. Bernd thiemann, Frankfurt am Main

Co-owner of Drueker & Co., Frankfurt am Main (until 31 December 2007)

a) eM.Sport Media Ag, Munich (Chairman)

 M.M. warburg & Co. KgaA holding, hamburg (Deputy Chairman)

 thyssen Krupp Stainless Ag, Duisburg

 VhV Vereinigte hannoversche Versicherung a.g., hanover

 VhV leben Ag, hanover

 wave Management Ag, hamburg (Deputy Chairman)

b) Fraport Ag, Frankfurt am Main

 würth gruppe, Künzelsau (Deputy Chairman)

 odewald & Companie, Berlin (Deputy Chairman)

executive Board

Claus-Matthias Böge, hamburg, Spokesman 

olaf g. Borkers, hamburg
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the remuneration of the members of the Supervisory Board amounted to 1134 thousand in the year under review, 
and is broken down as follows:

 

no advances or loans were granted to the members of the Supervisory Board.

the remuneration of the executive Board amounted to 1787 thousand, and is broken down as follows:

 

other benefits include the provision of a car for work or private use as well as contributions to a pension 
scheme.

no advances or loans were granted to members of the executive Board. the Company has not entered into any 
contingencies or commitments in favour of these persons. For further details, please see the supplementary 
disclosures on remuneration contained in the management report.

Corporate governance:

the Declaration of Conformity with the german Corporate governance Code required by section 161 of the 
Aktiengesetz (Aktg – german public Companies Act) has been issued jointly by the Supervisory Board and the 
executive Board, and was made available to shareholders via publication on the Internet in December 2007.

in 3 thousands total
total  

previous year

Manfred	Zaß 35.70 34.80

Dr	Michael	Gellen 26.77 26.10

Thomas	Armbrust 17.85 17.40

Alexander	Otto 17.85 17.40

Dr	Jörn	Kreke 17.85 17.40

Dr	Bernd	Thiemann 17.85 17.40

Incl.	19%	value	added	tax	(previous	year	16%) 133.87 130.50

in 3 thousands
Fixed 

remuneration
Variable 

remuneration
Other 

benefits total
total  

previous year

Claus-Matthias	Böge 278 200 66 544 491

Olaf	G.	Borkers	 168 70 5 243 188
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relAteD pArtIeS In ACCorDAnCe wIth IAS 24

Deutsche euroShop Ag’s subsidiaries as well as the members of its executive Board and the Supervisory Board are 
regarded as related parties in accordance with IAS 24. In the ordinary course of business, the Company maintained 
relationships involving the provision of goods and services with this group of persons and companies; the relevant 
terms and conditions fulfil the criteria for arm’s length transactions.

Income of 14,807 thousand (previous year: 14,291 thousand) was generated in the financial year from the Douglas 
group under existing rental contracts. 

Fees for service contracts amounting to 124,548 thousand (previous year: 147,050 thousand) were paid to the eCe 
group. 120,996 thousand (previous year: 136,985 thousand) of this amount related to properties under construction 
and 13,552 thousand (previous year: 110,065 thousand) to operational properties. this was partially offset by income 
from rental contracts with the eCe group in the amount of 13,236 thousand (previous year: 13,246 thousand).

In addition, a prime contractor agreement worth 191,400 thousand was signed with the eCe group for the Stadt-
galerie passau. Instalment payments amounting to 139,200 thousand (previous year: 112,900 thousand) were made 

in the year under review.

hamburg, 9 April 2008

Deutsche euroShop Ag

the executive Board

Claus-Matthias Böge    olaf g. Borkers
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other disclosures

In line with section 160(1) no. 8 of the Aktg, we give notice that the following investments and changes to voting 
rights in line with the duty of disclosure and in accordance with section 21 of the wertpapierhandelsgesetz (wphg 
– Securities trading Act) have been registered to our Company:

shareholder stock report as of

event  
(in brackets:  

share threshold in %)

new voting 
rights share 

in %

of which 
own hold-

ings in %

of which 
indirectly 

attributable 
in %

Benjamin	Otto,	Hamburg 2	April	2002 Exceeds	threshold	(5) 7.74 0.00 7.74

"Bravo-Alpha"	Beteiligungs	
G.m.b.H.,	Hamburg 2	April	2002 Exceeds	threshold	(5) 7.74 3.71 4.03

Alexander	Otto,	Hamburg 25	November	2005 Exceeds	threshold	(5.10) 12.27 0.91 11.36

AROSA	Vermögensverwal-
tungsgesellschaft	m.b.H.,	
Hamburg 25	November	2005 Exceeds	threshold	(5.10) 11.36 11.36 0.00

Stockshare	Nominees	(Pty)	
Ltd.,	Waverly/South	Africa 29	November	2007 Exceeds	threshold	(5) 5.29 5.29 0.00

Attfund	Ltd,		
Pretoria/South	Africa 29	November	2007 Exceeds	threshold	(5) 5.29 0.00 5.29

"Juliett-Alpha"	Beteiligungs	
G.m.b.H.,	Hamburg 22	February	2008 Falls	below	threshold	(3) 2.98 2.98 0.00
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ShAreholDIng

list of shareholdings in accordance with section 285 of the hgB as at 31 December 2007:

 nominal Interest thereof thereof hGB profit/
company name equity in nominal indirect direct loss 2007
and domicile in 1 capital in % in % in % in 1

Fully consolidated companies

Deutsche	EuroShop	Verwaltungs	GmbH,	
Hamburg	 50,000.00	 100.00	 –	 100.00	 15,608.08

Deutsche	EuroShop	Management	GmbH,	Hamburg	 25,000.00	 100.00	 –	 100.00	 22,026.15

Rhein-Neckar-Zentrum	KG,	Hamburg	 235,000,000.00	 99.90	 –	 99.90	 2,319,390.25

City-Galerie	Wolfsburg	KG,	Hamburg	 50,000,000.00	 89.00	 –	 89.00	 1,140,273.24

Allee-Center	Hamm	KG,	Hamburg	 21,630,000.00	 87.74	 –	 87.74	 3,010,835.21

City-Arkaden	Wuppertal	KG,	Hamburg	 50,000,000.00	 72.00	 –	 72.00	 -52,841.90

Forum	Wetzlar	KG,	Hamburg	 44,700,000.00	 65.00	 –	 65.00	 742,366.49

Stadt-Galerie	Hameln	KG,	Hamburg	 82,000,000.00	 94.90	 –	 94.90	 -2,246,309.79

Rathaus-Center	Dessau	KG,	Hamburg	 46,200,000.00	 94.90	 –	 94.90	 6,398,444.17

Stadt-Galerie	Passau	KG,	Hamburg	 125,900,000.00	 75.00	 –	 75.00	 -635,021.72

Einkaufs-Center	Galeria	Baltycka	
G.m.b.H.	&	Co.	KG,	Hamburg	 54,960,000.00	 74.00	 -	 74.00	 -68,309.18

 in pln    in pln

Centrum	Handlowe	Polska	5	
Sp.	z	o.o.	Sp.	kom.,	Warsaw,	Poland			 200,001,100.00	 74.00	 74.00	 –	 18,586,916.88

proportionately consolidated companies in 1    in 1

Altmarkt-Galerie	Dresden	KG,	Hamburg	 83,000,000.00	 50.00	 –	 50.00	 7,872,778.02

Einkaufs-Center	Arkaden	Pécs	KG,	Hamburg	 41,300,000.00	 50.00	 –	 50.00	 1,841,407.56

Objekt	City-Point	Kassel	GmbH	&	Co.	KG,
Pöcking	 42,400,000.00	 40.00	 40.00	 –	 -737,700.04

DB	Immobilienfonds	12	Main-Taunus-
Zentrum	Wieland	KG,	Hamburg	 150,000,000.00	 40.77	 –	 40.77	 5,985,241.54

Main-Taunus-Zentrum	KG,	Hamburg	 12,688,000.00	 43.12	 37.38	 5.74	 9,670,625.80

CAK	City-Arkaden	Klagenfurt	KG,	Hamburg	 51,700,000.00	 50.00	 –	 50.00	 -51,441.06

EKZ	Eins	Errichtungs-	und	
Betriebs	Ges.m.b.H	&	Co	OEG,	Wien	 48,001,000.00	 50.00	 50.00	 –	 188,097.15

Immobilien	KG	FEZ	Harburg,	Hamburg	 40,700,000.00	 50.00	 –	 50.00	 1,033,973.29

Investees in pln    in pln

Ilwro	Joint	Venture	Sp.	z	o.o.,	Warsaw,	Poland	 21,000,000.00	 33.33	 –	 33.33	 36,217,450.88

CASPIA	Investments	Sp.	z	o.o.,	Warsaw,	Poland	 50,000.00	 74.00	 74.00	 –	 468,485.89

 in 1    in 1

City-Point	Beteiligungs	GmbH,	Pöcking	 25,564.60	 40.00	 –	 40.00	 7,586.48

Kommanditgesellschaft	Sechzehnte	ALBA
Grundstücksgesellschaft	mbH	&	Co.,	Hamburg	 25,000.00	 50.00	 50.00	 –	 -10,397.11

EKZ	Vier	Errichtungs-	und		
Betriebs	Ges.m.b.H.,	Wien	 35,000.00	 50.00	 50.00	 –	 -13,402.63
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legAl repreSentAtIVeS’ DeClArAtIon 

we declare that to the best of our knowledge, in line with the accounting policies to be applied, the consolidated 
financial statements presents a true and fair view of the net assets, financial position and results of operations of the 
group and the group Management report presents the situation of the group and the course of business including 
business performance which is a fair and accurate view, and describes the essential opportunities and risks of the 
likely development of the group.

hamburg, 9 April 2008

Claus-Matthias Böge    olaf g. Borkers
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AuDItor’S report  

we have audited the consolidated financial statements – comprising the balance sheet, income statement, state-
ment of changes in equity, cash flow statement and the notes – and the group management report prepared by 
Deutsche euroShop Ag, hamburg, for the financial year from 1 January to 31 December 2007. the preparation of the 
consolidated financial statements and the group management report in accordance with IFrSs as adopted by the 
eu and the supplementary provisions of german commercial law required to be applied under section 315a(1) of 
the handelsgesetzbuch (hgB – german Commercial Code) is the responsibility of the Company’s management. 
our responsibility is to express an opinion on the consolidated financial statements and the group management 
report based on our audit.

we conducted our audit of the consolidated financial statements in accordance with section 317 of the hgB and the 
german generally accepted standards for the audit of financial statements promulgated by the Institut der wirt-
schaftsprüfer (IDw). those standards require that we plan and perform the audit such that misstatements materially 
affecting the presentation of the net assets, financial position and results of operations in the consolidated financial 
statements in accordance with the applicable financial reporting standards and in the group management report 
are detected with reasonable assurance. Knowledge of the business activities and the economic and legal environ-
ment of the group and expectations as to possible misstatements are taken into account in the determination of 
audit procedures. the effectiveness of the accounting-related internal control system and the evidence supporting 
the disclosures in the consolidated financial statements and the group management report are examined primarily 
on a test basis within the framework of the audit. the audit includes assessing the annual financial statements of the 
companies included in the consolidated financial statements, the determination of the companies to be included in 
the consolidated financial statements, the accounting and consolidation principles used and significant estimates 
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the consolidated financial statements and 
the group management report. we believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

our audit has not led to any reservations.

In our opinion, based on the findings of our audit, the consolidated financial statements comply with IFrSs as 
adopted by the eu and the supplementary provisions of german commercial law required to be applied under 
section 315a(1) of the hgB and give a true and fair view of the net assets, financial position and results of operations 
of the group in accordance with these requirements. the group management report is consistent with the consoli-
dated financial statements, as a whole provides an accurate view of the group's position and accurately presents 
the opportunities and risks of future development.

hamburg, 9 April 2008

BDo Deutsche warentreuhand

Aktiengesellschaft

wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft

   

Signed   rohardt              zu Inn- u. Knyphausen

   Auditor                       Auditor
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Dear Mr Kiss,
Dear Mr lissner,

I would like to congratulate you and your 
team on a successful annual report!
great ideas and implementation.

regards from a satisfied shareholder,
hubertus leonhardt. tübingen
(Via e-mail)

Dear Mr Borkers,

It was with great pleasure that I received 
your 2006 Annual report in the post yes-
terday.

to sum it up: I have never taken such a long 
or close look at an annual report. this is a 
great success for you! Congratulations on 
this excellent annual report (and of course 
on the excellent earnings)!

Best regards,

holger grandt, Barum

Dear Colleagues,

Congratulations on the excellent and 
brave layout of your 2006 Annual report 
which I discovered at an event on annual 
reports in hamburg. I was not the only 
one impressed with your layout – col-
leagues from other companies were 
equally thrilled with it.

Keep up the good work.

Best regards,
Angelika obermann
project Manager – Annual reports
Arcandor Ag, essen
(Via e-mail)

Dear Sir/Madam,

It was with interest that I read your new 
style of annual report. I believe that this 
is an alternative worth considering, espe-
cially for a company like Deutsche euro-
Shop. however as a shareholder, I always 
had the costs, which are sure to be higher, 
in the back of my mind.

I particularly read the report on gdansk 
closely. however, the statement on page 
77 about gdansk being destroyed amazed 
me because my sources speak of the city 
being destroyed by the Soviet red Army 
and not, as you write, by german attacks. 

Since I am interested in the historical back-
ground, I would be extremely grateful if 
you could provide information on your 
sources.

Best regards,
Jürgen hackemann, Bochum

Dear Mr Hackemann,

Thank you for your letter. We are extremely 
pleased that you, as a shareholder, have taken 
such a close look at our annual report.

As regards your comment about the report on 
Gdansk, we can only apologise to you profusely. 
Despite intensive research, our author seems 
to have made a mistake. Please excuse this 
mistake.

Kind regards,

The Deutsche EuroShop 
Investor Relations Team

Dear Sir/Madam,

I have been a shareholder of your company 
for a few years now and follow your per-
formance with interest. In so doing, I have 
realised that I did not receive any quarterly 
reports whatsoever from you in 2007. Is there 

a particular reason for this?

richard pleininger, Konstanz

Dear Mr Pleininger,

Thank you for your question. For cost reasons 
and due to the wishes of shareholders on 
many occasions, we only publish the quarterly 
reports as PDF files for downloading on our 
investor relations website at www.deutsche-
euroshop.com/ir.

Please note that we will only send out the 
annual report in future at the shareholder’s 
request. We would be happy to add you to 
the corresponding distribution list.

Best regards,

The Deutsche EuroShop 
Investor Relations Team

reADer’S letterS
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DeS

The company "Deutsche EuroShop", 
Unique in its kind, is simply "top"! 

All DES - shopping centers are very well positioned 
So that investment and commitment are ever so efficient. 

All members of the DES-team  
are highly motivated, work really hard 

And have always done so,  
being reliable and resourceful, right from the start. 

The direct contact with IR is super and  
conveys a lot of excellent information value 

Helping to establish trust and to create  
the DES top image, this much I can tell you. 
Shareholders, get to know and appreciate  
the beautiful historic cities in Germany, 

And enjoy exploring the gorgeous DES- shopping centers, 
there is such a lot to buy and to see! 
The shoppers̀  paradise is always  
free from rain, heat, snow and ice, 
And the very special atmosphere is 
always welcoming and really nice. 

So, dear DES - team, carry on just like that with 
your work, enthusiasm and commitment,     
We, the shareholders, will gladly promise 

to shop to our hearts̀  content!!!

lydia Schaefer, Solingen

SerVICe
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A

Advertising Value equivalence
Index number for the assessment of the mone-
tary value of an editorial article. It is based on 
the advertising rate of the medium.

Anchor tenant
the key tenant used to attract other tenants. Its 
high customer footfall attracts increased traf-
fic to the entire shopping center. the smaller 
tenants clustered around the anchor tenant 
profit from the higher customer footfall of their 
larger neighbour. A rational center structure 
in terms of the organisation of the shops and 
the range of goods offered is crucial to its suc-
cess.

Annual financial statements 
under german (hgB) accounting princip-
les, the annual financial statements consist of 
a company’s balance sheet, profit and loss 
account, the notes to the financial statements 
and the management report. the annual 
financial statements of a public company are 
prepared by its executive board, audited by 
a certified public accountant (in germany: 
wirtschaftsprüfer) and adopted by the super-
visory board.

C

Cash flow per share (CFpS) 
the cash flow per share is calculated by divi-
ding the cash flow by the number of shares 
issued by a company. the cash flow per share 
is taken as the basis for calculating the price-
cash flow ratio.   

Class of assets
Division of the capital and real estate market 
into different classes of assets or asset seg-
ments. 

Consumer price index
Also called the cost-of-living index, this is cal-
culated in germany by the Federal Statistical 
office on a monthly basis. the CpI is the most 
important statistical indicator of a change in 
prices; the price of a basket of goods during a 
given period is compared with the price of the 
same basket during the base year. this change 
is also known as the inflation rate.

Corporate governance 
the rules for good, value-driven corporate 
management. the objective is to control 
the company’s management and to create 
mechanisms to oblige executives to act in the 
interests of their shareholders. 

Coverage 
Information provided on a listed public com-
pany by banks and financial analysts in the 
form of studies and research reports.

D

DAX 
germany’s premier equity index. the compo-
sition of the DAX is established by Deutsche 
Börse Ag on the basis of the share prices of 
the 30 largest german companies listed in the 
prime Standard in terms of market capitalisa-
tion and market turnover.

Discounted cash flow model (DCF)
Method for the assessment of companies which 
is used to determine the future payments sur-
plusses and discount them to the valuation 
date.

Dividend 
the share of the distributed net profit of a com-
pany to which a shareholder is entitled in line 
with the number of shares he or she holds.  

E

eBIt 
earnings before interest and taxes. 

eBt 
earnings before taxes. 

e-commerce 
Direct commercial relationship between sup-
plier and buyer via the internet including the 
provision of services.

eprA 
european public real estate Association. 
Based in Amsterdam, the eprA is an organisa-
tion that represents the interests of the major 
european property management companies 
and supports the development and market 
presence of european public property com-
panies. the well-known international index 
named after it, the eprA index, tracks the per-
formance of the largest european and north 
American listed property companies.

epS
earnings per Share

F

Fair value
According to IFrS, a potential market price 
under ideal market conditions for which an 
asset value may be traded or an obligation 
between competent and independent busi-
ness partners, willing to make a contract, may 
be settled. 

FerI-rating
Short for FerI real estate rating. A science-based 
system for the determination of an achievable 
sustained market value (criteria: predicted net 
earnings, taking into account the location’s and 
property’s attractiveness) and property rating 
(risk/return ratio). 

Free cash flow  
the surplus cash generated from operating 
activities recognised in the profit and loss 
account. this expresses a company’s internal 
financing power, which can be used for invest-
ments, the repayment of debt, dividend pay-
ments and to meet funding requirements.

glossary
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X
Xetra 

An electronic stock exchange trading system 
for location-independent trading. the central, 
open order book is accessible to all market 
participants, thus increasing market transpa-
rency.  trading hours are 9.00 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. 
(as of March 2007).



M

Mall
Row of shops in a shopping center.

Market capitalisation 
The current quoted price for a share multiplied 
by the number of shares listed on the stock.

MDAX 
German mid-cap index comprising the 50 
most important securities after the DAX mem-
bers. exchange. Market capitalisation is calcu-
lated for individual companies, sectors, and 
entire stock markets, thus enabling compari-
sons between them.

Multi channelling
Using a combination of online and offline 

communication tools in marketing. 

N

Net asset value (NAV)
The value of an asset after deduction of liabi-
lities. With regard to shares, the NAV constitu-
tes their intrinsic value. The net net asset value 
(NNAV) is calculated by deducting deferred 
taxes from the NAV.

P

Peer group 
A share price performance benchmark con-
sisting of companies from similar sectors, put 
together on the basis of individual criteria.

Performance 
The term performance describes the percen-
tage appreciation of an investment or a secu-
rities portfolio during a given period.

R

REIT
REIT stands for “Real Estate Investment Trust”. 
REITs are listed real estate corporations that 
are exempt from tax at the company level. 
To qualify, a minimum of 75% of their income 
must come from real estate rental, leasing and 
sales and 90% of profits must be distributed to 
shareholders as dividends.  

Roadshow
Corporate presentations to institutional 
in vestors.

S
 SDAX 

The small-cap index comprising the 50 most 
important securities after the members of the 
DAX and the MDAX.

Savings ratio
Share of savings of the income available in 

households.

Subprime
Mortgage loan to borrower with a low degree 

of creditworthiness.

T

TecDAX 
The successor to the NEMAX 50, comprising 
the 30 largest German listed technology secu-
rities in terms of market capitalisation and mar-
ket turnover.

V

Retail space 
Space in a building and/or an open area that 
is used for sales by a retail operation and 
that is accessible to customers. Service areas 
required for operational and legal purposes 
are not taken into account, nor are stairways 
or shop windows. The retail space is part of 
the leasable space of a business. 

Volatility
Statistical measure for price fluctuations. The 
greater the fluctuations in the price of a secu-
rity, the higher its volatility.

X

Xetra 
An electronic stock exchange trading sys-
tem that, in contrast to floor trading, uses and 
open order book, thus increasing market 
transparency. The trading hours are currently 
9.00 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.

G

Gearing 
Ratio which shows the relationship between 
liabilities and equity.

H

Hedge accounting
Financial mapping of two or more financial 
instruments that hedge one another.

I

ifo Business Climate Index
The ifo Business Climate Index is an important 
forward indicator for economic development 
in Germany. In order to calculate the index, 
the ifo Institute asks approximately 7,000 com-
panies every month for their assessment of 
the economic situation and their short-term 
corporate planning. 

Interest rate swap
Exchange of fixed and variable interest pay-
able on two nominal amounts of capital for a 
fixed period. By means of an interest rate swap, 
interest rate risks may be controlled actively.

International Financial Reporting 
Standards (IFRSs)

International Financial Reporting Standards 
are based on International Accounting Stan-
dards (IASs). Since 1 January 2005, listed com-
panies have been required to apply IFRSs. 
IASs/IFRSs focus on the decision-usefulness 
of accounts. The key requirement with regard 
to the annual financial statements is fair pre-
sentation that is not qualified by aspects of 
prudence or risk provision. 
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Financial Calendar 2008
15.01. Morgan Stanley german property Day, london
23.01. Cheuvreux german Corporate Conference,  
 Frankfurt
30.01. westlB Capital Markets Day, Düsseldorf
15.02.       roadshow london, Silvia Quandt Bank
27.02. hSBC trinkaus real estate Conference, Frankfurt
27.02. roadshow Madrid, M.M. warburg
28.02. roadshow lisbon, Bankhaus lampe
11.03. grand opening of Stadt-galerie hameln
09.04. Audit Committee meeting, hamburg
17.04. Supervisory Board meeting, hamburg
18.04. Annual earnings press conference, hamburg 
21.04.   roadshow new York, Vontobel 
22.04.         Dresdner Kleinwort real estate 
 Investor Day, new York 
22.04. roadshow Zurich, Commerzbank
23.–24.04.  roadshow uSA and Canada, Dresdner Kleinwort
23.04. roadshow Frankfurt, Deutsche Bank
24.04. roadshow london, Berenberg
25.04. roadshow Dublin, equinet 
07.05. roadshow edinburgh, Bankhaus lampe
14.05. Interim report Q1 2008
16.05. Commerzbank real estate Konferenz, Frankfurt
20.05. roadshow Vienna, equinet
20.05. roadshow Brussels, DZ Bank
21.05. roadshow geneva, uBS

21.05. roadshow paris, Deutsche Bank
22.05. Dresdner Kleinwort Speed Investing, Milan
27.05. roadshow Munich, Sal. oppenheim
28.05. roadshow liechtenstein, Metzler
28.05. Kempen & Co. european property Seminar,  
 Amsterdam 
19.06. Annual general Meeting, hamburg
 Supervisory Board meeting, hamburg
14.08. Interim report h1 2008
25.08. roadshow Copenhagen, Kempen & Co
Sept. grand opening of Stadt-galerie passau
04.–05.09. eprA Annual Conference, Stockholm
06.09. hamburg exchange Convention
17.09. roadshow london, lehman Brothers 
18.09. Supervisory Board meeting, hamburg
18.09. roadshow paris, MainFirst 
23.09. uniCredit german Investment Conference,  
 Munich
06.–07.10. expo real, Munich
16.10. Société générale pan european 
 real estate Conference, london
20. - 21.10. real estate Share Initiative, Frankfurt
12.11. westlB Deutschland Conference, Frankfurt
14.11. Interim report Q1-3 2008
25.11. Supervisory Board meeting, hamburg

our financial calendar is updated continuously. 
please check our website for the latest events: http://www.deutsche-euroshop.com/ir
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?please contact us!

1964
the photo on the  

back of our annual report 
was taken in 1964 during 

the opening of the  
Main-taunus-Zentrum. 

Are you the young lady 
on the photo or do you 

recognise her? 

we would be very 
happy, if we could invite 
“our model” to a shop-

ping excursion in the 
Main-taunus-Zentrum.

Simply give us a call: 
+49 (0)40 – 41 35 79 22 or 
send an e-mail to: info@
deutsche-euroshop.de.

In our interim reports 
2008 we will present  

further historic photos of 
the Main-taunus-Zentrum. 

in 3 million 2003 2004 2005 2006 Q1/07 Q2/07 Q3/07 Q4/07 2007

revenues 57.9 61.4 72.1 92.9 22.6 23.0 23.2 26.9 95.8
eBIt 39.5 49.8 57.5 86.3 18.7 19.0 17.8 21.5 77.2
net finance costs -22.0 -25.3 -31.4 -41.0 -10.1 -9.6 -10.0 -20.4 -50.1
eBt 26.9 37.3 81.1 117.7 8.5 9.8 7.4 52.2 77.8
Consolidated profit 19.0 27.7 48.7 100.3 6.3 7.2 31.0 49.7 94.2
earnings per share in 3 
(undiluted) 0.61 0.89 1.55 2.92 0.18 0.21 0.90 1.45 2.74
equity* 695.3 684.4 787.4 897.9 974.0
liabilities 545.2 685.8 756.1 898.3 1,002.3
total assets 1,240.5 1,370.2 1,543.6 1,796.2 1,976.3
equity ratio in %* 56.1 49.9 51.0 50.0 49.3
gearing in %* 78 100 96 100 103
Cash and cash equivalents 102.0 150.3 197.2 94.2 109.0
net asset value 682.5 686.8 794.5 877.4 925.1
net asset value per share in 3 21.84 21.98 23.11 25.53 26.91
Dividend per share in 3 0.96 0.96 1.00 1.05 1.05**

Multi-year-overview
2003 – 2007

* incl. minority interest     ** proposal
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